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Si'ATE-CAEITALI~· AliP WORLD REYOLtlfiQN 
By "Johnson-Forest" 

!Nl'ROOUCT ION 

;---
.. 
~~~ 

In 1~~ the theory of Trotskyism seemed founded on a rook. Today, 
August 4, ~~;o, this is the situation in the world Tl•otskyist movement. 

1, The "irresponsible" RCP of Great Britain. and a powert'ul and 
very responsible minority of US Trotskyists claim that tbe statoac.in 
Eastern'Europe are workers• states, Pablo's latest position is in
distinguishable from theirs. 

2, A great majority now accept Yu~oslavia, ~itherto denounced as 
a capitalist, totalitarian police-state, as n workers' state, 

. J, The cornerstone of Trotskyist policy for nearly twenty years,. 
that the nationalization of industry alone gave Russia the claim to b~· 
a work~rs' state, is now vigorously denied; though what then makes it 
a workers 1 stato is impossible to sea because the T:rans!'l;;!.o!_i&;!. Progz•am 
says that pol:ttically tbe Stalinist state does not <li_:!.'fer from the 
Fascist state '-'.!.save 1n its more unbridled savagery,'!..· 

It-, Those who are opposed to the states 1n Eastern Europe being 
considered workers' states deno~ce the theory as based upon ~u
_tignal qircumstanoes and ·say, rightly, that conclusions would have to 
·be drawn for-the whole world,· When asked to explain how nationaliza
tion took place without the proletarian revolution,·tha~e b!tter 
opponents of any· theory of excfptiopal oircifstances do_ not hesitate 
to reply that the nationalizat ons were due o exgeptippal citgU!J• · 
stanees. But one of their· numbel't llltr~J.n," ge11e1•alizes the theory of 
exsplltio!!§l c:l.rsmm,~nnpe~, and decla:i'ifs that. the property ·relations 
can be overturned w~thou permitting us to conclude. that what we have 
io a workers' state, .. · 

~. Pablo declares: · 

a, Stalinis-t parties ·can under exceptional circumstances 
lead a proletarian r&volution, This destroys the histor:l.cal peeessity 
of the Fourth International, · 

b, We must be prepared to have degenerated workers' states • "'=> 
for centuries. This means either that some capitalism (actuell,-'Ameri-. 
can capitalism) will last for that time; or that all proletar-ian 
revolutions will be betrayed, · · · .. :'. .. 

To this pro-Stalinist, liqUidati~n~~t tendency, now moatha.~ld, 
there is no resistance. Under the impact of the events -·oi' I9li0-50 the 
theo~:-y of the Fourth International ill in chaos. · .. -~ 

Concretely the MaJority and the Mil)oritJ".are:now engaged in an 
unrestrained attempt to establish the closest .possible alliance with 
the Communist Party ot Yugoslavia (CPY) • Tci· ,this "Johnson-Forest" are 
opposed and attribute the action to t~ prevalence in the International, 
implicit and explicit, of the ideas eJpressed by Pablo, . 1.334 
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The "Johnson-Forest" TendencY 

All tendencies inside world Trotskyism, sharp as the differences 
may be, have been united •in adherence to the fundamental theory of 
the permanent revolution; in maintaining the traditions of Bolshevism; 
in irreconcilable opposition to all other tendencies in the labor 
movement, The ideas put forward by "Johnson-Forest" originate in that 
common heritage and have no other purpose than to bind us together in 
the achievement of our aims. 

"Johnson-Forest" have abstained almost totally from the Yugoslav 
discussion and now enter it only to the degree that it is a part of 
the preparation for definitive decisions. We ask that our views, how
ever far-reaching, be considered on their merits. \19 believe that we 
have earned the right to such a hearing, and more so because in the 
death-agon~ of capitalism, the chief spokesman of the Fourth Inter
national has called into question the validity of Marxism for our 
epoch. 

\Ve have to mention this because all positions, even Pablo's, 
claim, and no doubt sincerely, to be interpreting and bringing up to 
date the basic ideas of Trotsky, We are not doing that, Our position 
is that the chaos in the International is due to the fact that Trotsky~ 
method of analysis and system of ideas are wrong, and that· the chaos 
in the International will continue to grow until-a new system is sub
stituted for the present one, 

We are very conscious of the fact that for this system of ideas 
which we claim mu$t be discarded,. thousands have died, and that by it 
.many now living-have shaped their lives. Bilt the class position of 
the proletariat is involved the moment you reach the q_uestion of defen•• · 
sism or defeatism. As long·as this was confined to Russia, there was 
no urgent necessity to draw what was implicit to its conclusions, But 
today the question involves half of Europe and hB.lf of Asiat that is 
to say, the whole world, 

,l;. WHAT IS STALINISM? 

l b T1•otsky 1 s ·Analysis 

'The first, the basic, the indispensable task of a revolutionary 
international is to define correctly the working class organization it 
proposes to overthrow. In this task the failure of orthodox Trotsky~ 
ism·is_complete. 

The Transitional Program asserts: 

"The definite passing over of the Comintern to the side of the 
bourgeois order,,." 

Later the same document says: 

"The Third International has taken to the road of reformism, •• The 
Comintern1 s pollcy ••• demonstrates that the Comintern is likewise inca
pable of learning anything further or of changing," 

: 
I. 
! 
I 

In the December 1938 issue 
"Ten years ago it was predicted 
country must inevitably lead to 

of the New Internat1opal we read whyt 
that the theory of socialism in one 
the growth of nationalist tendencies 
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in the sections of the Comintern. This prediction has become an 
obvious fact .. ,Today we can predict v1ith assurance the inception of a 
new stage, The growth of imperialist antagonisms, the obvious prox
imity of the war danger and the equally ob,!ious isolation of the USSR 
must unavoidably strength~n the centrifugal nationalist tendencies 
within the Comintern, Each one of its sections will begin to evolve 
a patriotic policy on its own account, Stalin has reconciled the 
communist parties of imperialist democracies with their national bour-
geoisies .. ," (Emphasis in original) · 

In the last pages of The Draft Program of the Comintern can be 
seen the prediction that Stalin's theory of socialism in one country 
would lead the Comintern to disintegration into national sections, like 
the Social-Democracy on August 4 1 1914, 

This is the theory from 1929 to 1938 1 absolutely clear and abso-
lutely wrong, · 

It is ·precisely this question, this and no other which, since the 
end of World We.r II 1 has crippled the F'rench party, To this day thg 
I'J~ernational does not know whethel' the Chinese Stalinists are enemiGs 
of the Chin~se bourgeoisie or collaborators with it, 

At the World Congress in 1948 those in Europe who held our views 
moved that the quoted sections be deleted from the Transitional Pro
gl'Cl.m, The motion was voted down, 

Trotsky, basing himself on the experience of 1911r-1918, believed. 
that there were two fundamental political currents in the world working 
class movement, One was reformism, the Second Interna.tional, based 
upon private property, the defense of the national state, enemy of the 
proletarian re\·olution, The other was revolutionary, based .upon or 
fighting ,for shte-property 1 repudiating the national state., advocate 
and defender of the prol~tarian revolution, Between them were various 
brands of centrism,, 

Upon these premises. he saw the bureaucracy in Russia as cimtrist 1 and inevitably headed, as all bureaucracies, for the restoration of 
private property, That is why the ~ansitionalgrogram says; 

"The fascist, counter-revolutionary elements, growing uninter
~uptedly express with ever greater consi~tency, the interests of world 
imperialism, These candidates for the role of compradors consider, 
not without reason, that the new ruling layer can insure their posi
tions of privilege ~ through rejection of nationalization, collecti
vization and monopoly of foreign trade in the nam~ the assimilatj.on 
of 'Western civilization,• i,e, cgpitalism, Between these two poles, 
there are intermediate, diffused Menshevik-SR-libaral teodenc:!e~ which 
J!ravitate toward bourgeois democracv, 11 (p, 48 1 Emphasis added, 

And a little later: "From them, i.e, from the right, we can 
expect ever more determined attempts in the next period to revise the 
socialist character of the USSR and bring it closer in pattern to 
'Western civilization' in its fascist form," (pp. 49-!iO). 

Again at the Vlorld Congress it was mo'!ed to delete this from the 
Program, This was voted down, 
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Two years after the World Congress Pablo has come to a decision. 
When he says that we have to melee up our minds to denl with degenerated 
workers' states for centuries, he is saying that the buz•eaucracies in 
Eastern Europe are organically attached to the state-property forms, 
that they perform a function in production, and this j,s a form of 
economy superior to capitalism. The same applies to the Russian bureau
cracy, parent and sponsor of the satellite bureaucracies, This, we 
have to admit, is Trotslcyism 1 logical and complete, Pablo lea•res out 
only the one thing that Trotsky did not leave out 1 namely 1 that if this 
were so 1 then Marxism is Utopia, 

g. The Analysis of "Johnson-Fol'est" 

"Jo\mson-Forest" repudiate all this, theory, practice and method
ology, We base our analysis on the theory of state-capitalism, It is 
coiDI!.cnJy believed that this has mainly to do with defeatism or defensism 
of Russia. That is the least of our concerns, 

This is the position of "Johnson-Forest": 

a. As the Social-Democrats were the labor bureaucr'acy of 
monopoly capitalism, the Sts.linists are the labor bureaucracy of the 
period of "vas'& state-capitalist trusts and syndicates." · 

b, The Stalinists are not class-collaborationists, fools, 
cowards, idiots, men with "sup)?le spines," but conscious clear-sighted 
aspirants for world-power. They are deadly enemies of private property 
capitalism; . They aim to seize the power and take the place of the 
bourgeoisie. When they .support·· a war. or do not support, support the 
bourr.eoisie or .do not support, they know exactly what they are doing, 
The 'boUl'geoisie also knows,. In fact everybody, incl!J.ding most workers, 
)mow~ this·, except orthodox Trotskyism, · 

c, But the Stalinists are not proletarian revolutionists, 
They aim to get poVIer by help, direct or indirect, of the Red Army and 
the protection of Russia and the Russian state, That is the reason why 
they follow the foreign policy of the Kremlin -- it is shee;r naked 
self:.:!,.n.~e.rest~--·---------.. . · · 

.,--/- . d, Theirs· is a last desp-;,~"ilte atteDilituridar· the gu;;;-;r----l 
"socialism" and "planned economy" to reorganize the. means of production .\ : 
without releasing the proletariat from wage-sla·vary, Historical via- : 
bility they have none; for th:i.s multiplies every contradiction .of capi- : 
tali&m, Antagonisms of an intensity and scope so far unknown alrea~;y : 
have Stalinism j,n their grip. Power merely brings thes~J.J!.'t<?._ the Oi19n, . . : 

---..__ _ .. -- -........ -- -......_ ) 
..... ·- ..... _ ·e·-- The d:l:lemma of the . ..Four.th-·International is that it ~. ' 
recognize that there now exists a labor bureaucracy Vlhich is the enemy 
of private property and national defense and yet is counter-revolution-
ary, The Fourth International cannot escape this decision: if the 
destruction of private property and the repudiation of national defense 
are re·;olutionary, than StaUnism is revolutionary and there is no hia
torical need for a Fourth IntGrnational. 

f, These are the questions with which the theory of state
capitalism deals, The theory is not primarily concerned with defensism 
or defeatism in Russia, about which we can do little. We are primarHy 
concerned here with what the 1•efusal to accept this theory does to the 
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party, its solidarity, its capacity to fight its enemies, its capacity 
to preserve itself and to grow, in brief', to prepare the liquidation 
of Stalinism. 

II. THE STALINISTS AND 'l'HE THEORY OF STATE -CAPITAL!§!:! 

It is very easy to quote from In Defense of Marxism how the IJE!n
sheviks stuck to the concrete while Lenin began with dialectical materi
alism, To carry out Leninism in practice, however, is another matter, 
Strictly speaking, we ohoul.d begin with philosophy, but we postpone 
that to the end or· this document where it sums up the whole, We shall 
begin instead with political economy, 

It is not because of' the p~licy of' the Fourth International that 
the world revolution has suffered such defeats. Stalinism is the 
enemy. We have to pose the question in opposition to Stalinism, 

For many years now the whole gigantic theoretical machinery of 
Stalinism has had one main theoretical. enemy, This enemy, it will 
surprise most members of' the Fourth International to learn, is the 
theory of' state-capitalism, whether applied to Russia or countries 
abroad, We have to add that the Fourth International either does not 
know or does not care about what the Stalinists are doing in this field, 
As we shall see, t~~t is not at all accidental but it makes our teek 
particularly difficult, Before we discuss, we have to state the facts 
and ~onditions of dis~ussion, 

Marx removed political economy from intellectual theorizing and 
made it a weapon of the class struggle. He placed it in the very heart 
of the capitalist system, in the process of production itself. For 
him the fundamental antagonism of society was the contradiction betwe~n 
the development of' the productive forces and the social relations of 
production. Inasmuch as this conception is wh6.t' the Stalinists are 
using all the power of the Russian state to destroy, we must spend 
some: time here. 

:i:n the United. States since 193'5 the working cJ.ass in the CIO .is 
mobilized to fight anv increase in thd productivity of' labor. Speed- . 
up does not mean necessarily work beyond physical or mental endurance, 
The proletariat as a class is opposed to increase of' productivity of 
lab0r in any form,. whether .. it i.s speed-up of the line or the machine, 
or the further division of· labor, It is convinced in the .very marrow 
of its being that any such increase is obtained only at the expense of 
its own most v~~al material and spiritual interestn, But the capital
ist class is equally" convinced that the desire of' the worl:ers to have 
th" decisive word on production standards is opposed to. the vi tal in
terests of the capitalist systern which they represent, Both sides are 
absolutely correct upon the basis of' capitalist production. The clash 
is final and absolute. 

Marx estab;L:!shed that as long as the proletariat did not rule pro
duction, production knew and could. know no other method of progress but 
the increase of constant capital: machinery, mechanization, at the 
expense of variable, living labor, The sml.1!: revolution which could 
save society was the proletarian revolution in the process of production. 

Further he showed that this system not only created the violent 
clash in social relations, Inevitably the rata· of profit would fall 
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and (theoretically) at a certain stage the economy would not be able 
to expand any further because it would lac){ sufficient surplus value, 

In his strictly logical theory t.larx expressly excluded any idea 
that the system would collapse because goods could not be sold, In 
his analysis of collapse he n:ade it absolutely clear that the capital
ist could sell all the goods he produced, TM.s would not alter the 
conditions of the wol'kers in the factory, It is possible to keep 
silent about this, but to deny it -- that is impossible, The Stalin
ists do not go so far, All Marx'~ theories of crisis, overproduction, 
commercial crisis, etc., to which he paid careful attention, all are 
based on this foundation of relations in production, 

All his opponents, however differentiated among themselves, are 
united in this, that they see the solution of the crisis of capitalism 
in every conceivable place except the reorganization of the productive 
process by labor itself. From Section 1, Chapter 1, Vol. 1, of CapitaL 
this is precisely what Marx opposed, The very categories he used, and 
the content he gave to them as categories of exploitation, were derived 
from his analysis of the mode of labor, and without it he could not 
have succeeded in defeating all his opponents. 

It is obvious, therefore, that the Marxian theory from 1 ts very 
elements is an invincible weapon against the capitalist cJass or a 
usurping bureaucracy, whether the property is private property or state
property, It is equally obvious that a bureaucrac~·, caught in the · 

· throes of economic crisis and in the name of Marxism e:rploiting mil
li.ons of workers, hns a deadly enemy in this theory, If the Ma.r.xian 
ca~;~gories apply to Russia, then it is a simple matter to say that .. 
Ru~sia is a form of state-capitalism. The Marxist categories t!1erefore 
become for the Stalinist bureaucracy the concrete theoretical enemy •. 

1, The Stal111ists Revise Marx's Capital 

In 19~3 teontiev published·his celebrated Po11t:!.cal'Econcmy in 
the Soviet Union, There was a crisis in political economy in the 
Soviet Union, He tells us that for years the tnaching of political 
economy had §topped entil•elY, The reason will astonish most of the 
readers of this document. The Soviet youth studying ~~! found 
themselves unable to see how the categories, money, wages, etc,, as 
described in Capital differed from the categories as they appeared in. 
the Russian reality, (No such doubts trou.bled orthodox Trotskyists,) 
Leontiev described the measures adopted, Economists were henceforth 
to teach: . 

a, that these categories existed before capitalism, hence are 
not integral to capitalism. · 

b, that they meant something different in each period and 
hence mean something different in Russia. 

Thus Marx's &nalysis or the categories of capitalism, the founda
tion of Marxism, received the first blow, But tha Stalinist theoreti
cians had something positive to substitute. 

Above all, they said, these categories have always been part and 
parcel of private property capitalism and exploitation of man by man, 
There is no private property in Russia, hence no exploitation of man 
by man, hence these categories are not the same. , 1339 
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But this ridiculous sophistry could not shake Capital, 

Two yP.al'S later the Stalinists had to drop the pretense that only 
the "teaching" of political economy was being changed, Nothing short 
of a break with the dj.alectic structure of Capital would do, They 
decided to reorganize Capital thoroughly, beginning with page 1 of 
Chapter 1 of Volume 1, ~arx had begun the analysis of capitalism with 
the analysis of the commodity, The Stalinists repudiated his method, 
stating that to "preserve unchanged the same sequence" would be "ludi·· 
crous and harmful pedantry." The new theory was explained for English 
readers in Marx's CapHal: An Aid to the Study of Political Eeon~ by 
Leontiev, 19'+6. 

The Stalinists have drowned Marx's specific categories of capital
ist exploitation, They have to, because they cannot differentiate them 
from the e_conomic system in Russia, They know who the enemy is. In 
his article Leontiev thundered against the "Trotskyi te-Bukharinist 
wreckers 11 : ---- - ---- -- ----- -----· ------, ---- \ r~~- "It is knomt tllat enemies of socialism of various brands -- bom·- . 

I. 
geois economist wreckers 1 1'estorers of capitalism from the camp of the . l 
Trotskyite-Bukharinist agency of_fascism --have tried to extend to · 1· 

I 
socj.alist economy the laws of capitalist economy, To suit theil• wreck
ing co_ unter-revolutionary purposes they he_ve slanderously perverted the ,1· 

.character of the socialist relations that have been introduced among 

_i ~i~n;~*si~yi~:_:_:~n~ing theru-=~·-=.~~:~~:-~: __ of -~a:alist rela.~ .-I 
. L_ .. -- We hope no one believes that the Stalinists go· through alltliis-·-~, 

merely :for "Trotskyite-Bukharinist-fascists." To anyone who knows them 
a_nd reads Leont:lev 1 s article, it is perfectly obvious thlit _there is 
inside 'Russia itself a .tendency to call Russia state-capitalism and 
the Stalinists can only fight it by mutilating Capital~ They must _. 
attempt in theory as well as i.n practice to destroy every manifestation 
of the developing revolution j_n Rus'sia, The theory of .state-capitalism 
is the theoretical foundation for this revoluti~n, 

2. The Stalinists and the Fa lUng Rate of Profit 

Orthodox Trotskyism lives peaceably while all this goes on, It 
repeats: State-property, therefore no laws of capitalism, The whole 
meaning of the present discussion is that those days are over, 

But what about overproduction, asks orthodox Trotskyism? There 
can be no overproduction in Russia, hence the system is superior, etc,, 
etc, The Stalinists are taking care of that too, The method is to 
destroy the theory of the falling rate of profit and substitute the 
theory of the market, underconsumptionism. li state-property, and not 
the total reorganization of labor, is the solution to the contradiction 
of capitalism, then the proletariat has only to work hard (and very 
hard) until in the fulness of tima 1 there is enough for all. 

In 19~3 Leontiev wrote in his essay a moderate paragraph which 
looked innoc&nt but was part of the assault on Capital and the Russian 
proletariat, 

",.,the law of value under capitalism operates through the law of 
the average rate of profit, whereas in the socialist system of national 
economy the law of the average rata of profit hes lost its significanrx..! 
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Thus, in place of the J_sw in the decline in th,. rate of profit 1 
i.e,, the insoluble contradictioa of capitalism due to value production, 
the Stalinists have substituted the average rate of profit or the 
dis+.rj.bution of the total profits among the capitalists, The average 
:::-ate of' profit is singled out as the crt:.~~al feature of Volume III of 
Q.'!.~til!l- * 
*Insign:lficant minority as were "Johnson-Forest", we did what we could 
to defend Marxi~t theory against the Stalinist I·evision. Throu~h the 
agency of Raya Dunayevskaya, we forcnd publication of the document by 
translating it 1 attacked Leontiev and routed the chief Stalinist fel
low··travelers in thtl I;ni ted St3tes who came to his defense, (American 
Eco'lomic Review, Septeml•er, 1944 to September, 1945' inclusive, 

Prior to World War 1 1 th.e debates in the Marxist movement revolved 
around Volume II oi' Canital,, Tile theory of acctm~ulation was urgent 
only insofar as 1 t cor,cerned whP.ther imperiali3t expansion could solve 
the contradictions of cal)italism. By World Vla-r II this was no longer 
the question. Not only had tha contradictions of capitalism not been 
solved by imperialist expansion; there was a crisis in productivity on 
a "o-rld scale, ·The debatt> of necessity has shifted from Volume II 
(expanded reproduction) to Volume III (de·~line ·in the rate of profit). 

Zhe debate over Vollll:le lii of Capital is the debate over the devel
oping reYolution on a world s<:ale and espacially in Russ:'.a. If the 
problem ~s selling. goods, then there is absolutely no economic reason 
·for the collapse of the '.:mre:;.ucrac;r. If, however, the problem is the 
rate oi' surplus value ;in pl'oduction, needed for expansion, then the 
bureaucracy is faced with a revolution in the process of production 
i.tself. 

It will be possible to fill twenty volum~s of books with 'quotations 
about· overproduction f:-om lf.arx. and Narxl.sts, .Ill this dipnute they WJ.ll 
have the same validity as the numerous witnesses the.chicl<en-stealer 

. was prspared to hring who hadn '"' seen him_ stesl the chickens. Thoy 
will not alter the fact that Harx 1 s thtJory of capitalist collapse is. 
based (though not exclusively) upon the falling rate of profit, It. 
assl.!llles that·a:tl the good3 are eold, there is no overproduction, and 
yet capitalism will collapse. The importune a of this for tile analysis 

·of Stalinist Russia is obvious, It dest:t>oys the Stalir.ht contention 
that because Rt:.ssia, ~~like capitalism, has no problem ot·sale of 
goods 1 the Russian economy is superior, 

We have in many places taken up. this question in f~tJ.l. Here we· 
can only state the case: 

As lata as J,ill1 Maurice Dobb, Br1 tish Stalinist, says: 

", •• consumption was a11 incident ~- an important incident -- in the 
total setting,.,At the same time it l'ema:!.ned lllllz a facet; and it seel!'s 
cle~.r that .lt.lrx considered the contrad1ctio:J within the sphere of pro
duction -- the contradiction between growing produ~tive powar, conse
quent on aocumulation, and falling profitability of capital, between 
tha productive forces and the productive relations of capitalist soci~
ty -- as the essen~e of the matter." (E.2,Uti~eJ...!liq_OJ)omv and ~its:j.
iam. p. 121.) 
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No kind of undcrccnsuroptionism could pass as Marxism chiefly 
becat1se Lenin (who wrote constantly of anarchy of production, individ
ual appropriation, etc,) had nevertheless written the finest analysis 
of Capital in existence, a devastating ann comprehensive polemic 
against all who tried to say that capitalism would collapse because it 
could not "realize" profit, i.e. sell its goods,* 

*See especially the first chapter of M.s Q!!.n1.ialism in Russia, "Theo
retic Iii stakes of the Narodnik-Economists 1 " translated into English by 
F. Forest, New International, Oct,, Nov,, Dec., 1943. 

Eugene Varga in Russia, however (with some sneaking apologetics, 
for Varga knows better), for years propagated the view that capitalism 
would collapse from tmderconsumption while the nationalized production 
could not, Then in 1942 appeared Tho TheorY of C~pitalist Development 
by Paul Sweezy, Sweezy posed two ftmdamental types of !)rises: 

"In the one case we have to do with movements in the rate of 
surplus value and the composition of capital,· wi'th the value system 
r·emaining intact," · 

This is the Marxist view 1 the political economy of the proletar
iat, Paul Sweezy has another view, He goes on to say: 

"In the other case we have to do with as yet unspecified forces 
.tending to create a general shortage in effective demand for commodi-
ties .. , 11 (p. 146) . · 

This is the political economy of underconsumption, · Previously it 
could be used to some degree by the petty-bourgeoisie. Today it is 
the absolutely inescapable political ec?nomy of the bureaucracy, 

Marx's analysis showed that inevitably, though the mass of' profit 
.would grow 1 tn·tal profit in relation to total capital would grow less 
i·and less, and theoretically, would bring the system to a standstill.* 
It is only after, havirig pl'oved this tha·t Harx takes up overproduction, 
au, , 

•The falling rate of profit is no longer theory, Like so much of Marx's 
abstract analysis the proof now is before our eyes, Who in his s13nses 
today thinks that the world is suffering from an excess of capital? 
Where? In Britain, in France, in Italy, in Japan1 in India, in Brazil, 
in China? Where, pray, where? From everywhere the .cry rises i'or capi-

\ tal, The total mass of surplus value produced in relation to the total 
· social capital is hopelessly inadequate, It may be useful (though we 

doubt this) . to point out the fabulous profits of this or that company· 
in the United States, This is no more than a variety of American ex
ceptionalism. These profits will never be able to rebuild world 
economy, ~urope, .China, India under capitalism will perish for lack 
of capital to continue ever-greater expansion, This capitalist system 
is iinished, f5.n1shed for· good and all, Only the released proletariat 
can produce sufficient to rebuild society, No one has to read Marx~sm 
any longer to understand this, All that is necessary is to look. 
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Swe"'z~ says that Marx's analysis of the falling rate of profit 
seems to be some rough notes he just jotted down,* He scoured the 

*Comrades should not spend all thei::- Indip,nation on this. They will 
need some a few pages later and not for Sweezy. 

three volumes of Capital in an attempt to prove his underconsurnptionist 
interpretation, He could fJ.nd nothing but some odd scraps which were 
already notorious as completel~ inad<?q'uate. He had to admit as much, 
(Ibid, 1 p.178) 

But Sweezy would not give up. Instead he proposes: 

"Another view is possible, howP.ver 1 namely, that in these scat
tered passages Marx was giving advance notice of a line of reasoning 
which, if he had lived to complete hjs theoretical work, would have 
been of primary importance in the overall picture of the capitalist 
economy.n 

So that in thirty years and nearly 3,000 pages l~arx was merely 
giving advance notice. 

Sweezy's book was written in 19lt2, Since then, in the latest 
issue of Science and Society (Spring, 1950), tl:tis fellow-tl'aveler has ·. 
become the authentic voice of the Stalinist maneuver to defend Russia 
against the theory of. state-·capi talism, As usual, the maneuver takes 
the form of historical analysis, As always, it seeks desperately to 
remove the class struggle from the process of production, In this ar
ticle, Sweezy has reached the advanced stage of replacing the Marxist 
concept of the intel'nal contradiction in production with a wholly ex
ternal contradiction, between pl'oductionfor use and production for 
the market. 

We hqpe, therefore, that this ghost of overproduction which has 
stalked about in our movement so long and.disruptecl economic analysis 
of Russia will go to its grave and· stay there; ol' H it reappears will 
be injected by its sponsors, hownver temporarily, with some real blood. 
and life, · · 

III, LENIN AND STATE CAPITALISM. 

Equally instructive is the Stalinist treatment of state-capitalism 
and planning, H~re a little history is necessary, 

It was Marx in Capital (Vol, 1, p, 688), who stated that the only 
limit to centralization was all the capital in a single cou."ltry in the 
banda of a single corporation, If this is not the economic form of 
state-capitalism, what is it? It was not a chance remark. He did not 
have it in the first edition, lie wrote it into the second edition with 
some other points and askad all to nota that the additions possessed 
"a scientific value indospendent of the original. 11 On this no ?:ord, not 
a word from the Stalinists, and not a word from orthodox Trotskyism. 

In Anti-Dubring Engels 'lri tes the passages so well known that we 
ahaJ.l not quote them, They are so clear that there were mombers of the 
Workers Party who discussed them with the cynicism that EngGls was a 
11Johnsonite," It was either this or saying that "Johnson-Forest" were 
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followerR of Engels. They preferred the first. M3~X 1 it is known, 
approved tngel's draft. 

In his criticism of the Erfurt Progrnm, Engels attacked the for
mulation that there was no plan in capitalism, He ends: 

"And if we pass from joint companies to trusts which command and 
monopolize entire branches of industry, then v1e not only cease to have 
private production but we cease to have planlessness." 

Karl Kautsk~·, while denying that capitalism can plan, never 
thought of denying statification. In 1907 Y.autsky wrote in explana
tion or the Erfurt Program: 

"The final result must be the concentration of all the instruments 
of production in the hands of one person or one stock company, to be 
used as private property and be disposed of at will; the whole machin
ery of production will be turned into a gigantic concern subject to a 
single master." (ThP. Cla~s Str~.e., Erfurt Program, Kerr and Co., 

• 1910, P• 68,) 
Lenin's treatment or the whole question is a model of Marxism. 

In Imuerialisin (1915), he writes onl~· or monopoly capi tau sm. Then you 
can trace how stage by stage he reaches .sf'lte-monoply capitalism in 
the preface to State and Revglutlon (19.17 , · · · 

In the Spring of 1917,.in his first report in Russia on the Polit
ical Situation, Lenin described how during the. war capitalism had 
developed even more than befora the war. Then: · ' . <-· 

r;~~~i~~~K ~~~~~~:!~ii~--~;~-i~t~i~t~;s~:~~J:ir:n~g~~~g~~g:;\:::-·~ · . / 
j ~~anless. This idea has become obsolete; once there are trusts, plan- j\ i 

~lessness disappears •••. li.onopoly in ge.neral has evolved into state- j 
monopoly." (Collected Works .• Rev.Ql<ltion of 1q17. 1 Book 1, p. 282.) ----·-j . -- -----~---- --·-----------.-----~--;-~----·- ' 

--- ·-~b.en...comes a paragraph iilVihich-·he oeparntes himself from the 
whole underlying political economy of the Fourth Internati-onal! 

. "General condftions. show that the war has accelerated the develop
ment of capitalism: it advanced f~om capitalism ~ imperialism; fr9m 
monopoly tp nationalizatio~. All this made the socialist revolution 
closer and created the objective conditions for it. Thus the course 
of the war has brought the socialist revolution nearer to us." 

·-··~ 

Although Kautslty, for example, had a different theory from Lenin 
on state-capitalism, all lmrxists (until the Fourth International) 
agreed on this, that the centralization-of capital, however great, did 
not lessen but j_ncreased the crisis of capitalism. It is in the theory 
of the degenerated workers' state that our whole movement has learned 
to see in a completely centralized capital, regeneration, ntQ£!~ for 
capitalism. ---.... 

/ '. ' 

whichi~e t~;/~~~~lti~ll~~~:clebat~_: r~~n q~oted from the resoluti~~!m •. 

·-·· . . 
/ "Monopoly capitalism is changing into state-monopoly ca italism. : . -·- ~ 

Social 1·egulation of production and distribution is, under tge pressure . : 
o,f ~ircumstances, being introduced in many cow1tries." (p.316) t 1344 · j 
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He says again: 

"It is noteworthy that twenty-seven years ago Engels pointed out 
that to characterize capitalism as something distinguished by its plan
lessness, means to overlook the role played by trusts, and is unsatis
factory,,.This remark of Engels is particularly appropriate now, when 
we have state-monopoly capitalism. The introduction of pls.rming into 
industry l<eeps the worket•s enslaved none the less 1 though it enables 
the capitalists to gather in their profits in a more planfnl way. We 
now witness the metamorphosis of capitalism into a higher, a regulated. 
form of capitalism," 

And here must be notod a rernarl<able thing, Obviously that reso
lution on which Lenin was speaking would be a very important document, 
The Stalinist archivists say that no copy can be found, Jle that as it 
may, as we have shown in The Invading Socialist So~iety (p. 5ff.) the 
whole, yes, the whole strategy of the October Revolution was built on 
this, 

In State and RevolutLgn, Lenin says that the trusts ca~~ot of 
course plan production completely but however much they do plan, they 
cannot avoid the contradictions of capitalism, 

Not 'mere nationalization, even 'confiscation, 1 Lenin repeated and 
repeated, means military .penal labor .for the woi·kers; you must have 
worke~s 1 control of production under a soviet state. The theoreticians 
of Stalinism avoid all this like the_plague.-

Then in.l.918' Lenin throws his whole weight against the Left-
Communists, basing himself. upon this theory: . · · 

"To elucidate the ·questio_n __ still more; let us first of all take 
the most concrete example of s_j;ate capi~a_lism·, Everybody knows. what 
th:ts example is. It is Germany. Here "'we have 'the last word' ·in 
modern large-scale capitalist technique and planned organi:;ation, sub.-
ordinated to Junker-bourgeois imperialism, Cross out the word in . 
italics, and in place of the militarist, Junker-bourgeois imperialist 
§tate

1
.put a state, but·of a different social type, of a different 

class·content --a Soviet) that is 1 a proletarian state, and you will 
have the §Um-total of the conditions necessary for socialism." 
(Selected Works, p. 364-51 Vol, VII) 

He says again: 

"At present, petty-bourgeois capitalism prevails in Russia, and it 
is one and the same road t.ha t leads from it to large-scale capitalism 
~ to socialism, through one and the same intermediary station called 
'national accounting and cont1•ol of production and distribution.' 
Those who fail to understand this are committing an unpardonable 
mistake in economics." (1ll,l4, P• 366) 

And once again he refers to his previous work on the question of 
state-capitalism: 

"In c..rder to convince the reader that this is not .the first time 
I have given this 'high' appreciation of. state capitalism-·and that· I 
gave it before the Bolsheviks seized power I take the liberty of 
quoting the following passage from my pamphlet T C 
trppbe and How to Fight lt written in September 1917,' Ibid P• 3 -----· 1345 
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When he introduced the NEP 1 Lenin quoted this passage to the 
extent of three pages. Lenin did not know German Fascism or the United 
States economy during the war, but his whole method shows that in his 
usual manner, always watching the stages, he would have had no·t the 
slightest difficulty with Fascist Germany and Yugoslavia or contempo
rary Poland. There is nothing, absolutely nothing in the past of 
Marxism to prevent a Marxist saying that in its death-agony, capita.lism, 
though in its classic form an economy of private property, can rca.ah a 
stage where the capitalist class can plan the economy as a whole. This 
would have been a great triumph for our movement, so well laid were 
the foundations and the method in the past. Dut our ancestors could 
say this because l!arx 1 Engels, Lenin, Dukharin, took it as a corollary 
that centralization meant the intensification cf the crisis for such 
a capitalism. 

Bu·t up to 1919 this was not the issue. Bukharin 1 s theory of 
state-capitalism is not ours, and was criticized even in his own day 1 
but he elaborated it in the ABC of Communism, the book was highly 
praised by Lenin and was sold in millions of copies and several lan
guages as an official party textbook. Vlhy? Because he ;vrote that 
even if anarchy of individual capi'talism was abrogated by state-capi
talism, collapse was still inevitable. Had he written the opooaite 
the denunciations would have started with Lenin. 

~-....:._/ 

That was Bolshevism. lind that was how ~Trotsk~; t~rote in the First 

Manif:;:: ::a::e c:::~:i:; ::::::a::;:a::~~n~t ~~~;~ ~-~-pit-;11~-t-lib~-.· -~ . 
eralism so.strived, is become a reality, There is no turning back I 
either to free competition or to the domination or trust's 1 syndicates, \ 
and other kinds of :social anomalies. The question consists solely in \ 
this: who shall control state production in the future -- the imperi- · J 
alist st;:;tt_e __ o~ .the .state. of._ the victorious proletariat"? --------------· -----

_ .. -------- - - ·-- ··-- ·------ -·····---~----· _.;__-:::::::... . 

To this 1919 analysis of Tro,tsky's, "Johnson-Forest" still 
subscribe wholeheartedly. 

1. J~~blo /~nd State-Cauit!!l ism 
' 

It is obvious (and this is only a small selection of the material) 
that the whole past of our movement made it difficult' to escape the 
theoretical possibility .that Russia might be a form of state-capitalism •. 
The· Stalinist theoretic·ians knew all this. There had been restless-
ness in Russia over it. (No such restlessness stirred the majority of 
Trotskyists, secure in the .belief ·that the nationalized property ren
dered all such considerations useless.) But -- once Pablo ~~ on 
the road he was following, he recognized state-capitalism as the enemy, 
He warns against it repeatedly, warns Germain that that is where he 
will end, and undertakes at last to explain it, 

Pa~lo explains that when Engels wrote about state-capitalism he 
was "like Trotsky •• ,referring to the tendency," This is a pos1 ti ve 
crime. Trotsky and Engels were here at-opposite poles. Trotsky writes: 
"State-capitalism means the substitution of state-property for private 
property and for that very reason remains partial in character." 
Engels writes: "Taking over of the great institutions for production 
and communication, first nv joint-stock companies, later on by trusts, 
then by the State • 11 * 

1346 
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*Engels writes this In a supplement to the chapters from Anti-Puhring, 
which he reprinted in SQciaJ.ism. Scientific and UtQpian, No one so 
far, not even the Stalinists as far as we lmow, has ever denied that 
the original stataments in Anti-Duhriog theoretically take the question 
to complete state-ownership, 

\'/hat did Pablo expect Engels to write: "Taking over of the great 
institutions of production, each and every single one, by which I ma:m 
omitting none, etc,, etc,"? 

Pablo continues: "Engels in that day little suspected the enor
mous ccmcentra tion of monopoly capitalism which followed his epoch," 

Engels spoke continually of trusts, trust, trusts, Lenin and 
others constantly referred to Engels 1 analysis of trusts, trusts, 
t·rusts, In the quotation already cited, Engels says, "trusts which 
command and monopoliY.e entire branches of industry, 11 Pablo flips the 
great achievem~nts of lf.arxism into the dustbin. What fanaticism is 
this? "Johnson-Forest" have met it before, in the Shachtmanites, 
When faced with questions like these, their attitude always was: Tear 
down the skies; root up the foundations; let everything go to ruin 
rather than accept this simple fact: l!o rearrangement of capital on 
capital's side of the barricades, actual or to the furthest degree oi' 
theoretical possibility, can solve the contradiction~ of capitalism 
which remain the exclusive task of the revolutionary proleta~iat, 

. Who opposes Pablo? All we have seen so far is some Shachtmanesque 
leaps .. and .jumps __ by Germa.in, In The InvadiM Sgcialist Sgcieti (p,2lf)'
we quoted Lenin and prodded Germain. No answer. · 

Now. sud!l-enly, life having destroyed his theory, character:isti-. 
cally TrotskYist, that only the masses could nationalize property in 
Eastern Europe, and under pressure by Pablo, Germain announces in 
portentous language and big print: 

"We are confronted by transit<ona.l· casAs, c&ses· of combined 
development, in which the property rel.a tions can be overturned without 
the economy thereby automatically becoming an economy orienting away 
from capitalism toward socialism, and without permitting us to conclude 
that what· we have is a workers' ete.te," (The Yugoslav ouestign. the 
OuestiJn gf the Buffer Zone, and their Implicatigo for !1arxist Theory, 
p. 12. . . 

"IN THESE TRANSITIONAL SITUATIONS THE LAW 0~' COMBINED DEVELOPMENT 
CAN PRESENT CASES IN WHICH THE STATIFICATION OF THE GREATEST PART OF 
TilE MEANS OF PRODUCTION AND EXCHANGE CAN BE: THE WORK OF A NON-WORKERS 
STATE, IN SUCH SITUATIONS 1 THIS STATIFICATION THEN CEASES TO BE AN 
AUTerrriC CRITERION PROVING THE EXISTENCE OF A IVORKERS 1 STATE, 11 (!Ja!!l,, 
p.l 

This is the theory of exceptionalism so devastated by Trotsky, 
transferred to the whole world, In passing it gives the same treat
mellt to the economic basis of the Trotskyist theory of state-property 
that Pablo gives to Engelss throws it on the dust heap, Who accepts 
this, who does not accept this, we do not know. If this is not chaos, · 
we are willing to use any other word which is suggested to us. 

l 
I 
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2. Varga and State-Capitalism 

No such confusion is tolerated near the Stalinists, For a brief 
period, when it seemed they were uncertain of their relation with 
Western Europe, they themselves called the states in Eastern Europe 
state-capitalism, ~Ven-the~recognized that they were either workers' 
states or state-capi~even theK• Then when tha line turned, they 
went straight back to Leontiev in 19 •3. This is what is falsely known 
as the Varga controversy around Varga 1 s book Changes in the Political 
Economy of Capitalism Resulting from the Secpnd Wgrld War;! It was not 
Varga alone, It was practically the w!J.ole staff of the Institute of 
World Economics which he headed, Faced with the fact that capitalism 
had not collapsed, Varga was the mouthpiece of the Institute which 
could find a reason for the continued existence of capitalism only in 
the fact that capitalism moved to state-capitalism which could plan, 

Varga was more careful than Pablo because he at least said that 
this equilibrium would last for a decade and not for centuries, His 
economic theory was also superior to Pablo's. For at the same time, 
along with his mderconsumptionism, Varga, the mouthpiece, very cau
tiously re.:.introduced the theory of the falling rate of' profit, holding 
it so to speak in reserve against his previous underconsump.tionism, 
Despite the caution, these statements by Varga showed that the Stalin
ists know very well how to analyze state-capitalism. and the falling 
rate of. profit, , 

When the ·turn came, the reaction was brutal, In the. oou4'se_ of 
the. discussion on Varga's book one bold woman, Maria .Natavno <;mit, 
a ttac~~~-tl'om-the-lef.t.: ___________ :=-__:::_-==-- -· - . .._ 

E
1The book1

11 she began, "lacks an analysis of the great new change ' 
cted with the transition f;om simple monopoly capitalism ~9 state~ 
ely capitalism, as T.enin understood this transition." - __.. 

Sh'i! than proceeded to quote Lenin: . 
' ' 

. "During the war,· world capitalism took a step forwa?-"d not .only. 
toward concentration iil general, but also toward·, state-c~pitalism in 
even a greater degree than formerly.," (QQllected-Worlifi Russian ·ad,, 

x:<l{·--~~i~O~~n-.;lud~~: ·;,\Vhere Lenin f.~it·e~ the concept of •sta~-~: ~2::-r~\ 
monopoly, Comrade Varga seems to se~ them; each exists by itself \ 
and meanwhile, in fact, the process of coalescence of the state with /'· \ 
monopoly .manifests itself quite sharply at the present time in such { -/ 
cow1tries as the u.s.A. and England," · · · ···-.··- - ··--"·',, 

·- · · It was an -~ttempt to start where Lenin had J.eft off, and by his 
method to deal with the vast experiences of thirty years, She was 
stamped down at once, 

"Imperialism is what Lenin elucidates. This is the stage of 'decay . ,. ;. 
·and death of capitalism, beyond whioh.no new phase of capitalism·tol
lows ... I think one should agree 'with Comrade Varga who does not seek 
such a )jlhase and does not try to e·stablish a transition to such a 
phase," 

* The stenographic transcript of the entire discussion waa published in 
~~~n~g•l•i~shu_b~y~P~uwb~l~i~c~A~f~f~a~iEr~s_P~r~e~sws~·~¥~ffi~s~h~i~n~g~t~onn~·~D~.c~.~------------------!~a48 
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And this "new phase" would be what? Nothing else but state
capitalism. They know that Lenin's whole method prepared for this and 
nothing else but this. 

Varga in his turn said that Smit "tried to advance a new theoret
ical idea, 11 and that "the question is one of terminology and not one 
of substance," 

Leninism and with it the theory of state-capitalism was buried 
once more. 

The outline is necessarily summary, It is not the fault of 
"Johnson-Forest" if we have, in 1950 1 to spend so much space and time 
on what should be elementary questions in this discussion, But if we 
do not do it, who else will? We have said enough to show how pro
foundly state-capitalism and everything connected with it is embedded 
in the past and is today in the centel' of the arena and of the crises 
in Stalinist political economy. And the Fourth International? A 
blank, a complete and comprehensive blan}:i Vlorse, E•rery word it writes 
fortifies Stalinism, 

IV. REARMING THE PARTY OF WORLD REVOLUTION 

The differences between the Th:!.rd International and. tile Fourth 
must be. seen first as profoundly &ntagonistic theories of sociology, 
of aqcumulation1 of capitalist collapse, of planned economy, of what
constitutes bureaucracy, of what constitutes the partyj·a totally ' 
different methodology which in the end amount to the alms and methods 
of .different classes·. "Johnson-Forest"· are confident that our theory 
presents such an opposition to Stalinism, 

We shall analyze and confront the.se two point by point, And each 
time we shall also show how inadequate is the theory of the Fourth 
International as an opposition to Stalinism, · 

l,(a) Stalinist sociology rests on the thaory that the nonver-
. sion of private property into state-property is tho conversion 6f capi-

talism into. socialism, . · 

. (b) The Fourth International must oppose to this that·the basis 
of socialism is· the emancipation of the proletariat .from enslavement 
to. capital, i,e, soviet power, the state power l.n the hands of the pro
letariat in its own proletarian organizations, This and this alone 
constitutes socialism, a new society, and·a new state, or a transition 
to a new society, · 

(c) Trotsky denied absolutely that it was possible for private 
property to be concentrated into the hands of the state ~xcept by pro
letarian revolution,* He. put state-property on the proletarian side 

*On this· Hansen .and E,R,t>.roilk lnve said all that is necessary and cannot 
be ansv:ere·cr.·--TheY:·are· striving to apply the doctrine they have been 
brought up on, That is why they are so wrong, 

of the barricades. On this proposition Trotsky was wrong but fiot 
confused. 
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(d) Today, however, on this simple but basic proposition, offi

cial Trotskyism shows n mass of equivocation and confusion which grows 
every hour and from IVhich it is l.mpossible 1:o extract any guiding line 
whatever, 

2. (a) Th" Stalinists claim today that the distinguishing char
acteristic of capitalism in contrast with socialism is anarchy of 
production due to individual appropriation based on private property, 
Therefore, a<'cording to them, the fundamental economic crisis of capi
talism is due to ineffective demand, the inability of markets to 
absorb production, State-property abolishes these fundamental antago
nisms of capitalism and thereby becom~s a superior society which can 
plan, 

(b) The Four·ch Interne tional must show that the basic economic 
contradiction of capitalism is in production, the falling rate of 
profit, This a totally centralized ct,pital cannot overcome, . 

(c) Trotsky obviously was familiar with this (the fundamental 
theoretical question of Marxian economics for two generations,) He 
never committed himself to any theo~v of underconsumption, But his 
whole conception of the superiority of planned economy was based on 
the law of value as anarchy and the superiority of state-property 
because it and it alone allowed soci~ty to plan, 

(d) Today the press of official Trotsl<yism is riddan with 
underconsumptionism, On the ·other hand, ·.on the question of the capa
city of c.:.ntralized capital to plan, it is today impossible to get 
any guiding line, as witness tho resolution of the me, as. to why plan
ning is impossible in the satellite countries, very properly exposed 
by Hansen, Germa::.n·does not know the difference between the falling 
rate of profit and the l.l.vorage rate of profit and by a not at all e.cci- . 
dental fatality: he follows Leontiav .in writing average rate of profi·t 
where he . should write faJ.ling rate, 

Pablo tells us that.within a society with the "new property rela
tions" of general statificatioll "tho 'laws of capitalist economy operate 
in a changed fashion and not automaticallv; or blindly,"* 

*This is precisely the revision in the Marxist analysj.s of the law of 
value which Leontiev introduced in 1943. 

(Yugoslavia and the Rest of the Buffer Zones, p, 13, emphasis in 
original.) In the same bulletin he tells us that a capi tal.ism which 
achieved complete statif:lcation would be a "reqenerated capitalist 
state," and it would "mean considerable nrogress and in no sense a 
decline," (Ibid, p, 4) Just note, please, the phrase "in no sense 
a decline," 

We have m,ade it clear that, in harmony with all the great Marxists, 
we believe tha~ capitalist planning does not in the slightest degree 
allow it to escape the laws of capitalism, which are at this stage 
intensified and irresistible, But observe, H you please, a leader of 
our movement, in this period, the deathwagony of capitalism, can find 
laws of capitalism which, however, will show no decline, Observe too 
that nobody attacks him. 
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3, (a) The theory of Stalinism denies that the economic manifes
tation of the new society is the ~.tatively increased productivity 
of labor. It substitutes instead as criterion the .llllantitatiw• accu
mulation of goods, or growth of "the sociall.st sector," i.e., state
property, It sees the problems of Stalinist .production exclusively 
as a problem of relations between means of production and means of 
consumption, a relation which it claims to control, This can be modi
fied to the eventual advantage of the proletariat solely by increase 
of capitaL The inequalities and sufferings of the TI1lSSian workers 
are therefore due to lack of consumption guocls, the :-esult of the need 
for accumulation, · 

Upon this basia the distinguishing feature of Stalinist produc
tion is the need for increase nf norms and intensification of labor, 
an incessant hounding and driving of the workers in production l.n the 
name of increased accumulation, This is the Stalinist theorr, refined 
and elaborated in a thousand documents. 

(b) To this the Fourth International must oppose the view that 
the new productive system of so.cialism is primarily distinguished by 
an entirely new organization of labor within the nrocess o1' produc:t.i.Qn 
it~~. in a reorganization of Gociety beginning in the factory, the · 
cen·ter of production relations, resulting in a form of labor that will 
as far surpass capitalism es capitalism surpassed feudalism, 1mrx's 
theory is based upon the fac.t that as long as production is carried on 
"within 'the conditions of production themselves by special agents in 
opposition to the direct producers," accumulated labor is in opposi
tion to Uvl.ng labor; as it accumulates, ruiser:r accumulates, and the 
class struggle paralyzes productivity and production, . . 

(c) Trotsky saw the strictly. economic decline of capital,ism· in 
the fact that world capitalism could no longer quantitatively increase 
·accumulation, This has been proved utterly false, All that this con
spicuously false theory of acctimulation does is to fortify the Stalin-
ist contrast between the presumed incapacity of capitalism to · 
accumulate and the presumed pc'wer of ·Russia to aoc'l!mulate indE!finitt:llY•' 

· Hj.storically1 .. i.e, concretPly, the monopoly of capJ..tal is a 
"fetter" upon production, It is not an abso.lute barrier. Lenin vigor
ously denied that the stagnation of capita1ism meant cessation of 
growth, The Marxist analysis is increase of conflict, of crisis ·and of 
degeneration, as a l'esult of increase of growth, 

Trotsky declared that the proletariat does not grow under world 
capitalism and declines in culture. This is absolutely f~lse a~d is 
in dir~ct opposition to the thesis of Marx that in the very crisis of 
capitalism the proletariat is "always inCl'easing in numbers and is 
united, disciplined and organized," i,e,, prepered socially for its 
tasks 1 by the very mechanism of capitalist production i'tseli'. 

(d) Today with Russian production far beyond what it was in 
1936, tho year of The Revolutign Betrayed, orthodox Trotskyism, as is 
::hom~ in the World Congress Resolution of 1948; still :teaches that the 
Stalinist barbarism is rooted in the struggle over consumntion goods, 
This theory fails to expose the greatest crime in Russia,-the monstrous 
daily persecution of millions of workers in the vel'Y process of pro
duction, It does more, It attibutes the Stalinist state-power, the 
most monstrous in history, of more unbridled savagery than the state 
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of German fascism, it attributes all this to the struggle over con
sumption goods within the framework of a higher form of economy. 

The Stalinists attribute any crisis in production in Russia to 
"remnants of capitalist ideology in the working class." Orthodox Trot
skyism finds the remnants of capitalist ideology in the thieving bur
eaucracy, But the method is the same, subjectivism, 

Sociology based upon form of property, i.e. relations between men 
and things 1 a theory of accumulation based upon consumption, socialism 
as the plan by which these inequalities of property and consumption 
are readjusted -- this is the sociology, the economics and the politics 
of Stalinism inside and outside Russia, 

Sociology based upon relations of production, that is to say, 
relations between people, a theory of accumulation based upon.produc
tion1.socialism as the organization of a higher mode of labor, that is. 
the theory the International of. world revolution must adopt, That is 
the theory of "Johnson-Forest," the theory of state-capitalism, Marxism of our. pericd. 

It is this theory which the Stalinists wish to destroy, root and 
branch, in every impli~ation and manifestation, And that is not in 
the least surprising, What we call the theory of state-capitalism is 
the theory of the proletariat as a. class· directed against capital and 
any agent,of capital, in this case the bureaucracy, ·Thus the differ-· 
ence between Stalinism and "Johnson-Forest" is a difference or lll!!!u!,. · 
Every line of Stalinist. theory aims at the obliteration of the question 
of class in the theory and practice of what they call sociaJ.ism. And 
regrettably, very regrettably, we shall have to show "that the theories 
of the Fourth International have: fortified the theories· of Stalinism. 
The true significance of Pablo is that he has brought this that was 
implicit ·in the theories of the Fourth International out i~to the open. 

V. THE CLASS STRUGGlE 

The Stalinist theory is, do spite zigzags 1 logical and. consistent, . 
Like every theory of all exploiters it is the theory of the rulers, tl~ 
result ·or theil' struggle with the dirsct producers IYhom they exploit, 
and of competition wi.th other rulers, The theory justities Stalinist 
exploitation of the Russian workers, It can be used as a weapon : 
against the traditional bourgeoisie in the struggle for the domination 
of the world working class movement without impairing the position of 
the rulers inside Russia, It fortifies this position in the minds of 
the public which is interested in these questions and the members and 
~allow-travelers of the Stalinist parties, ~ 

The theory itself is an adaptation of the pre-Marxian'petty
bourgeois ideology from Kant to Sismondi and PrcUdhon to the specific 
aond:!.tions of state-capitalism; f That we shall go into -"litter, But then 
as now its purpose can be summed up in a phrase -- the radical reor~ 
ganization of society with the proletariat as object and not as sub
ject, i,e,, with no essential change in the mode of labor, The crisis 
of world-capitalism, a h\llldrod years of l!arxisrn, thirty years of Len-

'· · '\ inism, impose upon this theory 1 as a primary task, the need to destroy 
\ and to obscure the theory of class struggle in the process of produc
'\tion :t tsel:t', the very basis of Marxism and of the pl'oleta·t'ian revolution. 
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The Stalinists did not arbitrarily "choose" this theory, Politics 
on the basis of the Rr.alysis of property is of nacessi ty the struggle 
over correct policy and the correction of "evil." Social division, if 
not rooted in classes, automatically becomes a selection of personnel, 
The criterion not being a criterion of class becomes automatically a 
criterion according to competence, ability, le>yalty 1 devotion, etc, 
This personnel, comprising many millions 1 the Stalinists have enshrined 
in the 1936 constitution under the name of "our socialist intelligent
sia," The most competent, the most able, most loyal, most devoted, 
the elite become the party, The instrument of the party is the state, 
The corollary to disguising the rulers of production as "our sociall.st 
intelligentsia" is the Stalinist denunciation or bureaucracy as inef
ficiency, red tapa, rudeness to workers, laziness, etc, -- purely sub-. 
jecti''" characterizations, 

1. The Bureaucracy in Industry 

The first task of the revolutionary International is ·clarification 
of this term, bureaucracy, The Stalinists take advantage of the fact 
that Marx often used the term, bureaucracy, in relation to the mass of 
state functionaries. But with the analysis of state-capitalism by · 
Engels, the word bureaucr:o.cy b13e;an to te.l<..e on a ~dder connotation. 
Where Engels says/.~~Taking over of the great in.stitutions "for produc- v-· . 
tion and communication, first by joint-stock companies, later on by 
trusts, then by the State," he adds: "The bourgeoisie demonstrated to I. 
be a superfluous class, All its social functions ere now performed by 

· salaried employees •1.',,: (So<!iallsm, Utonian and SgiP.ntific 1 P• 138, j 
These are bureaucrats, 

The moment ir.ii_nin saw the Soviet 1 the new form ·of social· organiza
tion created by ·the masses, he began to extend the concept 1 bureaucracy, 
to include r.ot only officials of government but the officials of indus
try, all who were opposed ·to. the proletariat as masters, This appears 
all through State and Revglution and, in its most finished form, 1n 
the. following; , 

/ "We cannot do without officials under capitalhm, under the rule 
;bf the bot1rgeoisie;. The proletariat is opp1•essed 1 the masses of the . 

I , toilers are enslaved by capitalism. Under capitalism democracy is 
restricted, cramped, curtailed, mutilated by all the conditions of 

1 wage-slavery, the poverty and misery of the masses, This is why and 
the only reason why the officials of our poli ttcal and industrial or-
ganizations are corrupted -- or more precisely;· tend to be corrupted -
by the conditions of capitalism,why they betray a tendency to become · 
transformed i .. nto bureaucrats, i,e, 1 in. to. privileged. persons divorced ~ from the masses and superior to the. masses, 
. . . .. . . . . \ . ' . . ,_ ' -- . - . . 

"This is the ,essence of '[burea~r_a.gy; and until the capitalists ·. 
have been expropriated and the bourgeoisie·· overthrown, ~ proletarian 
officials will inevitably be 'bureaucratized' to some extent." 

Lenin 1 s whole strategic p~o-~;~~-t;;iw:en J~;; ~nd Q;;iober is based ,;•, ' 1 ' 

upon the substitution of the power of the armed masses for the power · r
of the bureaucrat, the master, the official in industry and in politic~ 
Hence his reiterated statement that if you nationalize and even confis• 
cate, it means nothing without workers' poVIer, Just as he had extended 
the analysis of capitalism, to state-capitalism and plan, Lenin was 
developing the theory of class struggle in relation to the development 
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of capitalism itself, Thi~ strcngthcne,d the basic concepts of Jo:arxism. 

l.'arx says: "The authority assumed by the capi tnlist by his per
sonification of capital ill the direct process of production, the socia 
function performed by him in his capFlci ty as a manager and ruler of 
production, is essentially different from the authority exercised upon 
the basis of production by means of slaves, serfs, etc, 

"Upon the basis of capitalist production, the social character of 
their production impresses itself upon the mass of direct producers as 
a strictly regulating authority and as a social mechanism of the labor 
process graduated into a complete hierarchy, This authority is vested 
in its bearers only as a personification of the requl.rements of labor 
standing above the laborer," . (Caoital 1 Vol. III 1 P• 102?) 

This is capitalist production, this hierarchy, The speci·ar·-----
functions are performed "within _the conditions of production themselves 
by special agents in opposition to the direc.t producers," {p,l025). 
These functionaries 1 acting against the proletariat in producti.on 1 are 
the enemy. If this is not understood, workers' control of production 
is an empty phrase, 

With the development of capitalism into state-capitalism, as far 
back as 191?

1 
Lenin, in strict theory, denounced mere COilfiscation in 

order to concentrate his whole fire upon the. hierarchy in the process 
of production _;ttseli'-,-.ano. to _counterpose .to ·th"Ts, worker·srpower,--:rt 
tnus-liecomelsever more clear why the Stalinists in their theory will 
have nothing whatever to do with state-capitalism and rebuke and stamp 
out any suggestions of it so ~harply. The distinction·that Lenin 
always kept clear has now developed with the development of capitalism 
over the last 30 years. It has nor: grown u.'ltiJ. it becomes the dividing 
line between the workers and the whole bureaucratic organi.zation of 
accumulated labor, science and knowledge, acting against the working 
class in the .immediate process-of production· and everywhere else, 
This 

1
is the sense· in which the term bureaucracy must be used iii Russia, 

! / 
· "A Higher Social Organi><ation of Labor" \/ 

It is upon this Leninist arialvsis, that the theory of state-capi
talism rests and inseparable from this theory, the concept o~ the tran
~n from social labor as compulsion, as barracks discipline of 
capital, to social labor as the voluntary association, the voluntary 
labor discipline of the laborers themselves, · Lenin in ''The Great 
Beginning" theoretically and practically wrote an analysis of labor 
in Russia which the developn:ent of society on a wgrld scale during the 
last thirty years, now raises to the highest position among all his 
work on Russia. This must be the foundation of a 1~rxist approach to 
the problems of economics and politics under socialism. In that 
article Lenin did two things: 

a, established with all the emphasis at his command that the 
essential character of the dictatorship of the proletariat was "not 
violence and not mainly violence against the exploiters," It was the 
unity and discipline of the proletariat trained by capitalism, its 
!lbility to produce "a higher social organbat:l.on of labor," 

'· 

' 

and 
b. analyzed the Communist days of labor ~ivan to the Soviet state 

sought to distinguish the specific social Qnd psychological cho.r- 1 
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acteristics of a new form of labor, and the relation of that to the 
productivity of labor, 

Vlith all its mighty creations of a Soviet state end Red Army, and 
the revolution in the superstucture, it is here that the Russian socia
list revolution could not be completed, The "historical creative 
initiati·•e" in production, the "subtle and intricate" relations of a 
new labor process -- these never developed for historical reasons •. 
But there has been a vast development of capitalism and of the under
standing of capitalism all over the wcrld since the early days of the 
Russian Revolution, The Br1Ush Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Stal
inist bureaucracy, the whole capitalist class in oho U.S. (and in the 
u.s. more than anywhere else) -- all declare that the problem of pro
duction today is the productivity of labor and the need to harness the 
human interest, i.e., the energy and ability of the worker. Many of 
them are aware that it is the labor process itself which is in questio~ 

What they see partially, contemporary ~~rxism must see fully and 
thereby restore the very foundations of Marxism as a social science, 

It is in the concrete analysis of labor inside Russia and outside 
Russia that the Fourth International can find the basis of the pro
foundest difference between the. Third International and the Fourth In
ternational, The whole tendency of the Stalinist theory is to build 

·up theoretical barriers between the Russian economy and the economy of 
the rest of the world, The task of the :oevolutionnry movement, begj,n
ning in theory and as we shall see, reaching· to all aspects of politi
c&l strategy, is to break down this separation, The development of , 
Russia is to be explained by the development of world capitalism and 
specifically, capitalist production in its most advanced stage, in the 
United States, Necessary for the strategic task of clarifying its own 
theory and .for building an irreconcilable opposition to Stalinism, it 
is not accidental that this method ·also is. the ,open. road for the revo- .. 
lutionary party to the socialism inherent in the minds and hearts, not 
only of the politically advanced but the most backv1ard industrial 
workers in the United States, 

. '. 

It is for this reason that the analysis of the labor process in 
the United States must concern us first and only afterwards the labor 
process in Stalinist Russia, 

2. The Mode of tabOr in the United State• 
···~ ... 

Roughly, we may attribute the decisive change in .the American 
economy to the last part oi' the nineteenth century and the first part 
of· the twentieth century, taking 1914 as a convenient dividing line. 
After World War I the Taylor system, experimental before the war, 
becomes a social system, the factory la:!.d. o•lt for continuous flow of 
production, and advanced planning for production, operating and cor.trol. 
At the same time there is the organl.zation of professional societies, 
management courses in college curricula and responsible management con
sultants, Between 1924 and 1928 there is rationalization of production 
and retooling, (Ford)* Along with it are the tendencies to the 

*A similar process in Germany led straight to Hitler, 

' scientific organ~zation of production, tc closer coordination between 
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employers, fusion with each other a~ainst the working class, the in
tervention of the state as mediator and then as arbiter, 

For the proletarlat there is the constantly growing sub-division 
of labor, decrease in the need oi' skills 1 and determination of the 
sequence of opera Uons and speed by the machine. The crisis of 1929 
accelerated all these processes. The characterj.stic 1 most advanced 
form of American pronuction becomes Ford. Here production consists of 
a mass of hounded, sweated labor (in v.hich 1 in Marx's phrase, the very 
life of society was threatened); and opposed to it as a class, a man
agement staff which can carry out this production only by means of a 
hired army (Bennett) of gangsters 1 thugs 1 supervisors who run produc
tion by terror, in the plant, in the lives of the workers outside pro
duction, and in the political control of Deti•oi t. Ford's regime 
before unionization is the prototype of production relations in fascist 
Germany and Stalinist Russia, 

But -- and uithout this, all Marxism is lost -- inextricably 
j.ntertv1ined with the totalitarian tendengz is the response of the 
working class. A whole new layer of worlters, the result of the eco .... 
nomic development, burst into revolt in the CIO. The CIO in its in
ception a.inied a:t a revolution in production, The workers would examine. 
whet they were told to do and then.decide whether it was sati.sfactory 
to them or not, This rejection of the bads of capitalist economy is 

. the preliminary basis of a socialist economy. The next positive ·step 
is the total management of industry' by the proletariat. Where the 
TransHional Program says i:het the "CIO'is the most indisputable ex~ 
pression of the instinctive striving of the American workers to raise 
themselves .to the level of the tasks imposed .. ·upon them)ly-h!ste~;-'L~ 
it is absolutely correct, ~-t!rslrimposed upon tbelllby history is 1 
sociali'sm and the outburst, in aim and method, was the first instinc.-' ) 
tive preparation oi' the social revolution. · '·-· 

Because it was not and could not be carried through to.a conclu
sion, the inevitable· counterpart was the creation of a labor bureau
cracy, The history of production since is. the corruption of the bur
eaucracy·and its transformation into an instrument of capitalist 
production, the restoration to the bourge.oisie of whet it had lost in 
19361 the right to control production standards. Without this media
ting role of the bureaucracy, production in th~ United States: w0uld be 
violently and continuously disrupted until one class was undisputed 
master, · 

. The whole system is in mortal crisis from the reaction of the 
workers, Ford, whose father fought the union so uncompromisingly as 

. late as 19411 now openly recognizes that as far as capitalism is con
cerned, improvements in technology, i,a,, the further mechanization of 
labor, offers no road out for the increase of productivity which rests 
entirely with the working class. At the same time, the workers in 
relation to capitalism, resist any increase in productivity. The 
resist~nce to speedup does not necessarily mean as most think that 
workors are required to work beyond normal physical capacity, It is 
resistance by the workers to any increased productivity, i.e., any 
increase of productivity by capitalist methods, Thus, both sides 1 
capital. and labor, are an,_mated by the fact that for aach1 in its own 
way 1 the system has reached its limit •. 

The real aim of the great stl'ikes ir(J.91;6) and since is the attempt 
to begin on a higher stage what was inittate~-in 1936o But the alt&~~ -·,--
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is erippled and deflected by tho bureaucracy, with the result that 
rationalization of production, speedup, intensification of exploita
tion are the order of the day in industry. 

The bureaucracy inevitably must substitute the struggle over 
consumption, higher wages, pensions, education, etc,, for a struggle 
in production. This is the basis of the welfare state, the attempt 
to appease the workers with the fruits of labor when they seek satis
faction in the work itself. The bureaucracy must raise a new social 
program in the realm of consumption because it cannot attaclc capital
ism at the point of production without destroying capitalism itself. 

The series. of pension plans which have now culminated in the five
year contract with General Motors is a very sharp climax of· the whole 
struggle. This particular type of increase in consumption subordinates 
the workers to production ·in a special manner after they have· reached 
a certain age, It confines· them to being an industrial reserve army,· 
not merely at the disposal of capital in general but within the con
fining limits of the specific capitalist factory which employs· them. 
The effect therefore 1.s to reinfol'Ce control both of employers and 
bureaucracy over production • 

. But along with this intensification of capitalist production and 
this binding of the worker for five years must go inevitably the 
increa~e of revolt, wildcat strikes, a desperate· attempt of the work
ing class to gain for itself conditions of labor that are denied to 
it both by the employers and the labor bureaucracy, While the bur
.eaucracy ·provides the leadership for struggles over consumption, it 
is from·the workers on the line that emerges the initiative for 
struggles over speedup. That is precisely whY the bureauoracy 1 after 
vainly trying to stop wildcat strikes by prohibiting them in the 
contract, has now taken upon itself the task of repressing by force· 

·. this interruption. of pr'oduction, I-t expels from the. union's workers . 
who indulge in these illegal stoppages, i.e., who protest against th& 
present stage of capitalist production itself, The flying squads 1 originated by the union. for struggle againDt the bourgeoise, are now 
converted by.the bureaucracy into a weapon of. struggle aginst the pro
letariat, and all this· in the name of a higher standard of living, 
greater consumption by the workers, but in reality to ensure capital
ist production. 

The increase of coercion and terror by the bureaucracy increases 
the tendency of the workers to violent explosion. This tendency, 
taken to its logical conclusion, as the workers will have to take it

1 means the reorganization of the whole system of production itself -
socialism, Either this or the complete destruction of the union move
ment as the instrument of proletarian emancipation and its complete 
transformation into the only possible instrument of capital against 
the proletariat at this stage of production, · 

This is the fundamental function of the bureaucracy in Russia. 
Already the tentative philosophy of the bureaucracy in the United 
States, its political economy of regulation of wages and prices 1 n~tionalization and even planning, its ruthless political methods, 
show the organic similarity of the American labor bureaucracy and the 
Stalinists. The struggle in the United states reveals concretely what 
is involved in the Stalinist falsification of the Marxist theory of 
accumulation, etc, 1 and the totalitarian violence against the prole• 
tariat which this falsification protects. • ..,,..,.. 
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In the recent coal strikes 1 despite the wage and welfare gains of 
the miners, the heads of the operators declared that control of pro
duction hed been restored to them by the two-year contract, C, E, 
Wilson, president of General Motors 1 hailed the five-year settlement 
as allowing the company "to run our own plants, 11 and as "the union 1 s 
complete acceptance of technological progx•ess • 11 Rauther hailed the 
G,!.l, settlement as a "tremendous step forward" in "stabilizing labor 
relations at G,~l. 11 An editol' of :f.ortun'! magazine hailed the contract 
as the harbinger of "new and more meaningful associative princif.les" 
with the corporation as "the center of a new kind of coll'.munity, 1 

The Stalinist bureaucracy is the American bureaucracy carried to 
its ultimate and logical conclusion; both of them product.g of capital
ist production in the epoch of state-capitalism, To reply to this that 
the bureaucracy can never arrive at maturity without a proletarian 
revolution is the complete degx•adation of Marxist theory. Not a single 
Marxist qf all the great l.iarxists who analyzed state-capitalism, not 
one ever believed capitalism would reach the specific stage of complete 
centralization •. It was because of the necessity to examine all i.ts 
tendencies in order to be able to· mobilize theoretical and practical 
qpposition in ths proletariat that they followed the dialectical 
method and· togk thefle tendencies to their conclusions as an ind:t:gnens
able theoretical sten. In the present ~tage of our theox•y it· is the 
scrupulous analysis of producUon in the United States as the most 
advanced stage of world capitalism that forms the.indispensable 

· prelude to tho analysis .of the labor process of Russia, 

3· .The Mode of Labor in, Russia 

The Russian Revolution of October 1917 abolished feudalism with a 
thoroughness never before achieved, The stage was therefore set for 
a tremendous economj.c expansion, Lenin sought t 0 mobilize the ·prole~ 

.tariat to-protect itself from heine overwhelmed by this economic 
expansion. ?.'he isol!lted proletariat of backward 'Russia was unable to 
do this, The subsequent.history of the labor process of R~soia is the 
telescopic re-enactment of the stages of the process of production of . 
the. United States; and, added to this, the special degradation imposed 
upon it by the to'Calitarian control of the bureaucracy and the plan, 

The Russian Revolution in 1917 substituted for the authority of 
the capitalist in the factory the workers' control of production, 
Immediately there appeared both the concrete development of self-ini
tiative in the factory SD£ the simplification of the state apparatus 
outside, There was workers' control, with some capitalists as owners, 
but mere owners, Production conferences, not of bureaucrats but of 
workers, decided what and how to produce, What capitalists there 
remained seemed to vanish into thin air once their economic power was 
broken, and workers' control was supplemented the following year by 
nationalization of the means of produc.tion, The red thl•e&d that runs 
tl~ough these first years of workers' rule, workers' control, seems 
to suffer a setback under war commtmism in general and with order 10it·2·~ , , 

*This was the order·~aued in the attempt to get the completely disor
ganized railroad systent to f1.1nction. The railroads were placed under 
almost military rule, subordinating the ordinary trade union democracy 
to "Chief Political Departments" which were established in the railway 
and water transport workers unions, As soon as the critical situation 
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had been solved, the transport workers demanded the abolition of the 
"Chief Political Departments" and the immediate restoration of full 
trade union democracy, 

in particular, It takes less than a year for the workers to force a 
change, and the all-important trade union debate of 1920 fellows. 
Lenin fights successfully both Trotsky, the administrator, and Shlapni
ltov, the syndico-anarchist 1 aud strives to steer a course in consonance 
with the Declaration of the Rights of the Toilers, that only the masses 
"from below" cnn manage the economy, and that the trade unions are the 
transmission belts to the state wherein "every cook can be an admin
istrator," 

Stalinism in the Russian Faetorv 

In the transition period between 1924 and 1928 when the First 
Five Year Plan is initiated, the prod::tction conferences undergo a 
bureaucratization, and with it the form of labor, There begins the 
alienation .of mass activity to conform to specified quantities of 
abstract labor demanded by the ·plan 11 to catch Up with capitalism," 
The results are: 

a. In 1929 ("The year of decision and transformation") there 
crystallizes in direct opposition to management by ·~he masses "from 
below" ·the cgnference g:f the platmars, the engineers, economists; 
administrators; in a word, the specialists.. . 

b. Stalin's famous talk of 1931 "put an end to depersonali2:ation!1 
His "six conditions" of labor contrasted t.hc masses to the "personal
ized" individual who would outdo the norms 0:\' the average, Competi
tion is·not on the basis of creati>ity and.Subbotni~s,* but on the 

*StJbbgtnika. were the_ workers who on their own initiative .volunteered 
to work five hours ovar·time on Saturdays without pay in order to help 
the economy of the workers 1 state. From the word, Subbota, meaning 
Saturday, 

basis of the out~tandfng individual (read: Jiureaucrat) who will devise 
norms and have o hers surpass them. 

c, 1935 sees Stakhanovism and the definitive formation of an· 
aristocracy of labor. Stakhanovism is the pure model of the ma~~er 
in which foremen, oversee1•s and leadermen ara chosen in the factoriea 
the world over. These individuals, exceptional to their class, vol
untarily devote an intensity of their labor to capital for a brief 
period, thus setting the norm, which they personify, to dominate the 
labor of the mess :for an indefinite period. . . 

With the Stakhanovites, the bureaucratic administrators acquire 
a social base, and alongside, th9re grows the instability and crisis 
in the economy. It is the counter-revolution of state-capital. 

d. Beginning with 1939 the mode of labor changes again. In his 
report on the Third Five Year Plan, Molotov stressed the fact that it 
was insufficient to be concerned merely with the mass of goods pre~ 
duced, The crucial point for "outstripping capitalism" was 11ot the 
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mm but the rate at which that mass was produced, It was necessary 
that ner capita production be increased, that is to say1 that each 
worker's productivity be so increased that fewer workers would be 
needed to obtain an ever greater mass of goods. Intensity of labor 
becomes the norm, 

During the war that norm turned out to be the most vicious of all 
forms of exploitation, The Stalinists sanctified it by the name of 
"socialist emulation." "Socialist emulation" meant, firstly, that 
the pay incentive that was the due of a Stakhanovi te was no longer the 
reward of the workers as individuals, once they as q mass produced 
according to the new raised norm, In other words 1 the take-home pay 
was the same despite the speedup on a plant-wide basis, Secondly, 
and abuve all, competition was no longei' limited to individual workers 
competing on a piecework basis 1 nor even to groups of workers on a 
plant-wide basis, but VIas extended to cover factory against factorv, 

r.abor Reserves are established to assure the perpetuation of 
skills and a 'sufficient labor supply, Youth are trained from the. 
start tp labpr as prdered, The climax comes in 1943 with the "dis
covery" of the conveyor belt system, This is the year also of the 
Stalinist admission that the law of value functions in Russia, 

VIe thus have: 

-'l918: The Declaration of the Rights of Toilers -- .;~~~y· cook 
an administrator, 

/ 
·' 1928: Abstract mass labor -- "lots" of it "to catch up with 

capi_talism," 

·1931: Differentiation within labor -- "personalized" individ
ual; the pieceworker the hero, 

· ·1935': Stakhanovism1 individ~lll...9omnetit1ori .to surpass the norm. 

· 1936-37: Stalinist Constitution: stalthanovites ·and the intel
ligentsia singled out as those 11v1hom we respect." 

/ 1939-41: · Systematieatio.n of pi~cework; factory competing 
against factory. . . . 

/19~·3: "the year of the conversion to the conveyor belt system," 

Whereas in 1936 we had the singling out of a ruling class, a 
11simplo 11 division between.mental and physical work, we now have the 
strAtlfication of mental and physical labor. Leontiev's Political 
~Qgnomv in t~ Soviet Union lays stress not merely on the intelligent
sia against he mass, but on specific skills and differentials, lower, 
higher, middle, in-between and highest. 

If we take production since the Plan, not in the detail we have 
just given, but only the major changes 1 we can say that 1937 closes one 
period, It is the period of "catching up with and outdistancing 
capitalism" which means !!l!).ll.ll production and relatively simpla planning, 
But competition on a ~ scale and the approaching Second World War 
is the severest type of capitalist competition fol' world mastery. This 
opens up the new period of per genita production. as against mere 
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"catching up," Planning must now include productivity of labor, Such 
planning knows and can know only macM.nes and intensitv of exploita
tion, Furthermore, it includes what the Russians call rentabl'nost, 
that is to say profitability, The era cf the state helping the fac
tory whose production is especially needed is over, The factory 
itself must prove its worthiness by showing a profit and a profit big 
enough to pay for "ever-expanded" production, And that can be done 
only l:u ever -expanded production of abstraot labor in mass and in rate, 

Nowhere in the world is labor so degraded as in Russia today, We 
are here many stages beyond the degradation which Marx described in 
the General Law of Accumulation, For not merely is the Russian laborer 
reduced to an appendage to a machine and a mere cog in the accumulation 
of capital, Marx said that the reserve army kept the working laborer 
riveted to his martyrdom, In Russia, because of the power to plan, 
the industrial reserve army is plaru1ed, Some 15 million laborers are 
planned in direct forcad lebor camps, They are organized by the MVD 
(GPU) for production, Th!l disciplinary laws which began \']ith reduc
tion in wages for coming 15 minutes late have as their final stage, 
for lack of discipline 1 "corrective labor 1 11 i.e, 1 the concentration 
camp. 

·What the American workers are revolting against since 1936 and 
holding at bay 1 this, and !lathing else but this 1 has overwhelmed the 
Russian proletariat, The rule!'s of Ru~sia perform the same functions 
as are pe1•formed by Ford, General Mqtors 1 the coal operators and their 
huge bureaucratic staffs, Capital is not Henry Ford; he can die and 
leave his whole empire to .an institution; the plant, the. scientific 
apparatus, the method, the personnr,l of organization and super.v1s1on 1 
the social system which sets these up in opposition to ·the direct 

· producer wj ll remain, . Not inefficiency of bureaucrats 0 not "prestige 1 
powers and revenue of the bureaucracy, 11 not consumption but capital 
accun\nlation in its specUically capitalist man11er 1 this is the analy
sis of the Russian economy, 

To think that the struggle in Russia is over consumption not only 
strikes at the whole theory of the relationship of the superstructure 
to the productive .mechanism, In practice, today, the crisis in Fussia 
is .manifes·tly the crisis in production. ·Whoever is convinced that 
this whole problem is a probl!lm of consumption is driven away from 
Marxism, not towards it, 

4, The Crisis of State-Capitalism 

It was lfurx's contention that the existence of a laboring force 
compelled to sell its labor-power in order to live meant automatically 
the system of capitalist accumulation, The capitalist was merely the 
agent of capital, The bureaucrats are the same, Neither can use nor 
!mows any other mode of production, A new mode of production requires 
primarily t~At they be totally removed or totally subordinated, 

At this point it is convenient to summarize briefly the abstract 
economic analysis of state-capitalism, We have never said that the 
economy of the United States is the~ as the economy of·Russia, 
What we have said is that, however great the differences, the funda
mental laws of capitalism operate, It is just this that M3rx indicated 
with his addition to Canital dealing with complete centralization of 
capital 11 in a given country," 
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"A given country" meant one specific country, i.e., the laws of 

the world-market still exist, If the whole world became centralized, 
then there would be n new society (for those who want it) since the 
world-market would have been de.r,troyed. Although completely central
ized, capital "in a given country" can plan, it cannot plan away the 
contradictions of capitalist production. If the orgAnic cgmposition 
of capital on a world scale is 5 to 1, moving to 6 to 1, to 7 to 1, 
etc,, centralized capital in a given country has to keep pace with 
that, The only way to escape it would be by a productivity of labor 
so great that it could keep ahead of the rest and still organize its 
production for use. Such n productivity oi' labor is impossible in 
capitalism which knows only the law of value and its consequence, accu
mulated labor and sweating proletarians. That is precisely why Engels 
wrote that though formally, i.e. abstractly, complete state-property 
could overcome the contradictions, actually it could not, the "workers 
remain proletarians." The whole long dispute between underconsumption 
and rate of profit theorists has now been definitively settled pre-
cisely by the experience of Russia, · · 

Lenin in 1917 repeated that state-capitalism without the Soviets 
meant "military penal labor" for the workers, The Soviet power was 
the road to socialism,· The struggle in RUssia and outside is the 
struggle against "military penal labor" and for the Soviet power. The· 
revel t which gave .birth to the CIO prevented American capital f.rom 
transforming the whole of American production and society into the 
system wh~ch Ford and Bennett had established, This monstrous burden 
would have driven capital still further along the road. of accumulation 
of capj.tal, domination over the direct producer or· accumulation of 
misery, lowered productivity, barb:trism 1 paralysis and gangrene in all 

'aspects of society. .That was Germany, That would be the plan, the· 
plan of cap1tal 1 and with state-property it i's more free than before 
to plan its own ruin. 

The totalitarian stnte in Russill prevents· the workers from making 
their social and political experiences in open class struggle. But by 
so doing, it ensures· the· unchecked reign of ~apital, the ruin of pro". 
duction and society, and the inevitability of total revolution, 

. . 
·The decisive question is not whether centralization is complete· 

or partial, heading towax•d completeness, The vital necessity of our 
time is to lay bare the violent antagonism of labor and capital at this 
definitive stage of centralization of capital, Whether democratic. or 
totalitarian,i both types of society are in permanent· decline and insol
uble crisis, Both are at a stage when only a· total reorganization of 
social relations can lift society a stage higher, It is notewortb7 
that in the United States the capitalist class is aware of this, and 
the most significant work that is being done in political economy is 
the desperate attempt to find some way of reconciling the working class 
to the agonies of mechanized production and transferring its implacable 
resistance into creative cooperation, That is of educational value and 
many of its findings will be used by the socialist proletariat, In 
Russia this resistance is labelled "remnants of capitalist ideology" 
and the whole power of the totalitarian state is organized to crush it 
in theory as well as in fact, 

We shall see that upon this theoretical analysis the whole strat" 
egy of revolutionary politics is qualitatively differentiated from 
Stalinism, inside and outside Russia, The Stalinists seek to establish 
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themselves in the place of the rival bureaucracy, The rival bureau
cracy seeks to substitute itself in the place of Stalinism, The Fourth 
International must not seek to substitute itself for either of these, 
not after, not during nor before the conquest of power, Theory and 
practice are governed by the recognition of the necessity that the 
bureaucracy as such must be overthrown. 

'i. The Bureaucratic Administrative Plan 

VIe can now com~ to a theoretical conclusion about the question of 
plan and with it 1 nationalization, For the capitalist mode of labor 
in its advanced stnges 1 the bureaucratic-administrative plan can becoma 
the greatest instrument of torture for the proletariat that capitalism 
has yet produced,.\ State-property and total planning are nothing else 
but the complete subordination of the proletariat to capital, ~~hat is ( 
why in ThA Invading SociAH st Se>cieh we rsi.limned· u~ our total theory in , "" 
two points 1 the first of which is: ~ ,;J""l,J 

111, IT IS THE TASK OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TO DRIVE AS CLEAR W,JV; 
A LINE BETWEEN BOURGEOIS NATIONALIZATION AND PROLETARIAN NATIONALIZA-l fi!'M1'1, 
T~~N AS THE HE!OLUT*ON~R! T~~RDD~N~~NATIONAL DROVE BETWEEN BOUR<lE._£!~1C> 
DE.MCRACY AND .ROLE.AR.A .. DEI..OC •• nC., ---·- · ·-... -- - / .. 

All theory for our enoch must bedn here,~/- _,.-------

But aren't state-property and the plim progressive? 

State-property as such and plan as such are metaphysical abstrac-
tions. They have 11 class content, Aren't trusts progressive, Lenin 
was asked in 1916, He replied:· ..c------------·- \Ci 

"It is the wcrk of the bourgeoisie to develop, trusts 1 to drive . "-/ 
children and women into factories 1 to torture them there 1 corrupt them···\ 
and condemn them to the utmost misery, We do not 1 demand' such a :\ 
development;. we do' not 'support' it; we· struggle against it. But lli!!( ' 
do we struggle? We know that trusts and factory·work of women are pro
gressive, We do not wish to go bacl::wards to crafts, to pre-monopolist 
capitalism, to dome otic -work of womeri, Forward 'through the trusts, 
.etc. 1 and beyond them toward oocialisml" (The Bol~heviks and the Wot•1d 
~. p. 495) .. 

/.- We reply similarly, This is Marxism -- the antagonism of classes, 
<Under capitalism, private or state, all science, knowledge, organiza
tion, are developed only at the expense and degradation of the prole
tariat, But at the same tima capitalism organizes the proletariat for 
struggle, VIe do not "demand" or "support" plan. We propose to 
substitute proletarian power and subordinate plan to the revolutionary 
struggle of the proletariat, 

Where does orthodox Trotskyism stand on this? Every member knows 
the answer. NoV/here, Its conception of plan is summarized in the 
sloflan in the Transitional Programs "The plan must be revised from top 
to bottom in the interests of the producers and consumers," 

The capitalist plan cannot be revised except in the interests or 
capital, It is not the plan that is to be revise,l. It is the whole 
mode or production which is to be overthrown. 
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The whole analysis is in terms of (to use the underlined phrases 
of the Transitional Progr>J.m) "social inaguP.llty" and ".ruU,itical inequa.+
~.11 In The Revolution Betrayed the chapter antitled "The Struggle 
for Productivity of Labor" deals with money and plan, inflation, reha
bilitation of the ruble. It says that .g_mlysis of Stakhanovism proves 
tr~t it is a vicious form of piecework. But it soon returns to the 
question of the ruble, And it finally ends on the note that the Soviet 
administrative personnel is "far less adequate to thc productive tasks 
than the workers," Therefore, what is neecled is more competence, more 
efficiency, less red tape, less laziness, etc, If the Russian bureau
cracy were more efficient, more scientific, etc,, the results for the 
Russian proletariat would be worse. 

The chapter "Social Relations in the Soviet Union" in The Revolu
tion Betrayed deals with the privileges, wages, etc, 1 of the bureau
cracy in· relation to the workers, llc.i ther in the Transitional Program 
nor The Revolution Re.traved doe:: analysis of the wor.ker in the pro
duction process find any place, except where in the Program the slogan· 
is raj.sed, "Factory committees should be returned the right to control 
pro~uction," In the analyses of orthodox Trotslqrism there are a fe11 
references here and there to creative initiative being needed at this 
stage, That is all, 

All the slogans in the Transitional Progl'am do nothing more than 
demand the restoration of democracy to where it was in 19171 thereby 
showing that the whole great e>:perience of thirty years has passed 
orthodox Trotskyism by, World capitalism. has moved to the crisis and 
counter-revolution in production, The program fol' the reintroduction 
of political democracy does no moro than reintroduce the arena for the 
reintroduction of a new bureaucracy when the old one. is· driven out, 

But, after all, production relations must include somewhere \'lork
ers, ·labor, the labor process -- the place where the population is dif
ferentiated by function, The World· Congress Resolution, (Four-th Inter
national, June, 1948) quotes from ~evolutgon Bc>tray!)d an elaborate 
summary by Trotsky of his own position in 193 , The worker in the 
labor process is not mentioned, The resclut:ton asks: What alterations 
have to be made in the analysis following the development of the past 
eleven years? It begins: 

" .. ,the social differentiation is the result of bourgeois norms of 
d1.stribution: it hns not yet entered the domain of ownership of the 
moans of production," 

The struggle out of which the CIO was born, the domination of the 
machine, the drive for greater productivity, what about that? The · 
Orthodox Trotskyist in 1970 would ~~ve to reply: the question is not 
n question of production. It is a question of collective ownership; 
it is a question of the thieving bureaucl'acy taking for itself con
sumption goods which belong to the workers; it is a ~uestion of 
l'lhcther the bureaucracy passes laws of inheritance; it is a question 
in 1970 as it was in 193lt of ,qhether tha tendency to primitive accumu
lation will restore private pl'Operty, e1:c,, etc. Is this an injustice 
to Orthodox Trotskyism? If it is, then ~ would it roply, and 
where is any other reply to be found 'I 
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VI, TilE T!!EORY OF TilE PARTY ·? ex 
a, The Stalinist theory and practice of the party is the d~,jct ~~} C• • 

result of the Stalinist conception of Plan, The party consists of the rfv \ •. 
elite 1 the mQ_St efU~nt 1 the most. ~oyal 1 the mos.t .. de:u:o.te.Q., etc, The I) ,/-, 
party mobilize·s-ene proJ.etariat, pc:rr.~.-t!ca-lly 1 economically and mora.Lly, ,/ 
to carry out the Plan, There is here no parallel with the political 
parties and politics of capitalist competition and bourgeois democra~y. 
In state-capitalism the state becomes capitalistic in the sense of ~ 
administration, supervision, control against the proletariat, The f 
party forms the state in its own image which is the reflection of the 
productive process of state-capitalism, That was the party of Hitler 
(despite historical differences), that is the party of Stalin, 

The Stalini.st parties outside Russia function on the same model, 
Their attitude to the membership and the proletariat is that of an 
elite leading backward workers, All initiative, policy, direction · 
comes from the Stalinist leaders, Society will be saved if it follows 
them, defends them, puts its trust in them, Historical circumstances 
may alter their practice, but in their fundamental conceptions there 
is no difference whatever between the CP in Russia and the CF in the 
United States, 

. b, Upon the basis of its analysis of state-capitalism and Plan, 
the Leninist party must form its own ~evolutionary theory of tho· party, 
The party is, in Lenin's words, based upon tpe factory but upon the 
progressive cooperative aspect of the factory, unity, disciplin~ and 
organization of the working class 1 in unalterable opposition to the 
theory and practice of the elite, · · 

Every age has its own specific development of production and its 
specific social l'elations, Each separate International ·has its own.· 
separate (and antagonistic) conception of 'the party which is rooted 
in its own social base and its conception. of' its political tasks in J 
relation to that basE!• Maz:x's conception of the party_ ·in 1848, the 1 

way he ol'ga~ized the First International, carefully explained by him; 
the Ol'ganization of the Second Internatiol'lal which Lenin accepted as · 
soun~ up to 1914; the organizbtion of' the Thir-d International, all i 
were different and show a dial&ctical progression, -Lenin. neve!,' con-· 1 
ceived of ·a mass party ·of two and a half million people before the .i struggle fol' power, · 

The whole of the Stalini~t theory and practice of the organization 
of the party is based upon the administrative-bureaucratic Plan, 

Convel'sely, the revolutionary party expands and develops its owr1 
theory on the basis of the !Ill rayolutionary upbeayals whicJLare stim
ulated in· the proletariat by the structure or state-capi.talism. The 
EUl'opean proletariat j~ Italy, in France, in Spain, and the American 
proletariat! have already shown us that from the beginning of the 
social revo ution, the proletal'iat as a whol~ will be organized to 
become the state and to manage production.are concretely is the em
bodiment of Lenin's l'eiterated phrase "to a man" which was impossible 
of realization in backward Russia in 1917, 

Not only does the !'eVolutionary proletal'iat of our age make its 
tremend~us mass mobilizations. Tho p.§.ttY-boUl'Moisie doaa....the~lll@. ao 
in the Nazi party and the almost overnigh'"t' or~a tion of the French ·-
Rally of millions by de Gaulle. The Stalinist leaders aim to control ! 
the mass proletarian mobilizations in exactly the same manner as , 1365i 
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de Gaulle aims to control those of the petty-bot~geoisie, The Lenin
ist party in 1950, in practice where it can, but in theory always 1 
must be the expression of the mass proletarian ruobi~.ization aimed 
against the bureaucracy as such. This bureaucracy in Russia, in France 
and Italy (even where it is in opposition) and in the United States is 
the embodime~t of the Plan of state-capitalism. 

No question is more important theoretically, not only internally 
but externally, than this of the relation between party, the state and 
the Plan, For theoreticians and millions of workers everywhere it is 
the central question. No substantial section of any society today 
will die in defense of privata property, That today is dead, The 
question is: can the nationalized property be planned without having 
as the inevitable consequence the domination of a single party? The 
popular formulation, one-party state, is absolutely and exactly right. 
"Johnson-Forest" have given here the essentials of the answer, 

c, Vfuat does the Fourth International have to say on this 
question? It can be summed up in the following: The Stalinists are 
criminals, opposed to democracy in the party; the Trotskyists are 
believers in democracy as practiced by Lenin, 

· The history of Trotskyist ~~of the~, • however, reinforcea 
Stalinism in spite of all its criticism, In .31 Trotsky believed . 
that "with the weakening of the party or with s degeneration even 
an. unavoida.ble crisis in economy can become the cause for the fall. of 
the dictatorship~" \Vha·t actually took place was the reverse, When 
the bureaucratic-administrative Plan of the ruling class was finally 

. substituted for the. planning of the revolutionary proletariat, it was 
the Bolshevik party that was liquidated, State-property remained, 

. d, Fifteen years later with the Bolshevik party destroyed, the 
Fourth International improves upon the original.thesis, The World 
Corigre:s thesis .. says: , 

"The political dictatorship today as twenty years ago is decisive 
in preventing the complete collapse of planning, the break-through of 
the 'petty-capitalist market, and ·the penetration of foreign capital 
into Russia," . · 

"The political dictatorship" is an abstraction. Concretely it 
is the party of Stalin, the murderers of the Bolshevik Party, the 
antithesis in every respect of the Bolshevik Party, The theory is 
false whether it is standing on its head or its feet, and in either 
form it is useless as a the·oretical weapon against Stalinism, 

e, Unfortunately, this conception iS not confined to Russia, 
The first sentence of the Transitional Program states that the crisis 
of the revolution is the crisis of revolutionary leadership, This is 

the r::::::;e:h:h:::;site is the case, It is the crisis ~f the se{~y 
mobilization of the proletariat, As we shall show, and it is perfect
ly obvious logically, this thellll of orthodox Trotsk:,<ism implies that 
there is a competition for leadership, and that whereas the other -..~ 
Internationals ~~ve betrayed, the Fourth International will be honest, I 
Exactly tho contrary must be the analysis, I 
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The concept that the whole problem is a problem of revolutionary 
leadershin does not, cannot, upon its political premises, pose on the 
one hand the Stalinist leadership as clear-sighted, determined leaders 
with their own theory, program, policy for the enslavement of the pro
letariat; and opposed to them, ourselves as leaders, not simply 
"honest" but with a totally different conception of the role, movement 
and function of the proletariat. Honesty and dishonesty, sincerity 
and betrayal imply that we shall do what they, because of "supple 
spines , 11 have failed to do. We do not propose to do what they have 
failed to do. We are different from them in morals because we are 
different from them in everything, origin, aims, purposes, s•ratogy,· 
tactics and ends. This fundamental antagonism ",Tohnson-Forest" derive 
from the theory of state-capitalism. 

From the Stalinists' observation of state-capitalism, the!r con
ception of the party becomes the essence of bureaucracy, bureaucre.tic 
administration, bureaucratic organization, the bureaucratic party. 
For the Fourth International, on the other hand, it is a matter of 
life and death, in the analysis of modern economy, to counterpose what 
has been created by the modern economy, the mass mobilization of the 
proletariat and sections of the petty-bourgeoisie, as an opposition in 
form and content to Stalinism and the Social Democracy, and our role . 
as a party in relation to this. To say that all the proletariat needs,;· 
is revolutionary leadership drowns all differences between us and ·; 
strengthens ·their· conception of the partv •. : · 

Trotsky-at any rate was practiced in the leadership of revolution. 
The Transitional Program and particularly the conversations preceding . 
it are sufficient indication of his profound comprehension or the mass 
movement. But as this whole document has shown, he gave it no theore
tical basis •. He did not relate it to the new stage of world economy. 
The result is the increased revolutionism of the masses becomes 
nothing else in the minds of his .followers hut an increased re.aotion 
to. the crimes of :capitalism, a mass bose r'or leadership. 

The theory as stated has had·funereal consequences in our move
ment. Gernie.in1 for example, writes· in an exhaustive analysis of the 
Stalinist parties: 

"But desnite all that has been revealed about the crimes of the 
GPU, the large mass of Stalinist workers will oontin•le to follow their 
Stalinist leaders -- or will fall back into complete passivity -- until 
the day when the Trotskyist parties can prove to them in Rractice the 
superiority of their policy over the policy of Stalinism, (~2Ytth 
International, May, 1947) 

In the resolution presented to the World Congress in 1948 by our 
European co-thinkers, there was pointed out in detail the practical 
consequences for pol1 tics of this conception of the party which con
stantly appears in the strategy and tactics of the Fourth International, 
particularly in France, It is the placing of this impossible, this 
fantastic, renponsibility upon the Trotskyist organizations as they are 
that in the end produces Pablo, 
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VII, I'.ETHODOLOGY 

The most complete expression of Stall.nist theory (and of any 
theory) is Hs methodology, Methodology is the result of the complex 
interaction of social base, theo1•etical analysis and practical activl.tl'• 
and the struggles with rival forces and rival methodologies. As it 
matures, it is transformed from effect into cause and in the end it is -~ 
inseparable from the. activity, practical and theoretical, of those who~· 
develop it, 

1. Stalinism end L£ninism 

a, The methodologyof Stalinism is a methodology foretold by 
Marx, a combination of uncritical positivism and uncritical idealism, 
Its roots in bourgeois philosophy we shall take up later, The uncrit
ical positivism is its gross materialism, its quantitative theory and 
practice of accumulation; its uncritical idealism is its theory of the .. 1.
role of intellectuals, the Plan and the party, 

For such a theory serious tpeoretical· analysis of social phenomena 
is :!.mposslble, It knows no other way of_achieving it~--~;ims_ than the 
method of the decadent bourgeoisie 1(elnp~r!;_!sni an_(!::-_v.:folen~t'l0 Its 
theory, from the theory of ineffective emanOI~ its analysTs of the 
Negro question in the United States, every move in.Russia, is the 
result and expression of empiricism and then a search in the closet of 
Marxism for something that will fit, If nothing is found, a new 
garment is created, and t~e Marxist label attached, · 

Its most glaring failure is the analysis of its own and rival . 
movements, .The analysis is entirely subjective, Stalinism inhe1•its 
from· Lenin ti·•e theory that the Second International was the· interna
tional based upon super-profits of monopoly capitalism. There for 
Stalirdsm analysis ceases. The Stalinists 1 in harmony · with their . 
whole analysis of Russian social relations, are simply the.mos.t honest, 
the most devoted 1 .the most intelligent 1 enemies of capitalism nnd lOlel'S at' 
socialism. Leaders are sincere or they betray 1 due to malice 1 error, 
ill-intention, cowardice, bribery or corruption. Workers understand 

· or they do not understand. ·As a rule, they do not understand, being 
corrupted by capitalist decay and the plots and deceptive propaganda 
of the bourgeoisie. 

•· 
Every crime of Stalinism against Leninism, Popular Front, the 

Wallace movement, the refusal to orier1t tO!vard th!O! seizure of prole
tarian power -- all have the one ideological base 1 the theory that the 
workers are incapable of understanding or acting. This is not mere . 
hypocrisy, The Stalinist method is in origin and results truly capl- \I. 
talist, in the last stage of capitalism. In Russia and outside it :t.s 
the same. Moscow trials, v11Hicat1on of political opponents as , 
thieves, ~gents provocateurs, etc., are. part of_the ·syiitem •.. \Stalinism '\ 
aims . ..at-tne-subordina:tio.!LOL_the mass, its aemoralization ani! confusion, 
ti"le-destruction_@' it!l capac! ~-~o tlttl'ilt) its conversion into a large ; 
disciplined force ~O"trus""t no-·one-ar look any where else but to ' 
the party. Stalinism carries on a denfening agitation for mass action / 
on separate issues which create no organic change in the qualitative--"! 
relation of labor to capital. It seeks to_.§Ubs:Utute for the....wol•kers' 1 
accumulation of their historical e~~eriences;:rmmediate action on every \ 
o~SICi!lthrough-commJJ-.teB1r organizea·-ancr-:te-a oy the party apparatus L......-
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It seeks to place the masses as much at the disposal of the party as 
the proletariat is at the disposal of capital. 

b. The most striking opposition to this methodology is Lenin
ism between 1914 and 1923. The gigantic labors of 1914-1? were aimed 
at finding a material base for the failure of the Social-Democracy to 
make any resistance to the imperialist war. Lenin began with an anal
ysis of the specific stage of world capitalism, the basis of every 
Marxist methodology. In Imperialism he traced the specific mode of 
production, concentration, the role oi' colonies, the super-profits. 
These super-profits were the basis of the creation of a labor aris
tocracy, the snecific labor organization of capitalism at a specific 
stage. 

The very structure of imperialism was 1 as he endlesgJ.y repeated, 
a transition to something higher, a higher form. The proletariat was 
inherently revolutionary and its revolutionary struggle for democracy 
was intensified by the oppression and the organization imposed upon 
it by capitalism itself. This was the basis of the foundation of the 
Third International. Without this theory, he insisted, "not the 
slightest progress" could be made. He repudiated attributing political 

f\'\ . tivity ·an·any comprehensive scale··to-''mati or "evil intention." 
\ \ 1 Nor did he make speculat · n • ·· · The actual movament 
\' e se zure · power was one thing, but revolutionary consciousness 

. and desires were the product of the stage of capitalism itself. 

2. Leninist Methgdology Tgday 

Today, where must a Leninist methodology begin? 

The Fourth International as opposed to :tile-Third can only be the 
product of a neiT stag,-, of capitalism which has corrupted the Interll!l
tional based' upon·;.;_ pre:vious stage. This new stage we have analyzed 
as state-capitalism or. statification of 1lroduction. Without this, the 
International io as helpless ·as Lenin's Third would have been without 
his analysis of monopoly capitalism. · · 

A correct methodology does not begin in a vacuum. It seeks in 
the Leninist-analysis contained in Imperialism the tendencies which 
indicatecl. the future developments, in this case, state-capitali~n>, 
Lenin, as Marxists always do, drew them sharply to their conclusion. 
The concr.ete facts lagg-ed behind the theorl'. But because his method 
was irreproachable, he foresaw that in·the c~ming-period state-monopoly 
capitalism would end in "vast state-capitaJ.ist trusts and syndicates," 
that is to say, the centralizat:!.ons of capital on a world scale. We 
live in that epoch today. 

Upon· these indications and using his method we seek the differ
ences. Thus in the resolution of our co-thinkers submitted to the 
World Congress in 1948 1 The World Political Situation and the Fourtll 
!nternatignal, it was stateds 

"Leninism in World Vlar I analyzed the development of international 
capitalist monopolies which shared the world among themselves. 

"In 1948 the movement to the centralization of capital has 

.I 
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; reached such gigantic proportions that only vast state-capitalist 
trusts and syndicates on a continental and inter-continental scale 
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(Hitler's Europe, Stalinist domination of Europe and Eastern Asia, 
Marshall Plan, Mnlotov Plan, etc.) can attempt to control it. Combina
tions of individual capitalists from different states, organized in 
cartels for world combination of separate or related industries, now 
are -- and cannot be otherwise than -- a minor part of world economy. 

"Leninism in World War I taught that the world was completely 
shared out, so that in the future only redivision was possible. 

"In 1948 there is no question of division or re-division....of the 
world-market, The question is posed in terms of ~plete J[ll!ster_:t> of 
the world by one of two great powers, Russia or t e united States. 

"Leninism in World War I taught that the export of capital has 
become decisive as distinguished from the export of commodities, owing 
to the fact that capital in a few co,mtries had become over-ripe and · 
needed to seek a higher rate of profit in colonial countries. 

"In 19lt8 finance capital does not export sUrplus capital to seek 
higher profit, World economy now patently suffers from a shortage of 
capital and an incapacity to create it in sufficient quantities to 
recoiistruct Europe ana to keep production expanding, The distinction 
is symbolized in the qualitative difference between the Dawes Plan 
and 'the Marshall Plan." . 

"Capital therefore tends towards centralfzation on a world scale. 
But the tendency towards centralization on a world scale and with it, 
the end of the world-ma.rket and of ca·pitalist society, can be achieved' 
only by force, i.e •. ' the struggle for mastery between two great masses jl 
of capital, one under.the control of the United States and the other . 
under the control of Rtts sia, 11 · 

~ 1 .It is here tl).at everytl'l1ng beein8'0 
'-~ .-·· ---··· ----~---·- ______ / 
The tendency is the tendency to centralization on a world scale, · i 

The tendenciy to centralization on n world scale can only take 
place by conflict between two large masses of capital, No longer 
cartels and distant colonies but contiguous masses of capital must be 
accumulated, either directly as Hitler i;ried to do and Stalin is doing, 
or through control of the state power, as the United States aims to do 
in Europe. · 

It is this double tendency of attraction and repulsion which 
created the. necessity of state-capitalism. 

The state takes over the economy, both in preparation for resist
ing other economies and for allying itself to the other mass of capital 
to which it :l.s attracted or forced, National capital must deal with 
national capital. 

At the same time the falling rate of profit on a world ecale 
creates tendencies within each individual economy, both in the bureau

·cratic economy and, opposed to it, in the mass movement of the prolep 
tariat which is characteristic of state-capitalism. 

These are the specific conditions which produce tho modern 
bureaucracy. 
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The Bodyguard of Capital 

Upon this analysis our co-thinkers in Europe in their ·1948 reso
lution wrote: 

"In the epoch of World War II the labor bureaucracy has undergone 
a qualitative develo~ment. It is no longer the 'main social support' 
of the bourgeoisie. ~uch is the bankruptcy of bourgeois society thst 
it can continue only because the labor bureaucracy has increasingly 
substituted itself for the bourgeoisie in the process of production 
itself and in the bureaucratic administration of the capitalist state~ 
To a degree only haltingly and quite inadequately recognized by the -
Fourth International before the war and today, the bureaucratic leader
ship of the labor movement as embodied in the Communist Parties hss 
long recognized the bankruptcy of bourgeois society, ground between the 
crisis in production and the growing revolt of the proletariat, the 
great masses of the people and the colonial masses. The bureaucracy 
of the Communist Parties of Europe, even before the war, sought and 
still seeks a new economic and social base for the maintenance and con
solidation of its power over the pl•oletariat. It is bourgeois to the 
core, in its terror of the proletarian I'evolution, in its inability 
to place th£. solution of the economic anu political problems of ~ooiety 
in the creative power of the proletariat, and in its fear of rival 
imperialisms. The mass of Russian capital, the Kremlin and the Stal
inist Army serve .it as a base from which it hopes to administer cen
tralized European state-capitalism. With this in view it .repudiates 
both the bourgeois !lational state and bourgeois pr1vate property. It 
1s not 1n·any sense social-patriotic. It collaborates with the bour
geoisie or attacks it, in peace or in war, governed entirely· by its 
immediate perspective of centralizing European· capital unde.r the aegis 
of Russian capital as the first stage in the struggle for world domi
nation. In this sense its allegiance to the Kremlin is absolute, But 
it is essentially a product of the bankruptcy of private property and 
the national state on a: world scale, on the one hand,· and the revolu~ 
tionary pressure of· the masses, on the other hD.nd." . ~ 

It was .pointed out thst the Second International today is' far 
closer to the bureaucracy of the Third International than it is to 
classic Social-Democracy. ' 

"As a result of the war, the Second International, though by ~ 
tradition unsuited for the violent character of the modern claas strug
gle, follows in essence the same basic orientation towards centralized 
capital, It is distinguished from the Third International by, ·in . 
general, the loss of ar.y real basis in the revolutionary proletariat, 
and its timidity in the face of the native bourgeoisie, In important 
elements it aims at the attachment of the national economy to the 
power of American capital. But not onlY. in Eastern Europe where tho 
immediate power of Russia is overwhelming, but even in Italy under the 
pressure of the masses and imminent economic bankruptcy, it is ready 
to unite with the Communist Party, i.e., attach itself to Russian 
capital." 

The resolution also analyzed the petty-bourgeoisie upon the basis 
or the analysis of state-capitalism! 

"The labor bureaucracy of the Second International was always 
fortified by the petty-bourgeoisie, Today the enormous growth of 
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bureaucracy in the administration of capita 1, in the unions with theil' 
constantly expanding functions, and above all in the government 

1 
has 

created a huge administrative caste without which the social r.nd eco
nomic existence of capital on a world scale would be impossible. The 
process of :fusion between the labor bureaucracy an~~~is petty-bour

··geoTs-1tdmii!is tz a t1 ve -mrnte-hn-s-a:-dtte'd-n-new ·qualfiY to the amce
between theni which ·chara<it<=rizes ··the period of 'Vorld War··rr; ..... This 
force constitutes the real social agency o:f capitalism today. Like 
all phenomena, the role of this bodyguard of capital varies according 
to specific need, more precisely, the national stage o:f economic bank
tuptcy and the revolutionary pressure of the mnsses. Its economic 
ideas are based upon the administrative concept of 'planned eco~omy.' 
Its chief task is the subordination or corruption and blunting of the 
revolutionary will of the proletariat. Its basic power rests upon 
its control of the labor movement in the process of production itself 
where it is best able to check the revolutionary proletariat and 
preserve bourgeois society." 

·~his is Leninism for our epoch: objective analysis of the speci
!1£ stage of capitalist development., objective analysis of the social 
basis ·of -the counter-revolutionary International, and opposed to it, 
of the revolutionary International. 

3· And Orthodox Trotskyism? 

What is the ·methodolog~· of orthodox Trotskyism? It is to be 
judged by its results.· It has never rfl.££@1ze<l._!;he necessi!Y for an 
analysis· of the preJtent"Stage of world economy. 'Because it never · 

· eliTamriprtea"ltself from "tlia-s:tmp1l!-·repeut101lo1' the facts of Lenin's 
Imperialism, it ~annot get away from seeing Stalinism as reformism, 
Under these circumstance's there is no escape whatever from sub,jecti
vism. It can offer no explanation as· to why the Stal:l.nist.s behave as 
they do •. All it can atti-ibute Stalin'ist practice to i.s evil, malice, 
or ill-intantions 1- stupidity and ignqrance, supple spines, ·tools of· 
the Kremlin. When it is recognized that the Stalinists are not only 
that,the result is Pablo. 

. Tha subjectivity of the Trotskyist analysis ~:f Stalinism is rooted 
ir, the unrejected premiSe that the .Stalinists are social- patriotic 
collaborators with their own bourgeoisie. Its catast~ophic results 
can be seen. in the Manifesto of 1940 when Trotsky faced :for a few 
short. weeks the :fact that the French Stalinists had displayed a 
"sudden defeatism." As long as Trotskyism believed that the Stalin
ists would collaborate with their 'bourgeoisie, it could reserve for 
itself the idea that there was a fundamental distinction between the 
two Internationals. Now that e.vQnts .have destroyed that belief, · 

'Trot_s_Jg_ism-as reducad_]!L~i the_ts~ · 

The Fourth International is unable in objective materialist terms 
to find the reasons :for its own existence. If it had, its present 
crisis over Eastern Europe would never. have arisen. 

The documents of the Fourth International are there to prove this, 
!t was :founded upon the basis that the Communist International was 
unable to learn or be taught any more (this same idea is in th~ Tran· 
sitional Program, see our quote, page 3) 1 and that the proletariat 
from the experience o:f Germany would tu1·n away :from the Comintern and 
towards the Fourth International. t;ew Internationals are not :foundod
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upon the basis oi' the inability of the old International to learn, 
This mode of reasoning led to the expectation that after· the defeat 
in Germany in 1933, the Communist International would decline. The . 
analysis was purely subjective. ,) _,.,-:_; 

' ~-Actually, it was preci~y\the defeat in Germany in 1933 tha~ · 
strengthened Stalinism. I1( cry~tallized the conviction growing in 
Europe that the mass revel~ of the proletar!at and its control of in
dustry in the Marxist and if,enj.riist manner were a dream, It led to the 
conclusion that the model d:t'-"'proletarian organization had to be Stal
inist, and that this was the only means whereby the capitalism of 
private property with its crises and Fascism could be opposed. It is 
this that has strenetbened the elements in tha labor movement and the 
petty-bourgeoisle to make Stalinism what it is. 

But.at the same time it is precisely the experiences which 
strengthened Stalinism which have created.in the proletariat the ten
dencies to mass mobilization for total emancipation and the creation 
of a mass party which will run both industry end state, These in turn 
~trengthen the dictatorial tendencies of Stalinism. I 

All this is based ·upon e·conomic analysis, new stages, new social 
responses to state-capitalism. Otherwise you have to base your new 
International, this colossal conception, on the fact that the old In
ternational will not "learn." In that kind of reasoning, conscious
ness determines existence, the -existen~an organization which is 

~~-~.:~ 
y.. '\l/ I 

I' I 
to J.ead the greatest overturn history~ · · 

·The inability to aruilyze Stalinism in the light of Leninist analy
sis of the present stage of capitalism cripples orthodox Trotskyism at 
every turn, Its analysis leans· heavily on the concept of Bonapartism. 
The concept not. only illuminates nothing, :tt obscures the specific· 
stage and disguises the de!'initive class antRgonism. The Bonapartea 
did not know state-capi tnlism, the: total plan, the mode1'n mass ~.lill· 
The pla~, the party, the state are totally capitalistic, Nazi 
Stalinist, they represent capital, The great modern mesa parties are \1 
either instruments of capital or instruments of the proletarian revo.,._. 1\ 
lution, There is not the slightest elemen·t of Bonapartism in them,/ 

Orthodox Trotskyism can find ho objective necessity for an Imper
ialist war between Stalinist Russia and American imperialism. It is· 
the only political tendency in the world which cannot recognize that 
the conflict is a struggle between two powers for world mastery, It 
is therefore reduced to substituting subjective agitation against war
mongers and profiteers;· on the one hand, and attacks on Stalin for 
deals with imperialism, on the other, \ 

Orthodox Trotskyiam is unable because of its com1eption '·of sta ts
property and its subjective analysis of the coming war to make the 
simplest distinction between the counter-revolutionary Third Interna
tional and the revolutionary Fourth International! namelro that in war 
the former will be for one camp; the 1a tter will be for th~ ovarthrow 
of both, The Fourth International today evades making this dis.tinction 
by posing war as "an unliltely eventual! ty •" Meanwhile, it puts forward 
both contradictory positions, alternately or simultaneously, c 
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The Economism of Orthodox Trotskyism 

Orthodox Trotskyism can merely call for a revoluUon in Russia, 
It~ theory affords no objective basis for it, none, It aimed to dig 
a gulf between the proletariat and the bureaucracy, analyzing the pro
letariat alone as organically attached to state-property, With the 
defense of state-property by the bureaucracy, the basic Trotskyist 
distinction is lost. 

Orthodox Trotskyism finds some base for a Russian Revolution in 
the "socialist consciousness" of the workers, i,e., the memories of 
the October R~volution, This is totally false, The socialist con
sciousness of the proletariat j.s rejnforced by the October Revolution, 
but it is' based upon the ·growing revolt and the unity, organization 
and discipline which is the product of Russian production, So far is 
objective analysis lost that the. impetus for the· revolution of the 
Russian proletariat is now handed over entirely to agencies outside: 

· "A new revolutionary selection, carried. by a new mass upsurge, 
which can only be the result of a powerful revolutionary wave outside 
of Russia, will alone be able to restore to the. proletariat a clear 
consciousness of its historic mission,"· (Fourth International, June, 
1948, p.ll3) 

This is true only if' you base your· analysis upon consumption. 

The Russian proletariat will have to overthrow the. most powerful 
army, state and secret police ·the world has ever known, to take control 
of production, . This orthodox. Trotskyism calls a political. revolution, 
and tries to teach the workers in other countries that they have. a : 
greater task before them; 

·The erro~.is as old.as the opposition to Leninism, It is econo
mism. \Tha-·ecoriomists-of ''.'orld "'lar I refused to support the revolt of· 
oppressed nations because.this would destroy centralization of eco-
nomic forces which was progressive, Lenin fought them tooth and nail 
as he had fought the economists of Russia two decades befcre, Revolu
tionary struggles produced by a world-wide stage of economic develop
ment cannot destroy that development, Ol•thodox Trotskyism has never 
ceased to see 1n the kulaks, in the destruction of the party, in \ 

' primitive accumulation, in war, in the restoration of religion, the 
source of a returq to private property in Russia, This is economism . , 
at its extreme. \Private property has not been restored because the ·,,.,;;.::
whole tendency of-world egonomy is in exactly the opposite direction-;T 1·· 
The strength of state-property ia in the increased cent1•al1zation ana-' . 
the vastly increased and socialized proletariat, To pose the attack 
on the bureaucracy by the proletariat in war-time as endangering state
property and national independence is to attribute to the bt~eaucracy 
a rosponaibility for state-property and Russian independence greater 
than that of the proletariat, It is to say that even the revolutionary 
proletariat of Russia :l.s incapable, without the bureaucracy, of defend
ing Russia and preserving state-property, On this reasoning the 
October Revolution would never have taken place, 

~dox Trotskyism nnd the Cglonial Reyolta 

Our final example of the inability of the Trotskyist methodology 
which refuses to recognize state-capitalism is the present pligh~ of
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Trotskyism on the specific theory of the pe1·manent revolution itself 
in relation to the colonies, 

The specific theory of the perr.1anent revolution in relation to 
the colonies was based on: 

1. Ilonopoly capital exporting surplus capital to the colonial 
countries and industrializing them, the stage of capitalism, analyzed 
by Lenin, 

2. In this relation the native bourgeoisie would play a comprador 
role, collaborating wHh the imperialist powers, 

3. The class struggle of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie 
and the foreign capitalists in the industrialized areas would·give it 
the role of leader in the national· struggle, The proletariat would 
lead the peasantry in the agrarian revolution and thereby split the 
petty-bourgeoisie from collaboration with the native bourgeoisie and 
foreign·monoply capital, · 

However, since the depression of 1929 and the emergence of state
capitalism on a world scale: 

1. The· st·ruggle is not for redivision of colonies but for world 
mastery. World capitalism lives not by export of capital but by its 
centralization, . · ·. · · · 

a. In the struggle for world Mastery by large masses of cen
tralized capitals, advanced countries formerly exporting capital to 

I 
'! 

. ; 

.i 

' ' I 
I 

the colonies (France, England, Holland) are reduced t.o satellites of 
American capitalism, Hving on the Marshall Plan and desperate efforts 
to increase capital by import and 'further exPloitation of' the prole-
tariat at home, . · . · · . .. . . ----. 1 

' . ' 

b, State loan~ made t~ the regimes of Jlolorii~i ~ountr1.es ar'f~~~;_ 
not used. for the purpose of industrialization-but for the-maintenance · 
of military outposta of the viorld struggle. 

. . . 
2, Under these conditions the continu~d destruction of' the old . ( 

feudal and hat~raft economy on the coun __ tryside, goi_ ng on for .. nearly ~ ·,,; 
a centur~- is j[l.Q! supplanted )ly __ any_.d~Y.e.lopment .. of_.the .. industr.ia-1---·- ~-\.' 
eco_nomy, The-result is· that ~he -P.e!lse.p.j;_reJTolts.\become a continuous /'C 
phenomenon (uninterruptedly in-China for over 20 years), . -~ • , 

. ~~der th~-;~ -~ha;;~~~-~~-:? :---~-the tlfeory of orthodox Trotskyis V 1~) · 
about China that the peasa ts were merely remnants of proletar- ~~ i 
ian struggle and wo•Jld ari onl after new stimulation from the .' \ : 
prpletariat, has be.en outmo d. __ "!;!'!<?. _llorn__s.:!L!!.&e .... o%_ world o~AP.italism, _ ,').. . .._ i 

(·These revolts, plus the Vlorl .. erialist struggle, t~·ansforiiltlie·,...--..<.,_ · 11 
national governments oi' the feudal landlords and native bourgeoisie 

1
.. .' i 

\even with IJiilitar~~uppor_ t ... by AIJ!er~can ca:e,italism~~-to ay_achr. ~mism~r.-· 
vQ,_th no,pe:s~ct~ve ~ n!!_tionaJ. F"~.L.e,IV\ ~\, ·· · '7-t.!";}-~ \.~•1'~&~~-.LW 

3, The new situation radicalized the urban petty-bourgeoisie. 
Instead of' collaborating with tho banl(rupt bourgeoisie and remnants 
of foreign monopoly capital, many elements hostile to private property, 
leave the cities to lead and control the peasant revolts,:' In, fact, '~"" 
they become colonial representatives of Russian central1:$d capital. ~ ~-
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cadres of the Stalinist parties with relations to the revolUng masses 
and to the power of Russia similar to those of the European Stalinists, 
modified but not essentially altered by their historical conditions. 

4, Where 1 as in China, the urban petty-bourgeoisie comes to .;.//Y 
power at the he.ad of the peasant revolt, it achieveo the national in- l1~~i\ 
dependence, ~}j.i..n~the context of the international power of Stalinistrlll..' 1 
Russia, Within this context, it will seek to: · 

a. expropriate the private property of the national bourgeoi- , 
sie and foreign capital; : 

b. de\relop cedrqs of the petty-bourgeoisie to administer the 
one-party bureaucratic-administrative state of .the. Plan; 

\ . 

c • carry out thereby the intensified exploitation of the pro- : 
letariat in production; . \ 

. ·\.·"'-.I·'· . r·r1\ .;•f 
. d. solve:_not _o_n_e .. single.problem of· the agrarian revolutionY.Vi \it··_·" - , -~,.s ~-

which requires a complete reorganization oi' the economy on an interna-l'.·, ,· 
tional so~ialist bas:i.s. . · · ")}~ 

. ~ Indl~ ·not the petty-bourgeoisie but Indian capital, has :b3en \- ' 
able ~dvantage of. the changed world conditions, and achieve 
the national il)dependence. It is three tened by .'the S.talinist party. 
which seeks to duplicate the triumph in China. The bankruptcy of the /~ 
national economy lends strength to the Stalinists. 

. J 
1 

I , 
.I 
I 

Such, in summary outline, is the analysis. Conflicts will arise, 
the Stalinists in the colonies may succeed or fail, complet&lY or 
partially. Such is the new theoretical orientation required• Orthodox 
TrotskyiRm, on this fllll!'lamental question of its own past, here as 
elsewhere, is unable to solve o of the problems raised, It cannot 
analyze the new stage in wor e :-tomy where centralization is so 

. '.l 

powerful that it achieves na independence in the colonies, using 
one .class if· another is not ad ut thereby multiplying all the 
antagonisms and social crises. · · · 

"VIII. LENINISM AND THE TRANSITIONAL REGH(E 

There remains now the summation of ov.r theory -- what we consider 
to be Leninism for our epoch. It is best explained in terms of Lenin
ism itself in its own epoch. It is the only experience we have of the 
party, the plan, the state in action. 

During the revolution Lenin stated that the proof that Russia was 
ripe for Socialism was in the creation of Soviets by th3 prolet~riat, 
the creation of a historic organization for the expression of its 
creative energies. If the Soviets had ngt been creatAd. Lenin would 
have held to his gld doct.rjne· of tha bgur~sgi§ reyolution. 

Lenin complained in the first years of the revolution that tne 
workers were not administering the state, 

Lenin complained that tho state was ~urcaucratically deformed and 
called upon the party to assist the working class to be able to d~~~~ 
itself against its own state, · 1~'(0 

.:w' 1 
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Lenin at a certain stage in the liussian Revolution stated that 
the party was not controlling tha state and the state was running away 
with them and he didn't know where this monstrosity was going, Today 
we !mow or ought to, 

He warned the country and the party that the few Communists in 
Russia were lost amid the vast number of bourgois functionaries of the 
old regime, 

Lenin recognized the need for individual management in the sense 
of petty-bourgeois functionaries and subordination in industry to a 
single will, But he drew a harsh line between the proletariat and the 
Bolshevik Party, on the one hend 1 and those whom the Stalinists and 
Titoists call the "socialist intelligent sin , 11 

In Left Wing Communism he pointed out that absolutely the most 
difficult task of all tasks for the proletariat and its party was the. 
conversion of the patty-bourgeois intelligentsia into .loyal and disci
plined servants of the proletarian state, The petty-bourgeobie 1 to 
whose. individualism Len)-!1 referred in 1920 as being in direct opposi
tion to the aims 11nd DJe.thod9 of the proletariat, is today infinitely 
more dangerous.~T~ 1~etty-bourgeois has transferred his individualism ·' 
into "collectivis'lli"which he !underst!!nds to be statii'ied prpduct~on, . 11V/ 
administration and p~an,a!ld.-is now the firm ally of the labor bul'eau-J 
cracy of -capital, the\p~n~· against the revolutionary proletariat, .. 

The essence of Leninimn may be sumoicd up as ·follows:· 

1, The state was necessary for the destruction of the exploiters, I 
But this state was a danger to the proletariat. It· was the taslt of \ 

1 the party to protect the pi·oletariat against the state and nto utilize \ 
·. state measures for the purpose of protecting the material and spirit-
., ual intere~j;.s_o.f _ _i\le entire~y_2rganize~roletariat f~~-_§..ta.te"O'\ 
/ · <~:-Tiieba~a~~~~~- .. ~;·-;;h;·-Fi~~-~1~; ·· ;~~;~~Y -aniC'fne"Pr8domiiiance\"~ . 

ilf the peasantry imposed upon Russian production the necess~f'or \ · ·• 
the leader-ship of technicians, bureaucrats, 'planners, etc~ ut in the~ . 
same way that the proletariat hed to be protected against 1 own . · . 1 
·state, the· proletariat had also to be protected against the noc_!!.ss :' ··· .. 
burenucrac_;r_,_ .. ,.This- wa s·-tha-·beginning--and--end--cf--Leninis.t-policY.L-... &R _ f) 
under.stand nothing about the Russian Revolution and the problems of . It 
the '·proletariat 1 the party and the state, unless you understand this, · 

.. - ·~·-.::.:.:::_:~.:; ______ ,_ :..: . .;.:-~~~ - :::;::::.='- . --- ----J 
These were the problems that could be resolved only by merging 

them into the world and particularly the European socialist revolution. 

Lenin always sought for initiative, It was initiative which he 
sought in 1921 by the NEP 1 and to the very last, in his insistence on 
the significance of cooperatives, 

The following quotation exemplifies how he proposed to struggle 
against the dangers that threatened the Soviet order1 

"VIe possess profound sources of strength, a bl'oad and deep reser
voir of human material, such as is not possessed, and never will be 
possessed, by any bourgeois government, We have material upon which 
we can draw aver more deeply, by passing from the advanced workers, 
not only to the average workers, but even lower to the toiling 
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peasants, to the poor and poorest peasants, Comrades from Pet~ograd 
were recently saying that Petrograd has given all its political workers 
and cannot give more, But when the critical hour struck, Petrograd, as 
Com~ade Zinoviev justly remarked, R~Ye~···· gnificent 1 it seemed to be 

--lL~i_i:y which was gJ:Ying birth to ~ew forc:s• Workers who appeared to 
be oe:tow-the aoarage level, who hkno sta e or political experience 
whatsoever 

1 
rose to their full height and provided numerous forces 

for propaganda, agitation and organization, and performed miracle after 
miracle, Our source of miracles is still very great," 

This is the Leninist policy, the basic policy which applies to 
every question of transitional regime, The concrete circumstances 
will differ 

1 
but the kss powerful the •itt•ati on of the proletnri:at 1 

the more necessary, particularly after thirty years, becomes the Lenin
ist policy, That is the decisive test and not abstract arguments 
about whether the country is ready for socialism. 

The.application of this Leninist policy is not a question for the 
future, after the difficulties of the· transitional regime have been 
solved. It is the first step of revolutionary policy, from the very 
beginning, from the moment of the conquest of power. This was .Lenin's 
conception of the transitional regime, and this is what Trotsky, 
quotlng Lenin on the struggle against officialdom, described as Lenin's 
policy: 

"You must not think that Lenin was tallting about the problems of ~·71 
a .c:tecade. No, this was the first step with. which 'we should and must· J 
be~· upon. achieving a prole.tarian revolution,'" (The Reyolution . 
Bett'ayed 1 p. 50 1 emphasis in or:tginal.) · 

This also· is the reason for Lenin's emphasis on the· .v1orld prole
tariat. To anybody who saw the proletariat as Lenin did in relation 
to its ovm proletarian state and its own bureaucracy, the revolution 
of· the proleta1•iat in the advanced countries was. an imperative neces
sity. The i.dea that the Yugoslav leaders· are· go in~· to learn from 
books that the world revolution is necassary 1 which they didn't know 
before, illuminates what orthodox Trotskyism thinks of the theory of 
so·cialism l.n a single country. If the Yugoslav leaders saw the pro
letariat with the eyes of'those trying ·to lead the workers' state ·in 
relation to the rest of the population, not books but the nec~ssit:f of 
preserving the workers' state, would have driven them to the world 
revolution long before the break with Stalin. 

The Leninist policy is dialectical to ~-core. It i's based upon 
a brutal recognl tion of the contradictl ous..Jli~.:th&l workers' state. 
It is permeated with the spirit of the revolUt:i:Oliary proletariat: the 
revolutionary mobilization of the masses against the bourgeoisie in 
the first stage. Then .when the workel's,. state had been established, 
to protect against the inevitable encroachments and invasions by its 
own state, the independence and creative initiative of the proletariat 
which had begun by creating the soviets, 

Lenin 1 s mastery oi' dialectic 1 his conviction that socialism could 
be created only by an e~Bncipated proletariat, enabled him to discover 
the contradiction and outline revolutionary policy when the majority 
of his oolleagues 1 it is clear, had no conception that such a contra
diction could exist. Today there is no excuse. The maturity of state
capt talism has brought the contradiction which Lenin sensed into i;he 
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open, This dominates our epoch, "lit.hout the Leninist conception, 
thoroughly mastered, you and in active uncritical support of the bur
onucratic-administrative one-party state, The proof is Yugoslavia, 

,l¥. YUGOS&AVIA 

We have to remind orthodox Trotskyism that it did not support the 
European movement for national liberation when the mnsses were in -'i.
motion\ !low it proposes to support the n.atipnal state of Yugoslavia""' 
·in the struggle for national independence against ·the Kremlin. This 
is the state which suppr~ssed the mass movement, subordinated it to 
the movements of the Russian Army and kept it from making contact with 
the European mass movement. The policy stands on its head, 

In reality it is the criterion of state-property which explains 
this consistently false policy. Unl~ss it is a question of national
ized property vs, private property, orthodox Trots~;ism cannot see and 
interpret the movement of the proletariat, The moment nationalized 
property is involved, it starts looking for the mass pressures and 
actions to ·explain this natior.alization. · 

Compare with this ~he policy .of "Johnson-Forest." Whereas :l.n · 
1943 the Shachtruanites plunged headlong into the liberation movement 
under the slogans of struggle for democracy and national independence, 
"Johnson-Forest" took the posi Uon that the. proletariat and the party · 
should enter the national liberation movement and s·t:.:-uggle for prole
tarian power under the general sloean of the ·socialist United States 
gf Eurqpe,* ThuB. right from j;he beginning. we posed the struggle. 
+Resolution on the .Nationa~ and Colonial Struggles for Freedom, July 
20, 1943. Published in part in the New Internatiqngl, December 1943 
as "The National Question and the European Socialist Revolutir.n," See 
also "The Way Out for Europe," New International, April and: l.!ay, 1943. 

inside the Yugoslav movement against the national policy of Titoism. 
That is still the basis of our position today, 

For orthodox Trotskyism, on the other hand, then as now, the 
Socialist United States of Europe remains an abstraction, The Interna
tional is now busily debating when the revolution-took place in Yugo
slavia, Characteristically, it does not occur to the debaters to as~ 
themselves how this highly exceptional, extremely silent revolution 
took place unnoticed by the leaders of the revolutionary movement. 
That would be bad e11ough, But in 1945' or 1946 or J.94? (etc,, etc,) 
this revolution presumably took nlace un~ut!~od by the proletariat in 
the su1•rounding countries of Europe and ~he rest of the world. 

However, what ooncarns u~ now is the situation in Yugoslavia. 

Extensive documents have been published by the Communist Party of 
Yugoslavia (CPY) itself, 11J'ohnson-Forer.t" do not for one single 
moment take these documents us true representations of the history of 
Yugoslavia for the last ten years. As well accept the dccuments of · 
Stalinist bureaucrats as the history of Russia, But they are the basis 
of the politics and discussion of all tendencies in the Fourth Inter
national today, 11e eccept them therefore to the degree that in them~ 
selves, they represent, if not the history of Yugoslavia on the whole 1 
a clear repreeentation of the theory and politics of the Yukoslav · 
loaders. ~ ..... \N,.. 
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r:.toism is pure conscious consistent Stalinism:! Having a model 
in b~ the theory and practice of Russia already el!!tablished, T:ltoism 
has been able to achieve in a few short years the counter-revolutionary 
climax which it toolt Stalin nearly two decades to accomplish, Stalin 
had to struggle against the traditions and remnants not of capitalism, 
but of Leninism. Tito ~ ns a finished Stalinise. / 

l. The (F~e Un:l.~n Y11goslavia 

Stalinism in Russia provided the CPY with the model for disci
plining the workers by transforming the trade unions from organs of 
struggle by the workers into org&ns of mobilization of the workers to 
speed up production, The CPY explains why it destroyed the trade 
unions as militant class organizations of the working class: 

"Under the conditions in the new Yugoslavia, after the na tionali
zation of industry, and as a result of the quick tempo of socialist 
building, the workers class is no longer a class of bare-handed pro
letarians which must u·ght a daily political and economic struggle, 
whi.ch must fight. fer more bread. Th:!:s class today -- in alliance with 
the other working masses --·holds the autho~ity --holds the greater 
part of. the-means of production, and its future depends in the first 
place on itself, on its work, and_on its unity with other toilers• 
on the mobilization of all toilers in socialist building," 

· This is the exact opposite of Leninism. It is pure Stalinism.· 
The independence of the working' class, its struggles to protect its 
material and-spiritual interests, its leadership of the othe~ working 
ma·sses, its determination of policy -- all these are the mortal enell'.y 
of the one-party bureaucratic 'adminhtrative state and in. the sacred 
name of nationalized property, all these are to be destroyed, ' 

To achieve this stnti!it'ation of, the trade unions, .the 'cpy "liqui
dated t;he old gu11CJ.-like di~persion of the union ol•ganizations, un.ited 
manual and intellectual workel'S into one organization, end -mobilized· 
them in the building of the country, in the building of socialism.'' 

ThiS unity of manual and intellectunl'workers is a sure sign of 
the Labor Front of ,the· "corporate state," It is a means of subord.ina
ting the wo~kers to the petty-bourgeois intellectuals and administra
tors, Management spies, Stakhanovi tes, time-study men -- the' whole 
apparatus of supervision and domination is brought into the trade 
unions. They become the representatives of the state inside the unio11s. 
The trade unions then have the task to "develop the new relationship 
of. the working class and ·the working masses in ·general toward work,., 
organize socialist competition and shockwork, rationaUzation and 
innovation •• ,fight for work discipline, to improve the quality of work, 
to guard the people 1 s property, to struggle against damage, against 
absenteeism, against care lass work and similar things," 

Wnile carrying on theso disciplinary functions, the trade- unions 
are "to explain to the working m.nsses that such a struggle is in thei:t' 
own interests, in the interest of the working masses in eeneral," 
Cripps and Attlae, in capitalist Britain, would consider three-fourths 
of their troubles solved if they could instruct the British labor 
unions, suitably poisoned with "socialist intelligentsia," to carry 
out the economic plans of the state, Tito, the Stalinist in the one
party bureaucratic administrative state, considers that it is his right 
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to instruct the trade unions accordingly, and all bacause the property 
is state-owned, 

The Titoists leave the workers in no uncertainty as to what all 
this means, It is resistance to speed-up 1·1hich is involved, "It is 
necessary to point out that in many trade union organizations there 
are still nany remnants of social-democratic conceptions and opportun
ism which <_s manifested on the one hand in resistance to fulfilment 
of the pJ•.n and in resistance to realistic norms, to competition, and 
on the other hand in exaggerated de1nands in regard to pay," 

To these miserable elements no mercy will be shown, 
inist Russia, the basis has been laid for war to the end 
by placing them in the realm of social-domocra tic, i ,e,, 
ideology, in opposition to socialist building, ~are 

As in Stal
against them 
capitalist 
the enemy, 

The organizers of increased production, on the other hand, are 
the cadres, ·These have caught on quickly bec~use as the whole history 
of industry shows, that is not hard to lenin, '~n fact (this was 
written by KardeU in -~• );hey had too 111corre·r,tly gr:~spad the or
ganizing role"' of' the t;rade \l!llons in prodtlctio~~ "In practice 1 in 
carrying out the economic-organizational t~kB of the trade unions, 
our trade union o·adres often go to extremes • 11 They "forr,ot" certain 
"other equally important tasks •" And what did they forget? .They . 
simply fo1•got "concern.for the welfare of the worlrers .. struggle for 
better living conditions for them and work on the political elevat:!.on 
of the worlting masses, 11 

And why is such forgetfulness ·harmful and why must it be correc~ 
ted?' Is it because only by this means will a newmcnomy superior to 
capitalism be developed? Not at all, It ·is because not to be con
cerned about these things would weakE!n the respect of the proletariat 
for the state authority, · 

The trade unions are the "direct organiz<Jrs of the struggle of 
the working class for the increase in prod!lction." But "the workers 
must feel that their trade.union organization is concerned with their 
welfare, 11 Imagine the denunc:ia tions that would f'all from orthodox ' 
.Trotskyism on the head of Reuther if he dared to sar, as indeed he 
would not at this stage, that it is the business of Reutherite cadres 
to make the workers "feeln that the union is concerned with their 
welfare and working conditions, But transfer private property into 
state-property 1 and forthwith th:Ls becomes "proletarian policy, 11 This 
is Stalinism and nothing else bu.t Stalinism, 

Lenin insisted on the need for ~-proletariat to protect. i_tseli' 
against its own state, The C abels resistance by the proletariat 
to fulfilment of the plan a "incorrect," "unfriendly," "backward~) 
This is typioal Stalinis.t phr ogy rnd--1D.--R11ssia 1!1 accompiinte"a by 
keeping millions in the forced labor camps where these backward elemanm 
are "re-educated," The Titoists ask !'or "healthy criticism by the 
working masses through the mass organizations as regards the work of 
the state organs 1 economic and social institutions 1 etc, 11 The phrasing 
is accurate and well-chosen, Individual worlrers and groups of workers 
must not complain, They can only criticize through the mass organiza
tions, i,e,, through the trade union cadres, Resistance to speed-up, 
for example 1 leads to the conclusion that one "does not want to see 
where the real interests of the working class lie," It is obvious that 
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criticism by such a workor would be unhealthy, unhealthy for the state 
and no doubt unhenlth7 for this "irresolute," "unfriondly" and "back
ward" worker, 

2, The[~., p( Ip~':~- fn Yugodnv11 

Compotition:rB-ifie Tito1st ~thod for intensifying the speed of 
production. Agnin Stal'hanovism in Stalinist llussie provided the model 
for the CPY, 

On New Year's Eve in 1947 !.•nrshall Tito boasted that "this spirit 
of competition has begun to ponotrato into our state administration 
and other institutions as well," The bureaucracy introduced its own 
special type of incentive pny. Dy great activity !n speed-up and 
~hockwork 1 a worker could get out of the proletariat altogether and 
join the bureaucracy, As the Titoists explain: "Factory and workshop 
d~partment heads, and often directors of factories and enterprises 
are being culled f1•om the ranks of shockworkers. 11 

The factory directors selected in this manner proyided the 
nucleus for the stratification in productfon1 formalized in the Ne~-~ · 
Five~Year Plan of 1947, Again the administrative plan of Stalinist~ \ 
Russia provided the model. The CPY consciously organizes production 
according to the principle .of the hierarchy in. production which, as 
we have explained 1 Marx analyzed as the heart of capitalist authority. 
In· introducing the Five-Y<3ar Plan it writes:· 

"Planned economY of itself imposes the need of a planned distri-. 
· bution of labor-power, the planned training' and development of techni
ccl cadres," 

The· creation of "our people' s 1 our socialist. intelligentsia, 11 

which Stalin had to wait until the 1936 Constitution to systematiZe, 
is organized by Tito after a· few years of power, .. -

(A;t~~-;;~ 'the New F~ve-Year Plan of 1947 is entitled "Work' 
and Cad~~eads: · . · 

"1. To ensure a steady increase in the productivity of work by 
introducing the greate·st possible mechanization, new methods of work~ 
new technological p1•ocesses and norms of work, by. improving the quali
fications or the workers, and by thoroughly utilizing working hou:rs.n 
(Emphasis added) · · 

There must be no waste of the time of the workers at work. ··The 
passage goes on· to repeat the Stalinist theory with regard to the in-
tensification of the rete of exploitation: · 

" • .,thus creating the conditions for an 
h .. ·H .•• ,.. remuneration for workei•s of all catego:r111s 

perfect a ·of 

Not only the planning of incentive pay for the workers. Planning 
of incentive pay also to tha bureaucracy in orde1• to inspire them to 
intensify the exploitation of the workers. 
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The Plan calls for special training of an expanded administrative 
cadre 1 

"3, to ensure the incl'ease cf the cadres with secondary profes
sional training from 65 1000 in 1946 to 1501000 in 1951 1 effecting this 
by opening new technical secondary schools and enlarging existing 

· ones, ... 

114, to ensure an increase in the number of experts wlth universi
ty qualifications to on average of 5000 annually •• ,To carry out a 
planned ent•ollment in all faculties and professional schools, thus 
providing the most important sectors with the necessary cadres." 

For Yugoslavia as for Stalinist Russia 1 this social inequality 
is not a question of enjoying cultural privileges over and above those 
of the workers, The purpose of the Plan is to "direct all technically 
trained intelligentsia toward creative we>rk 1" i.e. 1 to devise new 
methods for tho administration of the proletariat 1n production, Ameri
can capitalism is seeking desperately to find some means of solving 
the crisis in production caused by the universal hostility of the 
proletariat against the very conditions of large-scale production, 
The Titoists 1 having enunciated the magic phrase, state-property, think 
they hsve no such problems. · · · 

- The political economy_of Titoism is the political econom~ of 
Stalinism, · 

S~alinist theory within-tho _last decade, for reasons that we have 
explained, e loped the idea that the law of value also exists in 
socialism, The P follons this fai thtully-, claiming that the law of 
value is 11 lly und r_ control" because there is "state control" and 
"mrket reg atio 1 Like the Stalinists they claim thst there is 
"no surplus v .., w in tho socialist sactcr'l bac:::tusc there is no private 

. appropriation of surplus labor, Th n 'Crii'iies, a remarkable sentence. 
We are tolds . "Surplus labor has th odd p operty that it can be , 
materialize,d in new instruments of bor w 'ch make for greater pro
ductivity in labor! h11nce a spiral t den ," 

The Marxist general law .of capitalist accumulation consists pre
cisely of tho terrible effects upon the proletariat and ultimately 
upon production of this very "spiral tendency" of "surplus labor." 
The "oddity" of this surplus labor under capi talism1 as distinguished 
from previous societies, is precisely its materialization into instru
ments of labor which dominate over the proletariat, Kidric's descrip
tion of the process as "odd" merely highlights the obvious, The main 
aim ot the bureaucracy is identical with that of the bourgeoisie under 
private property capitalism: the acceleration of this spiral tendency 
of materializing surplus labor into new _instruments ot labor for the 
intonsif~cation of the rate of exploitation, 

At the ·same time Kj,dric knows from his Russian model that "soc
ialist accumulation" consists not only of exploi ta tion1 but also of the 
state "sharing" the workers' wages through taxation, Kidric states 
that "so long as there is surplus labor on the one hsnd ... and forces 
of production on the other which are not so developed as to make it 
possible to raise the standard of living as we should like to 1 to 
build new factories, implements of labor, etc,, to the extent and in 
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the place where we should like to, thElre exists a possibility of in
correct usage, a possibility of incorrect distribution of surplus 
labor, 11 

This is not mere talk about economic theory, It is the justifi
cation for adding to the exploitation of the workers in the process of 
production, the most merciless method of taxation the modern world 
has known, In the New International, of December, l9lf2 and January
February, 1943, Forest has made a study of the turnover tax in Stalin
ist Russia and has shown how this tax, levied chiefly on consumption 
goods of the poor, supplied 60 to 75% of the national budget, The tax 
was graduated, the highest tax was on bread, leading to a ten-fold 
increase in the sale price, One of the lowest taxes in the congumption 
eoods field was on silk, and it was a mere one per cent on means of 
production goods, It is upon this model that there was fastened upon 
the Yugoslav people in 1947 the turnover tax on goods, a "typically 
socialist form of socialist monetary accumulation. trjed out in prac
tice in the Soviet Union," As a result of this turnover tax, "state 

. accumulation has grown in 1947 to 276% as compared with 1946, 11 • 

Speed-up in production, planned organization of cadres to.utilize 
thoroughly the working hoo/S of the proletariat·, accumulation of. 
surplus value, domination of new instruments of labor over the prole
tariat-- this is the mode of production in·Yugoslavia; and from this 

· is inseparable the one-party administrative state and the party of the · i 
bureaucracy, 

3; The One-Party Bureaucratic-Administrative State of the Plan 

The Yugosla\' Communist Party leaders have knoWn from the begin
ning that they have one "basic problem -- the problem of autho1•1 ty , 11 

After the invasion of German Fascism, there never was such an . 
opportunity .in the world so far in which to establish a genuine Sovie·t 
State, But the CPY, faced wHh the destruction of the old bourgeois 
sta.te and seeing further that it 1'1ould· face the revolutionary· prole
tariat and the revolutionary niasses, from the very beginning set out· 
to establish the most powerful bourgeois state that it could, It 
established "a unified state authority" -- "from top to bottom ••• firmly 
linked into one. unified system· on the basis of vertical ties ,between 
the various branches of state authority and administration and the 
lower organs, whose duty it is within the framework of the competence . 
of the higher organs to carry out all the tasks which they put before · 
them, 11 · • 

This which Lenin feared ia what the CPY sought, They were plot
i;ing this as far back as 1943. Over and over again they boast that 
they were the first of the Eastern European countries to achieve the 
formation of the state apparatus, 

Marx on the Commune and Lenin in every page of his writings on the 
Russian Revolution saw as the first task of the revolution the mobili
zation of the masses as the beginning of the ~ of all state 
authority. The etrong centralized· state was necessary only against 
·the exploiters and against the enemy abroad, But in Yugoslavia the 
exploiters had been destroyed as never before. Yugoslavia was sur
rounded by friendly states and enjoyed the powerful protection of.the 
:i\ed Army, The powerful state authority was therefore directed against 
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the mass movement and could have been directed against nothing else, 
It is not only that this state a11thor1ty expressed the instinctive 
self-defense of the petty-bourgeoisie against tho revolutionary prole
tariat, a lesson which Marxism has spent so rr~ny thousands of pages 
trying to teach, It is that tho Titoists had a model. They knew what 
they wanted, They are Stalinists, 

They modelled and still model themselves on the one-party state, 
the bureaucratic plan and the party of Stalin, They insist on the 
differences between the development of Yugoslavia and the Russian Re~
lution, But they give credit where credit is due and say that they 
have been "governed by the rich experiences from the development and 
work of the authorities of the U.s.s.R." Let orthodox Trotskyism 
explain this, 

Any workers' state, particularly in a small peasant country, in 
sheer self-defense has to establish the independence of the proletar
iat as the first safeguard of the proletarian revolution and of t~~ 
proletarian character of the party, Leninism esta.blished this by 
weighting the vote of the proletariat 5 xo 1 against the vote of the 
peasantry, Titoism sought from the outset to dissolve the class inde
pendence of the workers in a People 1 s Front. The Ti toists tell \'S 
themselves how they sought ·to strengthen "the allianc.e of the ·working 
class with the working peasantry, the people's intelligentsia and . , 
other toilers, and with all patriotic forces within the country, an 
alliance which was given.organizat1onal form in the People's Front,n 

' 
·Note now the characteristically Stalinist method of analysis 

which·we have earlier explained as based upon the· necessity to disguise 
the class naturs of the bureaucracy !lnd the state, The Tit.oists say 
that the only people excluded were "anti-people's elements," the 
category in whi~h Stalinisnt has always lumped all those who disagreed 
with' its policies,· Coalition wl.th political parties played no signi
ficant role'in this People's Front because with the destruction cif 
the old r~tional bourgeois state apparatus, the objective framework 
of the old political parties had been destroyed, This facilit&ted the 
Titoist aim of extending the mass base of the movement -beyond the 
working class. Bourgeois and petty-bourgeois elements could enter 
into the People's Front on an equal basis, unidentified with their 
old political banners, · 

To destroy the class independence of, the workers was to facili
tate the·control and authority over the workers by the party, The CPY 
b~asts that "there was no. other ·force outside the CPY which could 
unite the peoples of Yugoslavia and the working masses." The Titoists 
fought "determinedly against too sudden changes which might have nar
rowed the mass base of the National Liberation uprising,"· "The basic 
thing in the People's Front is that it is a broad form of political 
organization." This "eases the realization of the leading role of 
the Party. 11 

From this broad base the Party could recruit the most active, 
militant and devoted fighters, regardless of class affiliatior., to 
form the cadre and the executive apparatus. of the state for the next 
stage of the counter-1·evolution. Once the objective basis for class 
difi'erentiatl.on is buried in the united mass movement, the only ba~is 
for differentiation of policy is subjective and opportunistic, beh.nd 
which loyalty to the partl' and the bureaucl'atic apparatus can be 
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disguined as devotion to the proletarian revolution, The tyne of 
11ini tia tive 1 " "activity 1 " "devotion 1 " "efficiency," 11 loyalty11 required 
is that which enables the petty-bourgeoisie to rise to the top and 
administer the rest of the population. Instead of the working class 
and its vanguard leading the masses, the party cadres selected from 
the all-inclusive mass movement rules the working class, The party 
becomes the apparatus for the one-party bureaucratic-adminj.strative 
state, 

During the trade union discussion and afterwards, Lenin directed 
the most violent internal polemic of the whole October Revolution 
against the bureaucracy and the mil:t tar ism which had grown up as a 
result of the need for mobilizing the whol.e country as a war machine, 
This played a great role in the destruction of proletarian power in 
the Russian Revolution. Precisely these war experiences had obviously 
assisted the CPY in its frantic attempt to establish the state and 
the centralized power, 

The Titoists themselves boast that with the end of the war "the 
new authority t~~n already had a firm skeleton, the new state appara
tus, grown and tried in the fires of war, with new tested cadres which 
had already attained quite a wealth of experience dur:lng the war from 
the work of the people's authorities on the liberated territory." 
This powerful state was the means whereby they would rule the economy, 

. If we want· a demonstration of Lenin 1 s thesis that even confisc~-. 
tion without the power of the proletar1.at means tyranny for tha· pro- . 
latariat 1 we have an example in Yu.goslavia, The statification of 
production was carried out from beginning to end by .the bureaucratic 
administrative one-party state, Even before the final defeat ·of 

. Nazi Germany, the property of the collaborators was confiscated by 
the "unified people's authority" at the III Session of the Anti
Fascist Council of the National Liberation f Yugoslavia in 1944. · 
The steady strengthening of the sta R~. us-rna~ it possible to 
complete nationalization formally i Decemb , 19l1·~J>Y the same means, 
Tha workers ramained'at their.bench toi~ts anriounce this 
trilllllphantly: 

"Nationalization was well prepared organi.zationally and W!lS ./'~ •• ,,, , 
carried out in such a way 1;hat sabotage and· damage were made imposs~... 1'7, 1 ' 
ble. All enterprises in the entire countr·y were taken over on the [ ~ il' · ! ' 
same day anrl.almost at the same time :t!itho.1,1t the stopping of produc'"/\'1. 1 / · 

tion," (Emphasis added) · \, .. / • 

The Titoists first suppressed the mass movement and then liquiu 
dated .the bourgeoisie, 

'--·-

Follow.ing their model, Stalinism, in theory and in practice 1 
the TitoiRts declare that this nationalization is socialism, They 
say: "Thu confiscation of property,, ,possessed in essence the char
ac-r.er of a socialist measure, Why? Firstly1 because it was carried 
ou~ by the people's authority as the authority of the revolutionary 
wc,•k:J.ng people headed by the working class, Secondly 1 because aonfis
ca~ed property passed into the hands of the people in general, into 
the hands of the working people's state as the manager of this prop
erty, and therefor~ it was clear from the outset that it would crys
tallize into property of a purely socialist type," Hote here the 
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careful substitution of the people in general 
workers and the immediate substitution of the 
in general. 

for the revolutionary 
state for ·the people 

As in Stalinist Russia 1 every mcnsurc against the workers is 
justified in the name of socialism, because where the working class; 
that is to say, the people in general; that is to say, the working 
pwople's state; that is to say, the manager of the property, owns the 
means of production, the workers hnve no interest separate and apart 
from those of the state, which is in reality the manager of the prop
erty, which is to say, the people in general, etc,, etc, 

4. Stal3nism in a Verv Single ,_my Small. Very Bnckwerd Countrv 

The Fourth International believes that when the Titoists broke 
with Stalin, Tito thereby began to move to the Left, We stand abso
lutely bewildered before this kind of 15arxism, How could Tito or 
anyorie in his situation move "to the ·Left"? The Titoist state was 
modelled upon the Russian Stalinist state, Tito had n'ow lost his 
international connections, It was now Yugoslavia pm•suing the iden
tical methods of the one-party bureaucratic administra·<:ive state of 
Plan in a very single, very small, very bacltward country, confronted 
by Western imperialism on the one hand, and with the hostility of 
the whole of Stalinist-controlled Eastern Europe facing it on the 
other, The theory of T~otskyism from the beginning had been that it 
was precisely such circumstances which had driven Stalinist Russia 
to degeneration, What belief in miracles is it to think that at 
this time, Tito 1 professed and practicing Stalinist, would move "to 
the Left"? The only policy the Titoists could follow was the 
strengthening of the dictatorship of the one-party, bureaucratic 
administrative state of the Plan; increase in discipline over the 
workers in order to n.tone for the difficulties of isolation j,n the 
only way that the bureaucracy can; the accelerated spiral tendency 
of accumulation to maintain some place of some kind for Yugoslavia 
on the world market, 

The Titoists were compelled to accelerate all tendencies they , 
had hitherto followed. But in characteristic Stalinist fashion, they 
combined this with the most extravagant demagogy·,* It is precisely 

*For every CPY statement about the need to struggle against bureau
cracy and for democracy, it is possible to find 20 in the Stalinist 
documents written at precisely the moment·when they were massacra-
ing revolutionists, 

the break with Stalin which has made the Titoist state more Stalinist 
than ev r. · ::;1 

I 1949 a New Law on People's Committees was elaborated. Behind 11 
all the hr ea on increased participation of the people, one theme ,. 
dominate . It was the need for 11legali ty and discipline within the , / . 
state administrative apparatus -- these are the two powerful means /' 
for strengthening the state system as a whole." 

"Legality and discipline" -- legality for the state, dist'ipline 
for the workers. 
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The growth of the Soviet state terrified Lenin. Kardalj's 
report on the New Law reaffirms the counter-revolutionary Stalinist 
thesis that in a socialist state "the administrative apparatus is 
greatly expanded and becomes mora complicated •11 Precisely because the 
problem is not only regulation and control but economic management, 
the report repeat~ without equivocation the prerogatives in production 
of the state authority. "It is necessary to combine the administra
tive sectors as firmly as possible along vertical lines, not only in 
the sense of subordinating the lower organs to the higher, and seeing 
to it that the directives of. the higher organs are carried out, but 
also in the sense of making the higher organs more helpful to the 
lower.n 

The vertical line -- that is to say 1 domination of the people's 
committees by the centralized state. 

The bureaucracy sought, not like Lenin for new sources of 
strength among the deep masses of the workers. In its crisis, it 
sought to strengthen the state authority by new recruitments from those 
who have shown readiness in the factories to exceed the norms in 
production. · 

. Having new piled up bureaucracy upon bureaucracy in the very· 
vitals of production and politics, the Titoists indulge in the charac
teristic Stalinist "s-elf-criticism" of bureaucratic tendencies as 
rudeness, inefficiency, red-tape 1 etc. A report by Tito.in December 
19lt6 had already defined bureaucratism as "different incorrectnesses 111 

-among them, "The incorrect attitude .toward peoples, often towards the 
best workers, both manual and intellectual," 11inccirrectnesses toward 
national property, squandering, etc. 11 • 

Kardalj in 191t9 chides the cadres for bureaucrati-sm in the char
acteristic Stalinist.manner; "It is necessary to <j.eclare war to the. 
bitter end" agains·t 11e bureaucratic soulless and rude attitude towards 
the citizenry; absence of efforts ••• to improve the ~ppearance of the 
buildings and premises of the people 's·_ committees.' etc." . 

Against 11bureaucratioally-minded persons" the criticism and 
self-criticism of the CPY is wearisomely resolute, It issues decrees 
for "decentralization." 'As long as tlie bureaucracy has its cadree at. 
the core and head oi' every factory administration and peoples 1 commi
tee1 decentralization means_ the exact opposite of increased democracy 
and control by the workers. The ground is laid for t.he competition 
of factory against factory, as we have des.cribed it for Stalinist 
Russia. The Titoists issue decrees for workers control of production. 
On the basis of "socialist competition," the Stalinist-Titoist mode 
of labor, workers control of production is shockworkers control of 
production. For the mass of wo1•kars, the perspective is inteneifi&d 
domination by the one-party bureaucratic-administrative state of the 
Plan, 

2· The CPY, tha Red Arm! anQ the Brgak with the Kremlin 

The Yugoslav state was formed, not because of the European rsvolu~ 
tion but because of the power of the Red Army, Backing up the CPY was 
the counter-revolutionary army which went through Europe, destroying 
the proletarian revolution, and above all 1 the vary national libera
tion movement in Europe which was headed for a proletarian revolution, 
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the Polish moven.ant, The ·~auaw insurrectionist• were beheaded by 
Stalin and the Rod Army, Tho Yugoslav state was formed with the 
assistance of Stalin and the Red Army, The Yugoslav leaders s~y so, 
They say so again and again: 

a perspective t ecples also of not only being able to liberate 
"The increas ~1 strong int<?rna tional role of the USSR opened 

themselves fr t e im rialist chain but of being able to preserve 
and develop fturther t e revolutionary achievements of the National 
Liberation Vl~r," / 

They ca~oTJrlnimize the blanket of protection given by tho 
Soviet Union: 

"The new historic condition in the construction of our socialist 
economy consists in this -- in view of the great victory of the Soviet 
Union over German fascism and its efforts to gain world domination, 
and in view of the inception of the new people's democracies, made 
possible by the victory of the Soviet Union, our revolution could not 
be encircled by capitalist neighbors, to the same threatening extent 
as was the case of the October Revolution," 

This is exactly the mentality of Stalinists alJ. over the world, 
They cannot place the solution. of the economic and political problems 
in the creative power of the. proletariat, They are afraid of rival. 
im~rialisms, They do not depend on the proletarian revolution on an 
international scale, They seize the power when the Red Army is at . 
their backs, . · · · . · 

The break with .Stalin made it necessary for the CPY to find · 
another international base to strengthen its hand agin;!.Lt.b!L.!!!&Q.slav • 
proletariat. "Socialism in a single country" is qnly secondarily-l:-...
nationalist, Its class essence which it cannot abana~:rs~~eaucra
tic domination over the proletariat, In this· epoch all states must 
combine .defense of their rule over t)leir own proletariat with.an··in
ternational appeal to sections of the populatinn in other countries, 
Yesterday Stalin combined collective security maneuvers with imperi
alist powers (League of Nations, Fascist Germany, Churchill) with 
manipulations of the parties of the Comintorn, Tod&l'• 'Uto ·combines 
his national security deals with American· imperialism, participation 
in the UN and expansionist designs in the neighboring countries, with 
the call :for a new internationalism. Every manipulation of the Third. 
International by Stalin serves one purpose, defense of the one-party 
state and bureaucratic•&dministrative Plan o:r the Russian centraliza
tion of' ;:oapital. Tito's present maneuvers in internationalism are a 
model of l.mitation, The theory of internationalism is the same in 
both cases1 rally whatever forces are available on an international 
scale to support "socialist building"·in Russia o!'. very backward Yugo
slavia and identify this with the advance of the world revolution. 
The defense of Yugoslavill attracts particularly those seeldng an 
escape from the stranglehold of the two great IDD.sses of capital, with
out the world rsvolutionary perspective of revolutionary class 
struggle against the bureaucracy in each country, 

As we wrote in October, 19~91 

"The essence of the struggle can be seen by its e:ffacts upon the 
world working class movement. Wherens the labor lackeys of the Second 
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International carefully refrained from any assistance to Ethiop_ia or 
Republican Spain 1 they are ready to support the bourgeoisie in stimu
lation of Tito's opposition to Stalin, The past, and present of the 
Titoist party, in the present world crisis, make Tito a pole of attrac
tion far more to the supporters of Vlostern imperialism than to the 
genuinely revolutionary masses." ("No Support to Tito," Internal 
Bulletin, October, 19~9) 

Stalinism has lived and can live only by the perpetual purging of 
elements in the bureaucracy, particularly those who occupy any promi
nence. Tito understood quite clearly that carrying out the policy of 
the Kremlin ends inevitably in one's own neck being in jeopardy. He 
knew this from his whole past association with the. frameups and assassi
nations of the Kremlin, and the events in post-war Eastern Europe were 
bringing this home to him with a very intimate urgency, . 

This was the position that confronted the T1toist bureaucracy, 
Does any orthodox Trotskyist deny this? Objectively, the Titoist bu~ 
reaucracy was caught between the Kremlin and the Yugoslav masses. The 
native bourgeoisie had been so thoroughly destroyed that the CPY had 
no buffer between it and the masses. It therefore faced this situa
tion. Ei~her to try-to. impose the Kremlin's demands upon the Yugoslav 
masses, which meant inevitably whether the demands ·.~ere carried out· 
or not, the sacrificing of substantial elements· in the bureaucracy. 
(The more it imposed these demands on the Yugoslav masses, the ·less 
would it be able to use its mass base to defend itself against the 
1.nevitable purge.) Or to attempt to defy the Kreml·in and lean for 
support on the masses in Yugoslavia and the rival imperialism, taking 
advantage of shifts in the world situation. . 

Tito ·was able to break with the Kremlin because he had a .mass 
base, But precisely this situation poses the revolutionary end counter-
r!'lvolutionary alternatives with extreme sharpness. . · 

It .. :!.s .. one· thing to say .t!".at ,·ata11r.' s most pliant and. devoted · 
agents" were "forced into a struggle with the-Kremlin in·order to 
pre,Jerve .their influence and leadership QYer the masses." ·(Fourth 
1!:-:~~>,nat:!,onal, O'ctober, 19~9,. emphasis added.) This leaves the door 
open to revolutionary struggle against the Titoist bureaucracy. 

It :i.s quite another to identify the revolutionary struggles of 
the Yugoslav masses with Tito's attacks against the Kremlin and his 
break with Stalin. This opens the door to ever more uncritical 
support of Tito. It drives the Yugoslav masses into national unity 
with the CPY bureaucracy in state power, encourages illusions regard
ing the mythical national independence of Yugoslavia, and bars tho way 
to the onJ.y escapa from Stalinist domination, the joint revolutionary 
struggles oi' the masses in Eastern Europe· ·and Russia, against the Stal
inist bureaucracy in all its forms and for the Socialist United States 
of Europe. 

The importance of this is not only in relation to Yugoslavia. 
The contradictions of Stalinism arc immense, and as the world crisis 
develolls, will appear in a mult~ ·tude of forms. Ti to ism is only one • 
It is the substitution of national unitv against foreign domitmtion 
with the bureau§'l'aoy :f.n state power, for class struggle aa&ip:;tt· tMt 
bureaucreel. T~ danger of support to Tito1sm is that it presupposes 
and fortif os the conception that tho break-up of· Stalinism will como 
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from competing elements in the bureaucracy, and particularly from the 
national bureaucracies in state power, rather than from the mass revo
lutionary struggle against the bureaucracy as such, 

The prolet~rian revolution against Stalinism will be of necessity 
from its very beginnings concretely international. The concretely 
nationalist and abstractly internationalist orier.tation of Titoism, 
on the other hand, is not at all accidental and has its own logic, 
The CPY' s efforts to maintain a mythical indepe11dence will land it 
either in the camp of Western imperialism or back in the Kremlin camp, 
even if to achieve thi.s latter alternative, tho bureaucratic cadre 
must rid itself of Tito, Kardelj, etc, 

This is not abstract theory, speculation, or psychoarnUysis of the 
CPY, In their own documents, published for all the world to see, since 
the split with Stalin, the Titoists themselves have proclaimed their 
aims, methods, and fundamental economic theories. They are Stalinist· 
to the core; the one-party state,·the bureaucratically· administered 
plan, the export of petty-bourgeois liberalism for in·ternational con
surnpt:l.on. Every step that they ask the world proletariat to take in 
their defense is for one purpose and one· purpose only-- to strengthen 
the position of the Yugoslav national capital on the world-market and 
the Yugoslav unified state authority over and against the Yugoslav 
masses, At the same time, every defense of its national capital, in· 
the present·st~uggle for world mastery between t~e two great masses of 
capital, only centralizes it further· i'or· attraction into oneorbit 
when. it is repelled from the.other, 

Such is the "Johnson-Fot•est" analysis of Yugoslavia. On reading 
The Inva~ng Socjalist Society some critics shrugged their shoulders · 
and said that it had little connection with practical politics, We 
point out to them without malice that it is precisely from this analy
sis that we are able to give a strictly materialistic account of the 
economic,, social and., political development of Yugoslavia, On the 
other bend, the presumed practical 'politics of orthodox Trotskyism 
has resulted in this: that .its whole ana.lysis can bo summed up in the 
question whethei' the leaders of the· CPY are sincere or insincere in 
their protestations about democracy, . . 

6, The Counter-Revolution in Yugoslavia 

The debate now going on in the Fourth International as to.when 
the revolution took place in Yugoslavia obviously does not involve us 
directly, since we do not believe that any revolution took place in 
Yugoslavia at all. However, to assist the debate, we would remind 
the comrades of the following accounts of the events in Yugoslavia. 
At the time these accounts were written, we accepted them, and con
trary to the other tendencies in the Fourth International, still 
accept them. 

How was the revolution in YUgoslavia crushed? At the time that 
the Titoist bureaucracy strangled the mass movement in Yugoslavia, 
everybody knew it. It was described in the Fourth Inte~n11PlL~ in 
careful detail, The Titoist bureaucracy was singled out as an example 
of a police dictatorship on the Stalinist modell 

"During the War, Stalinist bureaucratization and suppression must 
have proceeded apace along with the growth of the popular movement and 
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the promulgntion of the social revolutionary measures, For no sooner 
was the present government installed than it began to emulate all the 
other East-European police regimes in its savagery and terror, The 
correspondents reported that an atmosphere of fear pervaded the Capi
tal and that the dreaded secret police, tho OZNA 1 were operating 
everywhere, Tito is imitating Stalinist Russia even to copying the 
elegantly cut uniforms of the Kremlin bureaucrats and weighting down 
his military tunic with countless shining medals, The black reaction
ary cr~racter of Stalinism is exposed by its need of a police dicta
torship in Yugoslavia -- a country wher£· it enjoyed tremendous 
popularity and support, This development cannot be explained solely 
on the grounds of the horrible economic dislocations, It was unques
tionably bred. by Tito 1s twin needs of not only suppressing the old 
counter-revolutionary classes but at the same time keeping an iron 
hand on the working class and preventing their emergence as an inde
pendent -- non-bureaucratized --and therefore anti-Stalinist force," 
(Fourth International, November, 1946) 

It would be hard to duplicate this account for accuracy, This 
was in 1946 when o::-thodox Trotskyism considered Yugoslavie. a· capital-
1st state, 

Since the break with the Kremlin, the writer has evolved the. · 
position that Yugoalavia is a workers'. state, .but he has.not lost his 

. eye for accurate de.tail, We read in the Discussion Bulletin of April 
1950 this account of Yugoslavian events: · 

"Attempting to fight their way out of their economic cul-de-sac . 
"by 'building so.cialism irt one country, 1 they embarked on vastly ambi
tious plans of indtMtrialization; Since they lacked the machinery, 
reso>U'ces, productive capacities or trained ·personnel, they began 
taking it out of th~ hides of the workers, P1ecework and speed-up 
were introduced in the ji.lnnts, hours of work lengthened, the ·authority 

'of management made'absoluto. The desperate nature of the. difficulties 
was highlighted recently when in Yugosl~.via,· where there exists, in 
contradistinction to the satellite states, some cnthusiam· for tHe 

· pla::11 the regi!'!le \'las for')ed to give up the 'volw:tary labor brigade 1 

system and in'c,'"i tt::ta a· new system of cor, tract labo:• which freezes the · 
worker to his job," 

There is no.room for disagreement, And here we ask our trade· 
union comrades particula:•ly to define the system so wall described by 
the Yugoslavs -~hem~o.i.vo~ and by Comrade E. R. Frank, Do they think 
that this is a wor.l<;;,rs' state? Do they ·~hinl: that this is a ·transi
tional e.::ono~ay? Bo·11 is i·~ distinguishec. :i'rom the conditions of labor 
in the factories cf the rest of the capitalist world? · 

Recognition that the Tito regime had suppressed the mass movement 
was not confin•ld tc in6.!·.ridual writers. An of!'icial statement, appear
ing in the [Q•,trth I~n;::ional as late as October, 19~·9 1 wr.s brutnJ. 
in its a'!curt\..!.)', 

"Tho revolutionary origins of the present rogime in Yugoslavia 
offer a ~tran!l'3 con:':re~t to its bureaucratic and n.cnoll thic form oi' 
rule, Wh~t is the reason i'or this contr~dict~~y development? At 
fir~t glance it wouJ.d appear that the va~t mcvament of tho maRses set 
in motion dur1ug tha war ahould have proJuced a flowering of workers' 
democracy, But just the contrary occurred, Tho regime is dominated 
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by a monolithic Stalinist party which imitates the Russian leader cult, 
boasts of its ruthless suppression of factions and prohibits all vital 
criticism and opposition to its basic poli.o:!.es," 

The statement was equally remorseless in tracing the Stalinist 
roots of the CPY leadership: 

"This development has its roots in the history of the Cominunist 
Party of Yugoslavia, Beginning·as a mass party after tho October 
Revolution, it was stultified by the imposition of false policies 
and bureaucratic methods from the Stalinized Comintern, In 1937 1 on 
orders from the Y..remlin, the entire central committee of the party 
with the exception of Tito was purged, The new leadership was trained 
in Moscow or in the GPU school in Spain, Taking advantage of the con
ditions of illegality·and official repression, it consolidated its 
bureaucratic grip on the organizati.on·by the suppression of all other 
tendencies and by framing up and expelling its opponents and critics." 

The Titoists 1 the statement continues, were ruthlessly bureau
cratic; particularly against independent .revolutionary expre"sions 
from· the left: · 

· "It was this Stalinized party which succeeded in gaining the 
leadership of the partisan insurrection, Despite the participation· 
of masses of workers in revolutionary action, bureaucratic methods 
were favored by the conditions of· foreign occupation and civil war 
which prevailed in .the country, Military discipline and l'Ule-b;r
colnmandb~~ame the accepted mode of procedure and were utilized by ··the 
Stal1i1ist leadership to stifle any tendency for greater democracy in 
the ranks of the party and tho mnss movement, It appears from a study 
of the events that while a certain latitude was granted to bourgeois 
groups ~nd parties, independent revolutionary expressions from the ' 
left were mercilessly crushed," · , . 

Is this the way that 1nrxism. treats what for it.is the' greatest 
event in history, the successful proletarian revolution? Surely 
"Johnson-Forest" are justified in nslting for the re-examination of a 
theor:r which imposes such humiliating self-stultification upon those 
•who follow it~ ' · · 

z. Our Political Views on Yugoslavia 

Orthodox Trotskyism in all its tendencies is opposed to our anal
ysis, Its own theory has led it to its present attitude towards the 
closest association possible to the CPY, This is an·action 1 the 
majorHy against us is overwhelming, and Bolshevism demands unity in 
action, The Fourth International will hovo to make its experiences,. 
We do not therefore propose to carry on any active discussion on the 
question, but it is of sufficient importance that all should know 
exactly what are our political views, 

a. ·The rulers of Yugoslavia may make gestures, overtures, and 
even sympathetically consider Trotskyism. It is possible that they 
may even go to the lengths of organizing around them a Fourth Inter
national and acting as ~.ts center in the same way as Stalintst Russia 
has for years acted as the organizing center of the Third Internation
al, Every success gained alone these lines by orthodox Trotskyism 
makes only more certain the ultimate price that will be paid, The CPY 
seaks not the world revolution but the defense of "Coll'.munism in a sin(!].e 
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country, Yugoslavia." At tho moment when Yugoslavia 1 s mythical j,nde
pcndcnce will be seen as the hollow fiction that it is 1 i.e,, at tho 
moment of the outbreak of war, the CPY will declare policy in terms 
of the interests of tho particular mass of capital to which it is 
attached, If 1 t should be .on the side of Stalinist Russia 1 it will 
call upon the workers inside Russia and all over the world to support 
the Stalinist regime for the purpose of winning victory, If it is 
on tho side of American imperialis1Jl 1 it will summon the proletariat 
of the United States to work and fight with all its soul for American 
democracy, At that time it will be able to hit the Fourth Interna
tionnl a mighty blow, The Fourth International in l'cturn will be 
able to call the CPY traitors, To have to do that will harm tho 
Fourth International, especially if the present course is continued, 
It will not harm Titoism in any way, 

b, The past record of tho CPY· is a record of unwavering support 
of Stalinist Russia and the Communist International. · It has supported 
Stalinism in its persecution of the Russian workers, its slave labor 
camps, its Moscow Trials, its monumental lies, its betrayal of prole
tarian revolution, its sacrificing of the proletariat of whole nations, 
its assassir.at1cms 1 i.ts incalculable contributions to the barbarism 
which is now eating away at human socioty. 

The conception that "Johnson-Forest" have of the Fourth Inte:;:ona
tional does not·include collaboration with these elements but has 
always seen them as the worst enemie.s of the proletari.at and the or
ganic foes of everything for which tho Fourth International must stand. 

We do not say that all who have supported Stalinism in the past 
are unfit for moinborship in our organization. Members of the GPU have 
in the past broken with Stalinism and join·ed the ~·ourth International, 
However, .as we wrote in 1949: · 

"As with self-determination, the'evaluation of.Tito's defiance of 
Stalinism is rooted in ·tho sociological conditions. Mobilization of 
a mass Communist Party even .by T.oglintti or Thoroz in defiance of the 
Cominform ·or the Russian regime would be an,event of world-wide sig
nificance for the rcvolut'ionnry movement, however empirical, limited 
or halting might be the ideological basis on which such a'defiance 
might begin. · 

"The defiance by the Yugoslav Communist Party is of a fUndamen
tally different character, It is and cannot be, seen otherwise than aa 
a defense of the possession of the state property, control of the 
surplus-labor and other bureaucratic·privileges, on the one hand, and 
on the other, fear of being submitted to the ruthless. purges of the 
GPU, 11 . 

The Titoists are a privileged section of society, exploiting 
mUJ.i.ons of workers and peasants, mnotcro of c otctc. Their Leninism 
is neithar more nor less than the "Leninism'' of Stalinism. Our hos-. 
tility to them is more implacable than to those Stalinist leaders who 
are at the head of the proletariat in a country. where the pl•oletariat 
is free to act,* 

*Here, regretfully, for it is painful to have to repeat elementary 
principles of revolutionary pructice, we have to recall another.aspect 
of Leninism for those sowers oi' confusion regarding "Johnson-Forest" 
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critical support to workers 1 parties which are "agents ~ a capitaUst
Fascist power, 11 We remind these comrades that Lenin 1 s analysis of the 
Social-Democracy as capitalist parties based on monopoly capitalism, 
agents of the capitalist national state 1 did not prevent him from 
critical support to these parties under certain concrete circumstances 
where the proletariat was free to act, 

c, It is our opinion. that the whole past of our movement and our 
whole experience with our opposition to Stalinism should teach us to 
train our membership and those who listen to us in a spirit of criti
cal hostility, reserve, distrust of all such elements, If their 
orientation is towards breaking with Stalinist theory and Stalinist 
practice in deeds and not only in words, that will not be diverted by 
the harshest criticism from the Trotskyist movement, Undoubtedly 
Tito 1 s break with Stalin has .deeply affected many rank and file ele
ments in the Stalinist·parties all over the world, Our intervention 
should have been our principles, our ideas, in irreconcilable opposi
tion to Titoism, This would have given revolutionary clarification 
to the dissidents, VIe are opposed to the defense of Yugoslavia against 
Stalinist Russia for. reasons which we shall explain in the next 
section, But it was quite possible to combine the defense of the 
nati.onal independence of Yugoslavia against Stalinist Russia with the 
most critical attitude to tho falsity and hypocrisy of Titoist theory 
and practice, The idea that Tito 1 s declaration in fa.vor of Leninism -
and these are nothing to the declarations of Stalin in favor of, Lenin
iSm -- to declal'e that this is· the greatest event in the history of · 
Tl•otsltyism so far 1 and tho hope of our movement for the· future 1 is to 
strike a terrible blow at all that we have stood for in the .past, The 
future of .the Fourth. International rests, as it has always rested, 
upon the progress we .have made wi-th the revolutionary proletariat in · 
irreconcilable struggle with bureaucracies·of all and every kind. 

d, The roports·of c,apable people who have gone to YUg()slavia 
and returned say that there is "democracy," We can fill notebooks 
with the views of those who went to Rt,ssia and saw the same when the 
left Opposition was being hooted down in party meetings, It is possi
ble that every one ·discusses Trotsltyism fl'ccly when the 'loaders are 
discussiong Trotskyism freely, But Tito· has himsalf given his defini
tion of democratic centralism in his report to the party in 19~8. It_ 
is that 11 ,, ,almost every factionalist is not far from being a provoca
teur or similar enemy of.thc working class," "Johnson-Forest" know 
that this''dcmooratic contralism"can serve only to protect the inter
ests of rulers, If that is wrong 1 then everything we have been taugh·t 
and learned is wrong, and we have to begin all over again, However 
gr,aat our differences with Trotsky, we see nothing in his writl.ngs to 
m~e us believe that he would not have known the difference between en 
o~ientation to the bureaucracy of Yugoslavia and an orientation towards 
t~e proletarian masses and poor peasants of that country, 

, \ State-capitalism, i.e, 1 tho result of the world tendency to ~-

,~·, ·p X, SOME POLITICAL CONCLUSIONS 

. ' trR1.1zntion, so powerful in Europe, has brought with it not , P,lY a 
' , la)>or. burcaucraoy determined to destroy the .~.tior1a.l stateG:tl glance 

· • Europe today will show how altered are the conditions-from those 
which existed as late as 19~0. In 19~7 in The Inyading Sogialt~ 
ll!<2hty, wa wrote ns the second of the two points which summed up ow.• 
ideas 1 1395 ' I 
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"II, THE STRATEGIC ORIENTATION IS THE UNIFICATION 0~' PROLETARIAN 
STRUGGlE ON AN INTERNATIONAL SCALE AS EXEMPLIFIED IN THE STRUGGLE FOR 
THE SOCIALIST UNITED STATES OF EUROPE, 11 

At the World Congress in 19~8, our European co-thinkers presented 
no separate resolution on Russia, For them, as for us, that is ovor~ 
They presented one resolution for the whole international situation 
and on the Russian discussion presented for voting merely extracts 
from the international resolution. The point of view may be gathered 
from this brief extract from the resolution: 

"Today the movement toward the centralj.zation of European capital, 
which ensured the victory of statificd property against the kulak,has 
solidified the power of the bureaucracy at home and projected its 
state and its army into the heart of Europe, in the interlude of peace 
as well as in war, Once more, in World Vlar II, the great masses of 
the Russian peasantry, organized in the army, were injected into the 
political struggles of Europe, this time as far as Berlin, ·Despite 
withdrawals, substantial elements have been left there and tomorrow 
will be reinforced by evengreater numbers. Groat numbers of the 
European proletariat a~e under ess~ntially Russian domination, Great 
nUJitbers of the advanced proletariat of Germany and the rest· of Europe 
have been conversely incorporated into all levels of the proletariat · 
in the gangrenous society of ·Russia. ·only a perspective of the com
plete defeat of the proletariat and the reversal of bourgeois society 
to outmoded forms (the theory of retr.oeression) can therefore see as 

·the axis of policy the-danger of the restoration of private property 
in this .struggle .of the Russian proletariat against. the Russian buroau
cra~y,, in peace or in war," 

The resolution analyzed the European socialist character of the 
coming Russian··Revolution: ·· 

. . 
· "The Russian struggle is in reality the struggle between the 

Russian proletariat and the Russ~an bureaucracy for the control or· the 
Russian statified economy end for the emancipation or ensl-3Vement of 
the labor movement of Europe and Eastern Asia. In 1929 the pressure 
of world capital compelled the bure~ucracy to side with the proletar
iat against the kulak,. Today the centralization of European capital 
and the penetration of the Red Army into the hoart of Europe hes 
thrown into insignificance the danger of the kulak restoration. The 
Russian proletariat and the masses of peasants organized in the Red 
Army-have become an integral part of the concrete struggle on a Euro
pean· scale for the revolutionary seizure of power and· its uninterrupted 
transformation into sociulist revolution. Tho task today and tomorrow 
is the integr&tion of the European proletarian revolutionary.forces, 
particularly in Eastern and Central Zuropo, with the Russian prole
tariat, Inside Russia and outside, the great oppressed masses of 
Europa, burning with indignation at the totalitarian apparatus, IVill 
seek to split the great masses of the Russian peasants and workers 
from the MVD 1 the Kremlin bureaucracy, the officer caste and their 
bureaucratic colonial satellites .. •" 

Never was the perspective of world revolution so concrete1 

"If World War III is not prevented by proletarian revolution and 
takes ita projected course, the vast millions of tho basic revolution• 
ary forces in Europe 1 will more or less rapidly be t ransformad into 
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an international army of resistance movements, The revolutionary van
guard, steeled by the conviction that humanity moves inexorably and 
concretely to the proletarian power on a world scale 1 or universal 
ruin, sinks itself deeper and deeper into the mass movement, preparing 
the proletariat for the vast revolutionary upheavals on a continental 
scale which it knows must come 1 in peace or ill war, In the present 
conditions of Europe, any policy which impedes, confuses or deflects 
·the proletariat from this course in peace or in war can have ruinous 
consequences for that party which is responsible for them," 

It is from our economic analysis also t~~t we judge the P.re-~nt 
tendencies in world poli.tics: the politics of the atomic an~d ·hydrogtm '/
bombs and the Berlin air-lift; the domination of Eastern E ope by 
Russia; the Marshall Plan 1 the division and occupation of rmany"1 the 
Truman Doctrine 1 Truman 1 s program for sending capital to underdeveloped. 
countries, the end of isolationism in the u.s., the international ac- , 
tivities of the CIO and thm, the. Assembly for a ·United Europe, to 17 7.· 
which must be added the ho s 1 economic situation of China and ·' · · 
other colonial areas witho d 1 economic, social and political, from 
the prDletariat of the advanced countries, That is why in the resolu-. 
tion previously referred to there appeared the following: 

. "As :ftir back as 1932 1 Trotsky in the face of the German counter
revolution, urged upon the I.eft._Qppcisition the publication and popu
larization-of a plan for the:Joip_~:proletnrian development of German 
and Russian economy. In a wo1'la situation .in which even the bourgeoi
sie must envisage and as far as possible plan the reorganization of · 
economy. on a contine.ntal and world scale 1 the Fourth International has 
remained helpless and impotent before this responsibility which it 
and it al\)ne can carry out. · · 

·"Since 1943 tho Fourth International has been ceaselessly warned 
of the ne<!essity for giving as concrete an expression as possible tc; 
the slogan of the Socialist United States of Europe, Precisely 
because of its complete failure to do this, it has suffered and r.on-· 
tinues to· suffer a series of terrible blows. · 

' ' . . . . 
11a, It has ed'the bourgeoisie and the Stalinist bureaucracy 

to take the· ini ti 'bY a spurious 1 counter-revolutionary but at any 
rate concrete· 'internationalism, 1 

, ---· . 
11b, It leaves the European proletariat politically disarmed 

before the vigorous theoretical and practical intervention of the 
American bourgeoisie and the Kremlin into every aspect of European 
economy and politics, 

11c. .Lacking a concrete plan of its own in opposition to the 
Marshall Plan, it not only al.lows tho labor administrators of. Ameri
can capital to pose as· the apostles o1' intarnationalism and proletar
ian aid. ,By the abstractness of its posing of the strategy of the 
Socialist United States o:l' Europe, it is reduced to a shameful tail
ending of the powerful Stalinist opposition and still further encour
ages pro-Stalinist tendencies. 

"d. The absence of a plan which includes tho Russian economy 
under the control of the Russian proletariat leaves the Russian pro
letariat, the proletariat of Eastern Europe and the Russian occupation 
troops without a glimpse of a perspective opposed to tho two impe~ialn 
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isms and still further facilitates the penetration into the movement 
of the unparalleled lies and falsifications of Stalinist propaganda," 

The resolution stressed the interpenetration of imperialist and 
civil wars in our epoch, in Europe, Asia and Africa, and warned that 
only the concrete strategy of coordinating the ravolutionary actions 
of the oppressed masses across national lines would advance the pro
letarian revolution: 

"It is the task of the Fourth International cateful/ffiy riB:J;ch ~· ·''// 
each concrete situation and to saf.egULWd--the--pro-leti.l::*an: !il'f§(iar;d-n•()!IL Ji?'. 
committing~o support of the Russian regime \il_p 1;_o oppbsition · 
movements, ~s national movements which a~e in\~ealfty ~? >> 
of American imperia sm. Without missing one opportunit'y of tac~ · '· 
support of any section of the. oppressed ma~ in its concrete strug-
gle against oppression, the Fourth International bases its policy on 
the concrete stage of development and strives in peace as well as in 
war to unite the revolutionary elements in both camps. In areas like 
Eastern Europe, the objective situation demands that the workers· base 
their revolutionary policy on the unification of the oppressed masses 
in both the oppressing·and the oppressed countries against.the oppres-
sing power --The.csam~oa;;j;_c--str te_gy_mU:;_I;_gW.cl.Q the Fourth Interna-
tional in area and ~!anchuri"R:" 

The resolution included a special warning on colonial r•evolutions 
in our epoch: r 

· "The e·xperience. of China indicates .the economic· per~lsi o;. coloni- ".j 7. 
al revolution in the age when the export of surplus.. capital· has px•ac·
tically come to an end. ·After nearly forty yea~ of. unceasing civil 
war, the economy of the country is falling to p~laC€fS. The socialist. 
economic reconstruction of China, integrated wio~ the industrial po-
tential o!; Japan and ManchUI'ia, must form the fundamental theoretical 
basls_ of the struegle against the native bo\]rgeoisie and the impei•ial-' 1 
ism of the U.S. and Russia. . Vast revolutionary movements in Africa . , · 
and. l).istQrical and geographical coridi tions similarly link the struggle ll 
for the ~~~!.:st United States of Africa

1 
to the European and wo1•ld . 

econo~y •. · ------ · -· · · . ·· - , . · . 1 

The same tendency to centralization explains our opposition to 
the support of the struggle for the national independence of Yugosla-
via. We did not arrive at this when Tito broke with ·Stalin. In 191t7, / . 
in The Invading Socialist Societ.y (p.31), we explained with great f.J...O ·I 
care why for Poland 1 Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Rumania and Hungary,,: "!h. 
the struggle for natio~l independence since World War II is an illu- •: ... I' 1 

sion and cannot fail- ·to have reactionary consequences, 

The same centralization, state-capitalism and the capitalist 
bureaucracy it brings 1 also determines whnt was expressed as follows,l 

"In France and Italy any movement of the masses brings them imme
diately into direct conflict with their own leaders as rulers or 
direct representatives of the go\1el'nment, The simplest of the imme·· 
diate demands concerning the high cost of living or the right to 
strike become questions of state policy and continually pose before 
the workers the fundamental question of st11te power, Thus the social 
structure of state power in stntified production places the workers 
in a situation where any determined struggle compels them to face the 
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problem of creating their own organization in order to bring pressure 
upon, and if necessary, to break the power of the labor leadership as 
virtual functionaries of the existing government,., · 

''Every crisis of prodt\Ction, whether resultj.ng in increase or 
decrease of wages, becomes merely an opportu.rJ.ity of the bourgeois 
state, behind constitutional forms, to limit and circumscribe the most 
elementary rights, right to strike, etc,, of the masses, Thus, the 
struggle for democracy, particularly in advanced countries, is no 
longer the struggle for the extension of pppular rights, Liberalism 
is now the advocat.a, instead of the enemy of states (VIallace) ... Thus, 
in the statified production, tho constant struggle for democratic 
rights becomes the struggle for militant independent mass organizations 
by which the workers can mobilize themselves to bring pressure upon, 
control,renew and ultimately overthrow the trade union bureaucracy and 
the labor leadership on the road to the proletarian revolution·, 'Ihis · 
is the strategic basis for the tactical orientation towards the 
struggle for· democratic demands in this period," 

All these are strategic orientations for an international move
ment, Practical politics consists of the art of applyj.ng them in 
infinitely varied. circumstances, but the variety is in the ·circum
stances, not in what is to be applied, It is our opinion that to 
point, on -the one hand, to the contemporary barbarism, t!)e ·i1Jl1l!inent. 
destruction of civilization and not .to put the boldest nrogram.con• 
cretely before the.masses is ~quivalent to saying' that ltie¥ do not yet 
understand the nature of the modern crisis •. We believe that they un
derstand'it better than any·other section of the population, taught 
by the very structure and insoluble c'ontradictions of s·ta te-cnpi tali sm. 

. . ' 
~HILOSOPI!Y IN THE EPOCH OF STATE-CAPITALISM 

When we reach state-capital3.sm, one-party state, cold war, hydro
gen bomb, it is obvious t,l>~-:; wo, ha·ve reachO?d l1ltimates, ·We are now 
at the stage where all •;.niverr.al questions m•e matters of. concrete 
specific urgency for soCiety ·:·f1'1 general r.s well as for every individ
ual, . As we wrote j_n The Invadi.ng Socialist Society: 

11!t is precisely the character of our age and. the maturity of 
humanity that obliterates the opposition between theory and practice, 
between the intellectual occupations of the 1educatod 1 and the 
masses," (p, 14) · . 

All previous distinctions, politics and economics, war and peace,· 
agitation and propaganda, party and mass, the individual and society, 
national, civil and imperialist war, single country and one world, 
immediate needs and ultimate solutions ·-- all these it is impossible 
to keep separate any longer, Total planning is inseparable from per
manent crisis, the world struggle for the minds of men from the world 
tendsncy to the complete mechanization of men, 

State-cap:!. talism is in itself .!ill!!. total contradicUon, absolute 
antagonism. In it are concentrated all the contradictions of revolu
tion and counter-revolution, The proletariat, never so revolutionary 
!\S it is today, is over half the world in the stranglehold of Stalin
ism, the form of the countcr·-rovolution in our day, the absolute oppo
site of the proletarian revolution, 
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It is the totality of these contradictions that today compels 

philosophy, a total conception, Hence the propaganda ministry ~f 
,Hitler 1 the omnipresent orthodoxy of Stalinism, the Voice of America, 
; Tile war over pi•oductivity is fought in terms of philosophy, a way or---\ 
, life. When men question not the fruits of toil but the toil itself, \ 

.. '~'!;_~~!!philosophy in lfarx 1s sense of human activity has become actual, \ 

World Vlar I plunged the world into complete chaos, Lenin between ...--
1914 and 1917 established in theory: a) the economic basis of the :~ 
qountcr-reYolutionary Social Democracy, (The economic basis of imperia-

/.list war had been established before him); b) the Soviet democracy in 
contradistinction to bourgeois democracy, But before he did this 1 he 
had to brealt with the philosophical method of the Second International. 
He worked at this privately in a profound study of the Hegelian dia
lectic applied to l>iarx's Capital, the proletarian revolution and the 
dictatorship of the proletariat. 

Thirty years have now passed, Lenin's method of economic analy
Sis is ourD to use, not to repeat his findings, His ~ical con
ception of complete abolition of bureaucracy and all ordel'·ing from 
above is today to be driven to its ultimate as the revolutionary 
weapon against the ono-pal'ty state. But today the problems of produc.,. 
.tl!m Vlhich Lenin had to tackle in Russia in 1920 are !Jllllrersal, No 
longer to be ignored is the philosophical method he used iri holding 
fast to the creation of a new tmd higher social organization of labor 
as "the_ essence" of the dictatorship of the proletariat. It,;l.-s-IIOt--·---
the Marxists who. have compelled socie.ty .to .. f~:~.c_e this issue, .l'rod!IY in~ 1 

· , every layer of society, the great philo~ophica.Fbanles that matte;r : 
1 are precisely those over production, tha role of the proletariatt' the/' .l 

.. one-party state 1 and many of the combatants are professed dialect!- .,. 
: ciaE_s_ • _ _:_ -··- -··-·--·· :-·-·- - . ·· · · . · · · - . .. · ; · 

·:-· q'\ The cri~is of production today is the crids of the antagonism··-+.::-.:: 
bet·ween manual and intellegtual labor._ The problem of modern philoso
phy from Descartes in the ii'~ixtecmth century to Stalinism in 195'0 is 
the problem of the division of labor between:the intellectuals and 
the workers, 

·.L_Hationalism: th9· Philosophv of the Bourgeoisie 

The.revolutionary bourgeoisie which established its .Power against 
feudalism could only develop a philosophy of history and of society 
in which, on the one hand, it spoke for the progress of all society, 
and on the other, for itself as the leaders of society, This philoso
phy can be summed up in one word: rationalism. 

Rationalism is the philosophy of bourgeois political economy, 
It is materialist and not idealist insofar as it combats superstition, 
seeks to_expand the productive forces· and incl'ease the sum toial of . 
goods, r-BJ,1t there is no such thing as a classless materialism.• Ration- r11 
alism Coiiceives this expansion as a division of labor b11tV1aen the "\" 
passive musses and the active elite. Thereby it re-instates idealism, 1 
Because it does not and cannot doubt that harmonious progress is in- 1 

evitable by this path, tho essence of rationalism is uncritical or 
vulgar materialism, and uncritical or vulgar idealism, 

In the springtl.me of capitalism this rf\tionnlistio division or 
labor was the basis of n common attempt of individual men associated 
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in a natural environment to achieve control rver natu~e. Today this 
division of labor is the control in sogial production of the adminis
trative elite over the masses, Rationalism has reached its end in 
the complete divorce and absolute disharmony between manual and intel
lectual labor, between the socialized proletariat and the monster of 
centralized capital. 

The specific political ideology developed by rationalism was 
democracy -- equality of opportunity for all men to rise to the top, 
and henc9 equality in all spheres outside of production, before the 
law, at the polls and in the market. 

Today, from end to end of the world, men know that democ:>:'acy is 
bankrupt. What is to take its place they do not know. The al terna
.tive seems to be planned economy and one-party state. This ls ~ 
philosophical question. 

But the ohilosophy of planned economy and one-party state is 
distinguishable from· that of the bourgeoisie only--by-·±t-s-more complete 
rationalism. The labor bureaucracy in power::::Q.r out=f it ees the 
solution t.o the crisis· of production in sciontiflc p gr · s 1 greater 
output. It consciously· seeks to plan and ot'r.;aniz~---· !vision of 
labor as the. means to fur.ther-accnmnJation of ciipitjl, ··In ideology 
it is ready to expropriate those representtin"ves of private property 
who stand in the way of this complete rationalization. 

But didn't this bureaucracy develop ~ut of the working class? 
It did and it could ~~a;: ~evel9fl9Q.....out of the working class. ·· It -z 
is a product of the de! __ g_ movement, created by the ce~- , 
tio11 of~Ual1 and holds its positton only ·lfecause of t1iis inovement. . 
At tne·~aame time it cannot conceive the necessity for abolishing the· 
divia.ion 'of labor in production, the only .solution to the crisis in 
production, By a remorseless logic, therefore, representation of the 
proleta:!'iat turns into its op~oosi te 1 administration' over the ).lroleter
iat •. The end of bourgeois rationalism is·. this crisis of the rev-:>lu-
tion and c'?unter-revolut~on in production. 

2, The Hegelian Critique of Ra tignaliqm 

There are various critiques of rationalism. All base themselves 
on. Hegel. All are primarily concerned with the proletariat. 

Until the epoch of ·the French Revolution, the philosophy of 
uncritical materiRlism and ~~critical idealism was not seriously 
challenged, It wns the emergence of the active masses in ·the French 
Revolution, on the one hand, and on the other, the counter-revolution 
carried to its completion by Napoleon, which created a crisis in this 
ideology, 

As early as 1781, a chAllenge to rationalism had already come 
from backward Germany. For the French and English petty-bourgeoisie, 
rationalism hnd a mntei'ial base, the advances of modern industry. 
The powerless Gorman petty-bourgeoisie 1 however, coul.d criticize 
rationalism because for them it was only theory. Kant's ~ritigue or 
~Beason posed the contradictio~ between advancing science and 
human freedom. It was the first introduction into the modern world 
of dialectic which begins with the recognition of contradiction. But 
Kant wrote before the French Revolution and Napoleon, He could there-
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fore believe in the solution of the contradiction by a moral elite, 
all men who obeyed the moral lllw of acting in acco1•dance wl th the gen
eral interest, The uncrltical or vulgar idealism of rationalism was 
replaced by critical or mornl idealism. 

Hegel, on the other hand, having seen the revolution and counter
revolution, could entertain no such reliance on men of good will, He 
began by placing contradiction squarely in the center of reality, 
Thereby he rejected rationalism, either in its traditional bourgeois 
form or its petty-bourgeois Kantian variation. Hegel refused even to 
argue with anybody who doubted that contradictions are real, 

In briei' 1 Hegel's critique of rntionalism asserts: 

a, Contradiction, ng1 harmonious increase and decrease, is the 
creative and moving principle of history, Society cannot develop 
unless it has to overcome contradiction. 

b. 'All development takes place as a result of self-movement, 
!llU;. organization or direction by external forcea, 

c, Self-movement springs from and is the overcoming of antago
nisms E!thin an o~genism 1 not the struggle ngainst external foes, 

d, 
powe]:' to 
created, 

It is not the world of nature that confronts man as an alien _x 
be overcome, It is the alien power that he has himself 

e,· The end towards which mankind· is inoxorabJ.y'developing by 
the constant overcoming of internal antagonisms is DQ.!;. the enjoyment_, 
ownership or use of goods, but self-realizat:j.on1 creativity based upon 
the incorporation into the inc.:i.vidual personality of 'the whole pre- · 
vious development of humanity. Freedom is creative universality, UQ1 
utility, Between 19llt- and 1917 Lenin, for the first time 1 mastered, 
this, 

These' dialectical principles which. WO'l'O the heart oi' Hege1 1 S 
system are absolutely revolutionary, After the French Revolution, no -: 
further progress in thought could be made without holding fast to the 
principle of creativi ty(_ap,~'the _contradictory process by which -this IA.!i., : 
creativity develops, Tne· !!.~-<"-~_step fOI'_VIai'!l.in_ hUEJ!l!'!,_tl)ol,!gl)t_·had' to ·;· · : 
be the appropriation o~-tnese principles by the revolutionary masses, • 
dialectical materialism, Any other path meant barbarism and intellec- ·~ · 
tual disintegration, .The Paris Commune and Marx's Capital, these are/1 'C._ 
the heights reached by society in the nineteenth century, On the 
other side 1 what? Cavaignac, Napoleon III 1 Bismarck; Baudelaire 1 
Dostoevsky, Rimbaud, the counter-revolutionary regime of state~capital 
and the des_perate soul-s~~E!.~ng_J.nt!!.l.l,ectuals. 

It is fashionable to use l.larx' s ·statement that he stood Hegel on 
his heau to transform Marx into u vulgar materialist preoccupied with 
technological progress and the stomachs of the maoses 1 expandad pro
duction and increased consumption, It is today the most dangerous? 
perversion of all NArx stood for, Marx himself in his fight against 
vulgar materialism reaffirmed thnt 11the Hegelian contradiction (is) 
the source of all d1Aloctl.c, 11 Without the dialectic of Hegel1 the 
idealism of Hegel could not be destroyed, But the dialaetio of Hegel 7 
could be retained and ~xpanded only by the concept of the creative , 
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activity of the masses, On this basis the dialectic becama in Marx's 
hands a revolutionary theoretical weapon against bureaucracy in all 
its forms, but primarily and particularly in the p1•ocess of production. 

As we wrote in World Revolutionary Per"pectives: 

"Hegel saw objective history as the successive manifestation of 
a world-spirit, .Marx placed the objective movement in the process of· 
production, Hegel had been driven to see the perpetual quest for 
universality as necessarily confined to the process of knowledge, 
Marx reversed this and rooted the quest for universality in the need 
for the free and full development of all the inherent and acquired 
characteristics in productive and intellectual labor, Hegel had mado 
the motive force of history the worlt of a few gifted individuals in _,. 0 D J..tf 
whom was concentrat.ed the s_·ocial movement, Marx propounded the view \1~..,. 
that it was only when !d_§_~!_S_,'leize<L®.J.lLQf th!uJJasses--that the process I~;F(. 
of history movoo:;--mrgc1: dreaded th. e revolt of the· modern mass, Marx 'NY (;. 
made the modern proletarian revolution the motive force of modern : ~-~~ 
history, Hegel placed .the guardianship of society in the hands of the~·<~ 
bureaucracy, Marx saw future society as headed for ruin except unda.r~ ""b: · 
the rulership of the proletariat and the vani.shing distinction betweq_n_· .. " '] 
intellectual and manual ln!Jor; 11 (p,xx) . _ "'"" ~ 

. ''''N 
Hegel could not carry the dialectj.cal logic to its conclusions ,---.~\1 .. 

in tbe -socialist revolution because he did not and could not base ,,. . ~-
himself on the advanced industrial proletariat, He saw and described- . 
with horror the fragmentation and loss of individuality !Jy the worker . 
under the capitalist division of labor, But the workers whom he knew · I '. 
wber~ no~ tthei o1•ganizedt, discj,pl:lnod and united proletariat which had · ,,., · . / 

y "'arx s me begun o annotmco jtsclf as the new organizer of r .. , , ··; 
society· and which we !mow so well today, '-·· '" . \ I 

Hegel could not .Jtnow those and therefore he could not envisage if\ '/'') 
universal freedom for the masses of men, The result was that in poli- '· ... -- ! 
tics, economics ·and phi.lo~ophy, he was compelled to reinstate the old · 1 

rationalistic division of· lnbor between the intellectual elite and -the 
masses, Hegel d'id not only imply this, He stated it, The universal. 
bureaucratic class, the intellec1;unl class, must rule society, Again, 
as we wrote in World Reyolutj,on;try Pet'spectives: 

"Concrete tmiversality for the mass o:l' men was impossible, It 
was a mighty decision to tnke, D~tt Hegel did not flinch, Only the 
state, said HFJgel, could embody universality for the community, ·But 
in partl.cuJJ.lr. the state was a defense against the revolutionary masses, 
Hegel had De en them and their activities in European history and r.ow 
the French Revolution had shown thnt nothing could ever come of it, 
So it had been and it woulcl ever be, At eMh stage, therefore, a 
few chosen individuals represented the abstract spirit of mankind, 
Universality had to be restricted to these, This was the basia ot' 
Hegel's idealism, But with the clear insight of a groat scholar of . 
both past and contemporary history, nnd by his mastery of his method, 
he analyzed and drew his anulysio to its conclusions, The state would 
have to organize produt~tion, The chaos of capitalist production would 
have to be disciplined by organizing the aeparate industries into 
corporations, The state wonld be tho state of the corporations, 
Universality being impossible to all men, the state bureaucracy would 
embody universality and represent the community," (p, xili) 
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So that in the end, the greatest of 1'111 the boureeois philosophers,, / 
the most encyclopedic mind that Europe had produced, the founder of the,__. 
dialectic, in Engel's words 1 tho maker of an epoch, could not transcend 
his historic barrier and was recaptured in the rationalist trap from 
which he had sought so profoundly to extricate European thought, 
Hegel destroyed all dogmatisms but one -- the dogmatism of the back
wardness of the masses, Once the I'evolutionary solution of the contra
diction escaped him, he clung to the bureaucracy, The intellectual 
elite would rescue society and discipline the ravel ting masses, Re
instated were uncritical materialism, a purely material existence fer 
the masses, and uncritical idealism, the solution of social crisis 
by the intellectual bureaucracy, 

We today who have seen Stalinism and the labor bureaucracy the 
world over can first fully comprehend this, Marx's essential critique 
of Hegel,* Only the revolutionary proletariat, said Marx, can 

*Cf. "Critique of the Hegelian Dialectic 1
11 Three EsMys by Karl Marx, 

Selected from the Economl.c~Philosonhical il'.anuscu;:jpts, p, 31; Qr1.tique 
of the Hegelian Philosophy qf )tl.gbt, MarJ[.,Engels Gesamt-Aus~tabe, Abt, 
1, Bd, 1 1 ls.t Halbband, For English extract, ·see World Revolutionary 
Perspectives, pp, xxi f'f, 

appropriate the dialectical logic of Hegel, Hegel himself 1 because> 
he held fast to the intellectual elite, ended up 1 despite his thor
oughgoing analysis of qontrndiction and negativity, in the crass 
materialism and crass idealism of the state bureaucracy, 

Today Hegel's idealism or Jf,arx's dialectical materialism are no 
longer theory, The elite 1 the organizers 1 . the administrators, the 
leaders, confront the self-mobiH.zed proletariat, Counter-revolution. 
and revolution oppose one anothel' wi thou~ :lntermediariEls .• ··.· Modern 
society offers no third camp between complete to tall tar ian ism and 
complete democracy, 

3· Rationalism: thA Ph:!J.psophy of S1:alinism 

The philosophy of Stalinism is the philosophy of the elite 1 the 
bureaucracy, the,organizors 1 ·the laaders, clothed in Marxist terminol
ogy, . It is the extreme, the histori<:al limit of the rationalism of 
the bourgeoisie 1 carefully orgnnized to look like a new revolutionary 
doctrine, 

,'.I 

·: 

Stalinism, the ide ole:~¥. gf_ state-c:"pi talism,. ~_: ~e-ins..ta:te.o~nt 
of uncritica·l-·materirrl'ism and uncritica.L idenlismi!:- Tl'ie materialism ""--
is<Ln the accumulation theory: tho kernel of allllstalinist-Titoist , ·· 

/Philosophy is that the worker must worlt harder than he ever did-beJ.?re. \ 
The idealism is in the theory of tho party: tho leaders, the elite,., ,,_

1
.:j 

must lead as they never did before. ··· ···-· · · · · ··· ··· · ···"( 

No one is more conscious or this than the Stalinist bureaucracy 
itself, At the center o:f all j.deological campaigns j_n Stalinist 
Russia is the attitude of the workers toward their work: 

• "People,, ,consider labor ns something !l.llrul to them •• ,regard 
their work joylessly or indifferently,,,contri~o to give society less 
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output and worse quality, and to take from the government and from 
society as much as they can." 

The Stalinists call these workers: 

" •• ,our loafers 1 our triflers 1 our grabbers 1 flouting labor dis
cipline 1 looking sullenly askance at their work -- which leads to 
flaws in output 1 to damaged equipment and tools, to brealcdown j,n pro
duction schedules, and to other negative manifestations which retard 
the increase of production."* 

/*;•communist Education of the Worker and the Elimination of Capitalist 
'(survivals from the Popular Consciousness" by S, Kovalyov 1 published 
as Ideological Conflicts in Soviet R~~ by Public Affairs Fross, 
Washington, D.c., 1948 (emphasis added), 

For the Stalinist bureaucracy, state-property converts labor 
"from the drab burden it was under capitalism into a matter of honor 
and glory, a matter of prowess and heroism," The intelligentsia tells 
the workers: You work, The workers 1 on the other hand, continue to 
resist speed-up and the discipline of accumulated capital, statified 
or otherwise, 1:·his is called by the Stalinists "the old outlook on 
labor, 11 a "capitalist survival in the popular consciousness." This 
is no longer a question of Soviet yot1th and textbooks in political 
economy. It is now the workers countarposing to the bureaucracy anoth
er "ideology" which the Stalinists admit "may spr•ead to alarming 
dimensions .• 11 • · 

The Stalinistb recognize the \11'f!Ant necessity of mobilizing "all 
the vehicles of· ideological work" to combat this "outlook and conduct:• 
and to "educate the workers in the spirit of self-sacrificing work for 
the national weal," To the: outloolcand conduct of the workers, the 
bureaucracy must counterpose its own outlook and conduct, The conduct 
is the unbridled savagery oi' the polico-state;the ouUook. is un.dis'
guised rationalism) "a materialistic ou'.:looll. upon life,. ,an exclu- . 
sively scientific concept of the unive:;:ose," 

In JuneG~ the Centrai Committee of the·CPSU withdrew from 
circulatl.on a ~book on the H stor f ·W. torn P by Georgi 
Alexandrov 1 which in 1946 had won a Stalin prize:. Zhdan 1 who spoke 
for the Central Committee at a national·confer&nce ilosophical 
workers," made it clear that philosophywus no longer an "academic" 
question but of "enormous scientific and political significance."* 

* "On the History of Philosophy," Political Atfairs, April, 1948, 

! 
I 
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The "gravest dangers" ("much graver than you imagine") threatened 
unJ.ess the philosophical front was reorganized along two main lin~ I ! · 

.. (a)--the-~owriting of -· _ story of philosophy as tllo history of 'P' I 
''s.giancaJ)and (b) the 'divorc of l&lrx from Hegel and the purging of 
He~from philosophic scussion, Six months later there appeared 1 
an outl:l.ne of how "A Soviet History of Philosophy" ought to be wri tteD, • 

<J '. ' ~-- •Published by the Public Affiars Press, Washington, D,C, 1 19;0. 
.. 
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The main enemy of social progress from the days of the ancient Orient 
and Greece to the present was discovered to be the idealism of super
stitution, Revolutionary ideology was equated with the materialism 
of. scientific progress. Quoting Stalin, Marxism was described as 
retaining only "the rational kernel" of Hegel's dialectic logic, "so 
as to give it a contemporary scientific appearance," 

On the surface it appeared that the Stalinist intervention was to 
defend the materialism of Harx against the idealism of Hegel, In 
reality the theoretical threat came from the revolutionary dialectical 
logic, In political economy the Stalinists seek to defend the class
less nature of state-property and planning, The theoretical enemy is 
the theory of state-capitali~m. In philosophy they seek to propa_gate 
the fiction of the classless nature of rationalism and materialism, 
The enemy is the proletariat resisting labor discipline by the bureau
cracy. 

Again and againhlhdanov attacked Alexandrov for "objectivism;"···) 
The Stalinists are te-rrlT±ed by the obviously growing-convi-ction··that 
there is in Stalinist Russia an "objective" basis for the "struggle 
of opposites, the struggle between the old and the new, between the 
dying and the rising, between the decaying ~nd the developing," Sucil 
an objective basis could only be the class struggle, Hence they must 
purge Marxism of the Hegelian concept of the objectivity of contra-

. diction. 
· Materialism without the dialectics· of objective contradiction is 

idealism. If development· does not take place by the overcoming. of ob
jective contradiction,then e•Terything depends' on the subject, the. lead
ers, the elite,· the bureaucracy, Zhdanov, the vulgar materialist, had 
therefore to demand that the philosophical workers produce a "new as
pect of movement, a new type of developmsnt ,. a new dialectical law. 11 

· This exceptionally new, exceptionally subjective, revision of Marxism 
was titled: "Criticism aDd· Self-Criticism: The Special Fo<'rn of 
Struggle Between the Old and the New," Zhdanov stated unambiguously 
the inseparable connection between the new subjectivism and the Stalin-
ist denial of the class .struggle in Russia: · 

"In our Soviet society, where· antagonistic classes have been' 
liquidated, the struggle between the old and the new, and consequently 
the development from the·lower to· the higher, proceeds not "in the 
form of s·truggle between antagonistic classes and of cataclysms, as 
is the· case under capitalism, but in the .t,'orm of criticism and self
criticism, which is the real motive force of our developmetlt, a power-
ful instrument in the hands of the Party, '£his is, incontestably, . 
a new aspect of movement, a pew type of development, a· new dialectical 
lawo 11 . 

.---~·-r . . 
In~o(the Institute of Philosophy of the Academy of Sciences 

of the ~elivered the new ideology which Zhdanov had Ol'dered,* 

* The Role of Spc:!.alist Consciousness in the Development of Soviet 
Sgcloty by F, v. Konstantinov, Foreign Languages Publishing House, 
Moscow, 195'0, 

The development of Soviet society was identified with the conscious
ness, the theorl' the plan, the poliCY: the foresight of the CoiJILiunist 
?arty, the Soviet state, The new idealism was proclaimed unequivocallj! 

"Herein lies the strcmgth and significnnce of our party, of 
scientific theory, of socialist consciousness • 11 
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The steps of Hegel's decline are here undeviatingly retraced. 
Hegel, who did not know the socialized proletariat, began by regarding 
all history as the history of the philosopher, of consciousness and 
self-consciousness, and ended with the state bureaucracy, The Stalin
ists use almost the identical phrases, 

The proletariat's role in the struggle for socialism is to work 
harder and harder, while the leadership and organization are left to 
the "criticism and self-criticism" of the elite, the bureaucracy, the 
party, Everything depends on the party, on the bureaucracy's con
sciousness and self-consciousness of correctness and incorrectness, 
i~ direction, its control, ~ foresight. The masses are merely at 
the aisposal of the party as they are at the disposal of capital, 

This is the $o~linist philosophy in every sphere, political 
economy, politics, hi.~tory, education, literature, art, The History 
of the Communist Party gf the Snviet Union, published before World 
War II, was the first ~omprehensive~·atement of the primacy of the 
party, of political consciousness ve objective economic development, 
applied to the development of Russia efore, during and after the 
revolution, In 1943 The Teaching of Political Economy in the Soyiet 
lll:!12!l7 was hniled as tha raorganiz!rliQ!!-P.Y_.eeonomists of all their 
work· according to the model o_f the\ History,\ Since the end of Vlorld -
War II, an<l_particularly with the jlllilosophic systematt?.ation of the 
\ffilw idealism)in 1947, the ideological mobilization of the bureaucracy 
nasbeen total, The Stalinist bureaucracy unambiguously proclaims the 
one-party_ State of the Plan as the vital foundation.of the Soviet 
system, 

-~1 

I 
I 
I 

To believe that this .,·ig<>rous offensive in every sphere is a , 
question of nationalism is _a inistake as crippling as the belief that i 
S-talinism betrays the revolution by social-patriotic support of the 
national state, In every country the Stalinists represent bureaucr~- I 
tic manipula_jion...of.the-proletnriat by the-elite, the'bure_gyr.J:Il_<:y..,_the . ...._~1 ! 
pe,r.ty-.-··Tifey are the extreme limit of the rationalis!ll~he bourgeoi- 'k 1 

/s"ie, uncritical materialism and uncritical idealism. r Ne·;rer before has I '\ i . 
so gigantic a state mobilized itself witll such 1:1urderous vigHance to 1 1 

keep the proletariat at work while the leaders and organizers plan, / I 
·,_. This is the most deadly enemy the proletariat has ever had, Rational~ / I 

ism and counter-revolution have become one, · ... --------------~ 1' 

-· - __ 4, The I<leploeical CrTsis·or the Iritermediate--c1asses 

Th~tality of. the crisi~ has given ~f.;i~ to the~~ ! 
revolution, The most deadly, ~ha most ins_ ousj'T:l\e most dang~ 
is the Stalinist counter-revolution because it springs from the pro-
letariat and cloaks itself in Marxist terminology, The most obviously 
reactionary, the most easily recognizable is the countar-revolution of 
the middle classes, Because capitalism in its present stage, state
capitalism, faces them with complete liquidation and· absorption into 
the proletariat .J;hey_pr.op_q_ e the complete destruction of capi.talism 
and raturn to a new medievalism based OIL!latural inequality, This 
is the program o.. e r s ._an ~mnnistc;_,- militantly ant:t-rat1om<l1st, I 
militantly anti-democratic, ------· -------------

Lilte all forms of anti-rationalism, Christian -\ruman~~"Jleans /() 
heavily upon the Hegelian dialectic. The Hegalian boncejit''of objec- ! 

·• tive contradiction -- the source of all dialectic -- is transformed '- i 
into a subjective confliQt in the individual between,si~- and salvatio~ ·, I 
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between individual imperfection and divine perfection. The c;~isis 
moral and the solution must be moral, faith in divine authority. 

-. 
is~ ; 
~--

The Christian Humanists describe with brutal accuracy and pro
phetic dread the fragments tion of the workers in large-scale produc Uon 
and therein the threat to the very life of society, Nothing else could 
give them their crusading obsession that rationalism has reached its 
ultimate, the destruction of society itself, But the Christian Humnn
ists cannot see tho p1•oletarian solution, That j_s the hQmU~~emma 
out of which they have created a philosophy of comp:i.ete ~gression to 
religious idealism, '--~-

The Christian Humanists have a systematic political economy, 
They propose decentralized self-governing corporations of private prop
erty with every worker in his place. _ They_lmve a philosophy of his
tory. They believe in the eternal ambiguities of the human situation 
and the impossibility of over attaining human freedom on earth, They 
have a theory of politics. The natural and ideological elite must 

. rule, the masses must not have absolute sovereignty. Since evil and 
imperfection are eternal, they say, the alternativ·es are either limited 
sovereignty or unmitigated authoritarianism. 

These ·are the philosophic values which have helped _de Gaspari in 
Italy and the H.R.P. and de Gaulle in France to rally around them the 
desperate middle classes. In increasing numbers, established univer
sity intell •tuals 'in th!LIIn1ted State. are attracted to the same con-. 
captions, raolat--l'F6iil e U!li_versity o c ~ There are individ-

. ual nuance ong the Christiai\ lliliii!iii: s s 1 but as an all-embracing· 
philosophy, Christian'Humanism prepares the middle classes to resist 
to the end the proletarian revolution and to adapt themselves at · 
decisive moments to Fascism, (Of this Rauschning in Germany has given 
eloquent· testimony.)· Hence, it is a useful weapon in the hands of _big 
business and the diminishing magnates, so diminished today that more 
than ever they are dependent upon tho middle classes for a mass base, 
In the United States$ the Chl'istiari Humanists (for example,. Peter 
Drucker).will join with the labor bureaucracy to keep the mass.of 
workers in their place at the base of the hierarchy i_n ·production. 

For the workers Christian Humanism is no problem, Their degrada
tion in production goes far beyond the moral capacity of any individ-· 
ual to aggravate or alleviate. They attack the labor bureaucracy for 
precisely that for which th<i! Christian Humanists support it, However, 
for seducing intellectuals by the wholesale repudiation of rational
ism and for attracting them to Fascism, Christian Humanism plays an 
important role in the war of ideologies springing from the total 
crisis in production today, 

The rationalism of the bourgeoisie has ended in the Stalinist 
one-party bureaucratic-administrative state of the Plan, In their re
pulsion from this rationalism and from ·the proletarian revolution, the 
middle classes fall back uoon the barbarism of Fascism. T ti-
Stalinist, anti-capitalist-petty-bourgeois intellectuals, themsa 
the victims of the absolute division between mental and p ysical la'bor) 
do not know where to go or what to do, Unable to base themselve&-.. _ _/ 
completely upon the modern proletariat, they turn inward, pursuing a 
uelf-destructive, soul-searching analysis of their own isolation, 
alienation and indecision, They too appropriate the Hegelian dialec
tic, interpreting it as an unceasing oonflict in the individual between 
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affirmation and negation, between deciding for and deciding against, 

These intellectuals are the most cultivated in the modern world, >/ 
in the sense of knowing the whole past of human cuJ.ture, Hoving . . . . 
achieved what the idealism of Hezel posed ns the Absolute.,. they are:·· / 
1mdergoing a theore.Jiical disintegration without parallel in human 
history, (In France jt;his disintegration has assumed the form of a lit-aJi. 
erary movement,. Existentialism, ~n1~~ricn~t takes the form of a...- 07 
~a for psychoanalysis, reach1n Olffl layers of society but 

nowhere more tt~n among th~ most urbane, sensitive and cultivated 
individuals, <In_Jlenna.nY· ·tl'le intellectuals cannot choose between 
Christian Humanism and psychoanalysis, whether guil or,~iokness is 
the root of the German catastrophe, This is •O al el!!!.l;ln1 the dis- tf· · 
integration of o society without values or pe e 1 the final •. 
climax to centuries of division of labor between the philosophers and 
the proletarians. 

2· Philosophy Must Become Proletarian 

There is no longer any purely philosophical answer to all this, ' 
These. philosophical questions, and very profound they are, Marxism 

·says can be solved onlv by the revolutionary action of the proletariat 
and the masses. ·There is and can be no other answer, ·As we have said, 
we do not propose to .do right what the Stalinists have failed to do or 
do wrong, 

Progress in Russia, says Zhdanov, is criticism and self-criticism 
T·he state owns the propert;;r 1 therefore the proletariat must work .and 
work and work, The proletarian revolution alone will put state-prop~ 
arty in its place, 

.In the United States the bottrgeoisie extols all the advantages 
of democracy, the bureaucracy those of science. ·Tha proletarian revo
lution alene will put science in its place and establish complete ' 
democracy. · · -- · 

The evils that Christian Humanism sees 1 the problem of alienation, G ? 
of mechanized e.xistence 1 the aliena ted Existentialist, the alienated yrv'i ·' 
worker, internationalism, peace .;. all are ultimate problems and beyond ,..,---r; 
the reach of any ideological solution, }11->>,.v: u f}' J· ~ " 

. The revolution, the mass proletarian revolution, the creativity 
of the masses, everything begins here, This is Reason today. The 
great philosophical problems have bogged down in the mire of Heidigge~ 

. Existentialism, psychoanalysis, or are brutally "planned" by .the 
bureaucracies. They can be solved only in the revolutionary reason of 
~sses, This is what lenin made into a universal as early as the 
~evolution: 

· ."The point is tha·t it is precisely the revolutionary periods that 
are distinguished for their greater breadth, greater wealth, greater 
intelligence, greater and more systemRtic activity, greater Rudacity 
and vividness of historical creativeness, compared with pel'iods of 
philistine, Cadet reformist progress," 

~ He drove home the opposition between bourgeois reason and prole-
tariat reason: 
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"But Mr, Blank and Co, picture it the other way about, They pass 

off poverty as historical-creative wealth, Thay regard the inactivity 
of the suppressed, downtrodden masses as the triumph of the 'systema
tic' activity of the bureaucrats and the bourgeoisie, They shout about 
the disapp~arance of sense and reason, when the picking to pieces of 
parliamentar~· bills by all sorts of bureaucrats and liberal 'penny-a
liners' gives way to a period of direct political activity by the 
'common people, 1 who in their simple way directly and immediately 
destroy the organs of oppression of the people, seize power, appro
priate for themselves what was considered to be the property of all 
sorts of plunderers of the people -- in a word, precisely when the 
sense and reason of millions of downtrodden people is awakening, not 
only for reading books but for action, for living human action, for 

.. 

historical creativeness." (Selected Work'h Vol, VII, p. 261) · /: 
--- .. -· ----- ···- -------.--,. --- ------·------· .... ·--·--· --- -·. -·. -- .,.-~-- ... 

'£hat 17as tho first Russian Revolution. In the Second ·the prole
tariat created the form of its political and social rule. Now the 
11hol~ development of the objective situation demands the fully libera
ted historical creativeness of the masses, ~sense and reason, a 
new.and higher organization of labor, new social ties, associated 
humanity, That is the solution to the problems of production and to 
the problems of philosopb7. Philosophy must become proletarian. 

Yet there is a philosophical task_in itself....skic.tl'/ .... p.llilosophi-
cal, The doctrine of negativity and ~tie_ whole s;'lsteml.,9f.:He'2al.,-the......_, 
specific • doctrines of Marx, ,phi1o~Qii~~-l!QJJt1cai ~,_pu.ty.,-' · 
all are geared to precisely tbis-situation, this impasse in every 
sphere which only the proletarian ·:revolution can solve. This is the . 
task today, and politically and philosophically you cannot. separate it 
from production, The field is open, the proleta~iat, insofar as i~ 
is ready to listen, is.willing to hear this. Organiz~bo~S·of 

' 

i 
l 
j 

bourgeois thought are vulnerable from head to foot, ~' pliil- · 
osophers, historians, y.Q.ignti'sts, and writers are active pl'otagonists : : ~ .. 

. in heated debates overi.EUI!l?JJ..isll\L.(is it the total rati~nalism of Stal- ..... 
inism, o:r_.Christ:!,an H'1aifism 1 gr. Ex'ls ent:l,_aJ,.j.sm?); _;J'hich of-the ·tpz-ee ;;>}., 
is the· heir to Hegel?. -'-~\rfl:"[i-<;;1 l.tll ~ew'Pv....::, - . · .. __ , ~ '.) , 

· Often intellectuals turn towards Marx and Lenin and Hegel. They J(l~-· 
meet Stalinism which spends. jncrediblA time• care. energy. and yigilanc~i C~~: 
in holding Marx and Lenillwithin the bounds of their private-propertt i\ . 
state-property philosophy~ The Stalinists repeat interminably that ~ 
dialectics is the transformAtion of quantity into quality, leaps, · . 
breaks in cont:!.nui ty, opposition of capitalism and socialism. It is ! 
par.t and parcel of their determination to represent state-property as 
revolutionary, In 1917, when the struggle in the working class move-
ment was between reform and revolution, these conceptions may h~e .. ~ 
been debatable, Today all. arguments fa..9e-int'O"'insign:ITICance-m face\ 
of the actuality, -~he critical-que-st-ron today, which the Stalinists \ 
mus..t...avo"ia'Ii'kethe-revoluti<:>n, is how was the October Revolution : 
transformed into its opposite, the Stalinist c~teP.-revo;J;ution, and.' 
how--i-s· this counter-revolution in turn to be ·transformed into "rts---._i 
opposite. This is the dialectical law which Lenin mastered between 
191~ and 1917, the negation of the negation, the self-mobilization of 
the proletariat"t.is the-economics and politics of socialism • 

revolutionary doctrines of Hegel, Marx, Lenin should ever go ou-t with:"' 
out ~ imprint, ~ interpretation. The social cooperativeness and 

' 

The Stalinist bureaucracy is determined that not a hint of the 
i 
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unity of modern labor does not allow it any laxity from its cruel and 
merciless state-capitalist need to make the workers work harder and 
harder, No hint of the reyolutionary struggle against bureaucracy 
must come to workers or to questing intellectuals, Yet every strand 
of Marx's and Lenin's methodology, philosophy, political economy, lead 
today directly to the destruction of bureaucracy as such. 

Some petty-bourgeois professors and students, theoretically, in 
history, philosophy and literature, are struggling through to a ~~rxist 
solution, The proletariat constantly tries to create itself as tha 
state, i,e,, no state at all. But Stalinism is the deadly enemy of 
both, It is the armed conscious active counter-revolution, 

The· proletariat, like every organism, must :!.'rom itself aud its 
conditions develop its own antagonisms and its own means of overcoming 
them, Stalinism is the decay of world capitalism, a state-capitalism 
within the proletariat itself and is ·rn essence no more than an ex
pression within the proletariat of the violent and insoluble tensions 
of capitalism at the stage of state-capitalism, One of the most :, 
urgent tasks is to trace the evolution of the counter-revolution 
within the revolution, from liberalism through anarchism, Social-Dem
ocracy, Noske, counter-revolutionary Menshevism, to Stalinism, its 
economic and social roots at each stage, its political manifestations, 
its contradictions and antagonisms. Upless Stalinism i·s attacked as 
the most potent mode of the counter-revolution, the counter-revolution 
of our epoch, 'it cannot be seriously attacked. But once this concept• 
ion is grasped in all its implications, philosophical and .methodolog
ical,. then Stalinism and lli methods 1. its principles, its aims, can 
be dealt a series of expanding blows against which it has no defense 
except slander and assassination. Our document gives only a faint 
outline of the tremendous scope of the revolutionary attack on Stalin
ism which the theory of state-capitalism opens up, It is the very 
nature of our age which brings philosophy from Lenin's study in 1914 
to the very forefront of the struggle for the remaking of the world. 

6. Orthodgx Tt•otskV1 sm 

From all this the Fourth International has cut itself off by its 
state-property theory. · 

.The philosophical root of Trotsky's mistake is.not new, it ie not 
difficult when fully explained. The categories, the forms established 
by the proletarian revolution in 1917, he took as permanent, fixed. 
The October Hevolution had undoubtedly manifested itself most strik
ingly in opposition to bourgeois society by the abolition of private 
property and the institution of planning in the sense of ability to 
direct "capital." Trotsky drew the conclusion that this was the dis· 

\ 

tinguishing mark of the proletarian revolution. The reformist bureau
cracy was attached to private property, defense of the national state 1 

: slavishly served the bourgeoisie, capitulated to it in crisis. He 
' drew the conclusion that all labor bureaucracies in the future would 
'( .. :· t 1' d t t do the same, more or less. The revolutionary party es ab 1she s a e-

~Property and was defeatist towards the national state. Henc<> only 
!{; -~evolutionary parties could do the same, Trotsky did not recogni~e 
·'· .•.. ~ that although the October Revolution took these forms, the forms were 

permanent. There were antngonisms within them which would grow 
develop with the class struggle, presenting the revolution in new . 

His philosophical method is known and clearly defined by Hegel 
method of synthetic cognition, 
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Today, the reading of Lenin shows that he never at any time 
allowed himself to slip from seeing socialism a~ proletarian ~~ 
using all necessary and objective forms but carefully distingu.ishing 
the fundamental universal of proletarian power from the concrete moulds 
into which history had forced that specific revolution, For Lenin the 
readiness of Russia for socialism was the appearance of the Soviet,-a
new fox·m of social organization, 

Trotsky, however, did not see what took place between 1944 and 
today, He is not in any way responsible for the philosophical method~ 
of Pablo and Germain, 

Pablo has simply substituted degeneration for the universal of 
proletarian power. This road is the road to ruin whether by way of 
Sta.linism or otherwise. Lenin 1 s state and Revolution is not a "norm." 
It was the universal drawn from analysis of the class struggle on a 
world scale and generalized, It was an indispensable> necessity of 
thought, by means of which Lenin could grasp the concrete reality of 

.1917. Thought is and must be a relation between the class, in our 
case the pl'ole.tariat, the concrete conditions (Russia in 1917) and 
the universal., Without the universal of proletarian dlmocracy 1 as 
Lenin pointed out with the utmost emphasis in 1916 l'lgdnst the :Imperia
list economists, the bourgeois crisis produces. inevitably a "danr&UL- · 
l!iQn or suppression of human reasoning." There is only "the effect 
of the horrible impressions 1 the painful. consequences.,." Lenin was 
not talking psychology. It was, he insisted, the method or thought 
which was at stake. · 

In 1950 the universal is as far beyond 1917 as 1917 was beyond · 
the Paris Commune. A serious analyds of Stalinism .will show that it 
is prE>cis.ely the advanced objective relations of society which compel 
the counter-revolution to assume this form and dress itself in Marx• 
ism, fake action committees and all. Vic have to draw a new un1ve:rsal 1 
mo.r.e concrete and embracing more creative freedom of the masses then :even state·arur·}ievOJutfon~ .:- ·····- - ---.------ --·-----·---·-·-·---·-------. 

It is at this time that Pablo not o~ly fails to do so but repu
diates ~te and Revolution, proposing instead that proletarian poli
tics be guided for centuries by the barbarous degradation in RQssia 
and in the buffer states of Eastern Europa, It ·is the enrl of any 
philosophic method and the most serious of all theories of retrogres
sion, In this mentality can be reen the germs which in maturity make 
the complete Stalinist -- absolute hostility to capitalism as we have 
known it but a· resigned accep~ance that Marx's and Lenin's ideas of . 
proletarian power ,a'l'e Utopian. l!o more deadly deviation has e•Ter 
appe~d in our m~· ment. 

,/Germain has no philosophical method for which we can spare apace 
and time. He bo cep'from side to side, affirming theories, dropping 
them and building·, ew ones 1 listing innumerable possibilities 1 analy
zing not the laws ·or capitalism but Outer Mongolia and the decrees 
of Mussolini in Northern Italy, gripped ·1n that most terrible of all 
logics, the logic or empiriaism1 effective only in this important 
sense that his undisciplined verMage and shifting generalizations 
prepare minds for some such brutal solution as Pablo's. · 

In a dark time Trotskyism maintaine(l the continuity andstruggled 
for the essentials of Bolshevism. Its errors are not irreparable. TOday 
it faces two roadsl Pablo's road and the roaa. of 11Johnson-Fol'e6t." 
The longer the hesitation, the. greater the price that will be paid. 
Aygust 4, 19'j0 l 1412 
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